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ABSTRACT

LARGE-SCALE AFFECTIVE COMPUTING
FOR VISUAL MULTIMEDIA

Brendan Jou

In recent years, Affective Computing has arisen as a prolific interdisciplinary field for

engineering systems that integrate human affections. While human-computer relationships

have long revolved around cognitive interactions, it is becoming increasingly important

to account for human affect, or feelings or emotions, to avert user experience frustration,

provide disability services, predict virality of social media content, etc. In this thesis, we

specifically focus on Affective Computing as it applies to large-scale visual multimedia,

and in particular, still images, animated image sequences and video streams, above and

beyond the traditional approaches of face expression and gesture recognition. By taking a

principled psychology-grounded approach, we seek to paint a more holistic and colorful view

of computational affect in the context of visual multimedia. For example, should emotions

like ‘surprise’ and ‘fear’ be assumed to be orthogonal output dimensions? Or does a ‘positive’

image in one culture’s view elicit the same feelings of positivity in another culture? We study

affect frameworks and ontologies to define, organize and develop machine learning models

with such questions in mind to automatically detect affective visual concepts.

In the push for what we call “Big Affective Computing,” we focus on two dimensions of

scale for affect – scaling up and scaling out – which we propose are both imperative if we

are to scale the Affective Computing problem successfully. Intuitively, simply increasing the

number of data points corresponds to “scaling up”. However, less intuitive, is when prob-

lems like Affective Computing “scale out,” or diversify. We show that this latter dimension

of introducing data variety, alongside the former of introducing data volume, can yield par-

ticular insights since human affections naturally depart from traditional Machine Learning

and Computer Vision problems where there is an objectively truthful target. While no one



might debate a picture of a ‘dog’ should be tagged as a ‘dog,’ but not all may agree that it

looks ‘ugly’. We present extensive discussions on why scaling out is critical and how it can

be accomplished while in the context of large-volume visual data.

At a high-level, the main contributions of this thesis include:

Multiplicity of Affect Oracles. Prior to the work in this thesis, little consideration

has been paid to the affective label generating mechanism when learning functional map-

pings between inputs and labels. Throughout this thesis but first in Chapter 2, starting

in §2.1.2, we make a case for a conceptual partitioning of the affect oracle governing the

label generation process in Affective Computing problems resulting a multiplicity of ora-

cles, whereas prior works assumed there was a single universal oracle. In Chapter 3, the

differences between intended versus expressed versus induced versus perceived emotion are

discussed, where we argue that perceived emotion is particularly well-suited for scaling up

because it reduces the label variance due to its more objective nature compared to other

affect states. And in Chapter 4 and 5, a division of the affect oracle along cultural lines

with manifestations along both language and geography is explored. We accomplish all this

without sacrificing the ‘scale up’ dimension, and tackle significantly larger volume problems

than prior comparable visual affective computing research.

Content-driven Visual Affect Detection. Traditionally, in most Affective Comput-

ing work, prediction tasks use psycho-physiological signals from subjects viewing the stimuli

of interest, e.g., a video advertisement, as the system inputs. In essence, this means that

the machine learns to label a proxy signal rather than the stimuli itself. In this thesis, with

the rise of strong Computer Vision and Multimedia techniques, we focus on the learning to

label the stimuli directly without a human subject provided biometric proxy signal (except

in the unique circumstances of Chapter 7). This shift toward learning from the stimuli

directly is important because it allows us to scale up with much greater ease given that

biometric measurement acquisition is both low-throughput and somewhat invasive while

stimuli are often readily available. In addition, moving toward learning directly from the

stimuli will allow researchers to precisely determine which low-level features in the stimuli

are actually coupled with affect states, e.g., which set of frames caused viewer discomfort

rather a broad sense that a video was discomforting. In Part I of this thesis, we illustrate an



emotion prediction task with a psychology-grounded affect representation. In particular, in

Chapter 3, we develop a prediction task over semantic emotional classes, e.g., ‘sad,’ ‘happy’

and ‘angry,’ using animated image sequences given annotations from over 2.5 million users.

Subsequently, in Part II, we develop visual sentiment and adjective-based semantics models

from million-scale digital imagery mined from a social multimedia platform.

Mid-level Representations for Visual Affect. While discrete semantic emotions

and sentiment are classical representations of affect with decades of psychology grounding,

the interdisciplinary nature of Affective Computing, now only about two decades old, al-

lows for new avenues of representation. Mid-level representations have been proposed in

numerous Computer Vision and Multimedia problems as an intermediary, and often more

computable, step toward bridging the semantic gap between low-level system inputs and

high-level label semantic abstractions. In Part II, inspired by this work, we adapt it for

vision-based Affective Computing and adopt a semantic construct called adjective-noun

pairs. Specifically, in Chapter 4, we explore the use of such adjective-noun pairs in the con-

text of a social multimedia platform and develop a multilingual visual sentiment concept

ontology with over 15,000 affective mid-level visual concepts across 12 languages associated

with over 7.3 million images and representations from over 235 countries, resulting in the

largest affective digital image corpus in both depth and breadth to date. In Chapter 5, we

develop computational methods to predict such adjective-noun pairs and also explore their

usefulness in traditional sentiment analysis but with a previously unexplored cross-lingual

perspective. And in Chapter 6, we propose a new learning setting called cross-residual

learning building off recent successes in deep neural networks, and specifically, in resid-

ual learning; we show that cross-residual learning can be used effectively to jointly learn

across even multiple related tasks in object detection (noun), more traditional affect mod-

eling (adjectives), and affective mid-level representations (adjective-noun pairs), giving us

a framework for better grounding the adjective-noun pair bridge in both vision and affect

simultaneously.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Affections were never part of the original design of the computer. Since at least the Middle

Ages, the process of calculating, or accounting, has been understood as a deeply rational and

cognitive task. And “calculating” is precisely what the computer and indeed, the Turing

machine [Turing, 1950], were originally designed for. Ever since, the rational horsepower

of the computational machine has been a source of societal wonder and academic intrigue.

Along the way, numerous perceptual tasks were annexed to the computer, including solving

partial differential equations, simulating physical systems, network fault detection, and

recognizing real-world objects in digital imagery. Yet the range of computational tasks has

most always been limited to the numerable, calculable and quantifiable – and very rarely the

sometimes irrational, often hard-to-quantify “soft” elements of our lives and interactions.

Shortly after the rise and popularity of sentient machines in science fiction literature

and television, serious research discussions around the mid-1990s began on the possibil-

ity of engineering “emotionally intelligent” machines. In her seminal 1997 book Affective

Computing, Picard paved the way for a new line of research focused on responsibly and

ethically incorporating human “feelings” into machine intelligence [Picard, 1997]. The field

of Affective Computing has since found itself in a wide range of applications including

content engagement [Wang and Cheong, 2006; Schaefer et al., 2010; Fleureau et al., 2012;

McDuff et al., 2013; Silveira et al., 2013], market research [Ahn and Picard, 2014], social

network marketing [Chen et al., 2014c; Wang et al., 2015a], and human-computer interac-

tion [Simon, 1967; Oviatt and Cohen, 2000; Hoque et al., 2013; Marsella and Gratch, 2014].
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The boy is sad.

Figure 1.1: Simple comparative example illustrating the ability of visuals to evoke emotions

distinctly compared to linear text. Adapted from [Hipps, 2009].

In this thesis, we focus on how we can engineer machines to better understand human af-

fections in and with respect to visual multimedia at scale.

1.1 Motivations

Sight is among the most fundamental of human senses. And photography, especially in

its modern digital form, has been one of the most influential agents reaffirming this law

of nature. Being able to actually see an object, a scene, a person or an idea has way of

capturing our attention and affections unlike any other medium before it has. One striking

example of how visuals differ vastly as a form of affective communication is in a simple

side-by-side comparison. John Dyer writes,

Photography, which became more common beginning around 1850, implies a [different]

kind of thinking [compared to the printed book]. . . . one of the key differences that media

scholars often point to is that while printed text is particularly good at conveying linear,

abstract data, images are much better at drawing us into a concrete story and evoking

an emotional reaction. Shane Hipps, in his book Flickering Pixels, points out that the

old adage, ‘A picture is worth a thousand words,’ isn’t really accurate. ‘It would seem

a picture is actually worth a thousand emotions’ [Hipps, 2009]. He gives the example

of the difference between our reactions to a printed sentence like ‘The boy is sad’ and a

picture of a starving child, crying in the middle of the scored African plain. The printed

sentence presents us with abstract concepts, but the picture immediately pulls on our

hearts. When we see words, they cause us to think; but when we see a picture, we react

first and then think about our reaction afterward. [Dyer, 2011]

As seen pervasively in film, advertisements and journalism, visuals have become a pow-
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erful tool in digital storytelling and evidentiary arguments. And yet, as to what exact

emotional mechanisms are at work in our visual faculties is still a hot ground for research

debate and study (q.v. §1.1.2 and §2.1.1.2). Even so, just as machine vision research is

developing in parallel with research in biological human vision, i.e., and not after the latter

is fully understood, so also significant research strides can still and are being made in affect

modeling and sensing both in machines and human concurrently [Picard, 2003]. Likewise,

there are many correlations and empirical heuristics that only become apparent as problems

are studied at scale.

1.1.1 Large-Scale and Ubiquitous Visual Data

Fueled by innovations like the Web and cheap storage, every generation since has continued

to produce higher throughput and volume of digital data than the last. Visual multimedia

in particular has experienced an explosive growth in volume, spurred on in part by the

social media revolution. At the time of this writing, approximately 400 hours of video are

uploaded to YouTube every minute1, Instagram boasts over 80 million photos uploaded per

day2, and some 728 million images are uploaded to Flickr yearly3. While these numbers

have attracted computer vision and multimedia research for years, of equal importance is

the “value” of these data. An often unspoken assumption is that these research problems are

important not only because photos and video are being uploaded in bulk but also because

they are shared, seen, (dis)liked, tagged, modified and repurposed massively.

The “value” of visual data can be as much a financial or reputational entity, e.g., as mea-

sured by the number views a video generates or royalties claimed from licensing an image, as

much it can be a deeply personal entity, e.g., a wedding video or photo capturing a memo-

rable moment. For example, several high view count videos on YouTube now boast over one

billion views4 and Instagram claims 40 billion total shares as well as 3.5 billion likes daily.

If we wanted to value a photo, how would we go about it? Explicit signals for measuring

1https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html

2https://www.instagram.com/press

3https://www.flickr.com/photos/franckmichel/6855169886

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_viewed_YouTube_videos

https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html
https://www.instagram.com/press
https://www.flickr.com/photos/franckmichel/6855169886
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_viewed_YouTube_videos
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this “value” such as view, like and share counts are undoubtedly valuable metrics; how-

ever, they fall short in many scenarios, such as in metric inflation spam [Cha et al., 2007;

Benevenuto et al., 2009], the “cold start problem” in personalization and recommender sys-

tems [Schein et al., 2002], and social science or psychology research on human-computer in-

teractions [Lang et al., 1997; Mikels et al., 2005; Vessel et al., 2014]. In such cases, content-

based methods have risen an effective solution and increasingly also as a complementary

signal, serving as an implicit signal for capturing the “value” of visual data. And it can be

argued that no other content-based paradigm cuts to the center of the valuation problem

for visual multimedia than Affective Computing.

1.1.2 The Affective Gap

It may come as a surprise to some that a clear, succinct and agreed upon definition of

affect (or emotion) remains elusive today among philosophers, psychologists, sociologists

and neuroscientists. One broad and loose definition of human affect is our experience

of feelings and emotions, usually in response to some stimulus. However, there are several

models of emotion as well as multiple frameworks for understanding their onsets, transitions

and transactions (q.v. §2.1.1 and §2.2). In this thesis, we tend most to agree with and adopt

the position taken by sociologist Arlie R. Hochschild of “emotion as social,” who wrote,

What is emotion? Emotion, I suggest, is a biologically given sense, and our most

important one. Like other senses – hearing, touch, and smell – it is a means by which we

know about our relation to the world. . . Emotion is unique among our senses, however,

because it is related not only to an orientation toward action but also to an orientation

toward cognition. . . . [F]eeling signals perception and expectation to us, and turning

this around, different patterns of perception and expectation correspond to different

feeling names. Since culture directs our seeing and expecting, it directs our feeling and

our naming of feeling. [Hochschild, 1983]

Though Affective Computing had yet to come into formation when Hochschild wrote this in

1983, this idea of “naming of feeling” would become foundational to a core goal in teaching

machines to understand human affect.5

5Indeed, Hochschild alone should not be credited for this idea of “naming” as other works such as

[Katz, 1980; Plutchik, 1980] also developed similar lines of thinking around the same time.
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One of long-standing engineering goals of Affective Computing is to bridge what is

known as the “affective gap.” In essence, the affective gap is the conceptual divide be-

tween low-level features from a signal of interest and high-level human affective states

[Calvo and D’Mello, 2010]. The signal of interest can be the stimulus itself or it can be

psycho-physiological measurements of a human subject. And on the other side of the gap,

the high-level affect states are most often understood to be categorical semantic entities by

which we “name” feelings or emotions. Formally, we can understand this as a traditional

machine learning problem where the goal is to formulate and learn a functional mapping

H(X,y), where X ∈ R
n×d corresponds to the low-level features and y ∈ R

n are the high-

level affect states. However, as we shall see in this thesis, though the problem can be cast

in this well-understood form, the acquisition, condition, qualities and most especially inter-

pretations of both the inputs X and outputs y differ and vary greatly from the traditional

setting when in the Affective Computing context.

1.1.3 Computer Vision and Affective Science

In Computer Vision and Multimedia, a concept pre-dating the “affective gap” is the “seman-

tic gap.” In the semantic gap problem, we seek to bridge the conceptual divide between

low-level content features and high-level semantics describing the content. For example,

given an input image depicting a chair, the goal of a machine might be to output the se-

mantic label ‘chair’ or ‘furniture’. Similarly, in Affective Computing, we might desire a

machine to output a label like ‘sad’ for image of the sad boy in Figure 1.1. In some con-

texts, the “affective gap” problem can be understood to be equivalent to the “semantic

gap” problem; however, the target output in the “affective gap” problem need not always

be semantic categories, e.g., they can be psychological affect states.

Much of current Affective Computing focuses on detecting and recognizing the affect

states of individuals, either within or in response to a stimulus. As a result, a major line

of vision-based research in Affective Computing is devoted to tasks like face expression and

gesture recognition, e.g., [Tao and Tan, 2005; Zeng et al., 2009; Calvo and D’Mello, 2010;

McDuff et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013; Mediratta et al., 2013; Marsella and Gratch, 2014].

As important as these problems are, we often want to understand affect in much broader
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Figure 1.2: Examples of the diverse visual multimedia content we are interested in. Note

that while there are indeed some faces and gestures that exist in visual multimedia, there

are also far more diverse content that is of affective interest. Face and gesture recognition

can thus only be one part of the Visual Affective Computing equation moving forward.

contexts than simply knowing there is a smile or frown in a photograph. For example,

even if we could detect that the boy in Figure 1.1 was ‘sad,’ we do not know why or what

caused that expression. Likewise, if there was an image without a human entity present,

could machines still detect that the depicted scene was ‘dark’ or ‘eerie’ or simply ‘negative’.

In this thesis, we cast the net much wider to expand the range of affective targets that

vision-based multimedia systems are able to understand, thus while we do include elements

like facial expression recognition we do not limit our techniques to it (e.g., see Figure 1.2).

1.2 Overview of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, an overview of the Affective Computing and its particular relation to Com-

puter Vision and Multimedia is presented. A framework for understanding these related

work through multiple affect oracles and their inter-relationships is proposed in §2.2. In

Part I of the thesis, we illustrate content-driven affect detection in visual multimedia using a

psychology-grounded affect representation. In particular, in Chapter 3, we present emotion

detection experiments in animated image sequences along with advocating perceived emo-

tion detection. Part II of the thesis focuses on mid-level representations for Visual Affective
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Computing, where a framework for understanding multilingual visual affect is proposed in

Chapter 4 and accompanying visual detection methods are discussed in Chapter 5, and

further, a novel cross-task learning method applicable to affective visual concept detection

is proposed in Chapter 6. Finally, open challenges in Visual Affective Computing are dis-

cussed in Part III where some inroads along the lines of leveraging psycho-physiological

signals (Chapter 7) and highly curated professional films (Chapter 8) are presented, and a

concluding discussion with a summary of contributions and concluding remarks on applica-

tions and ethics is given in Part IV.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Affective Computing

and Visual Concept Detection

Arguably the first work on Affective Computing was by Hebert A. Simon in [Simon, 1967],

although the field was not formed until Rosalind W. Picard popularized it in [Picard, 1997].

Simon proposed that one critical function of intelligent systems, and organisms in general,

was that they could switch between deliberate processing of information as well as reac-

tionary processing in order to achieve some end goal. Principally, this meant that if a

human interacting with a machine became frustrated, say because of usability issues, an

emotionally intelligent machine should be able to detect and factor the frustration into its

behavior, hopefully taking some action to make the goal the user easier to achieve. Picard

aptly wrote on this, “Affect, like weather, is hard to measure; and like weather, it probably

can’t be predicted or controlled with perfect reliability. But, if we can do significantly bet-

ter than random, then people will at least be less likely to get caught in a thunder storm

without an umbrella” [Picard, 2003].

In this chapter, we provide an abbreviated summary of Affective Computing with em-

phasis on vision-based multimedia systems. We briefly discuss affective representations from

a social science and neuroscience perspective and their subsequent relation to engineering

problems for computationally modeling emotion. We also propose a curator-content-user

relation paradigm for intuitively understanding and organizing prior art and that also helps
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define directions for future research in affect understanding. We also briefly review methods

in visual concept detection with focus on works targeting affective applications.

2.1 Affective Science

Affective Computing is deeply rooted at the intersection of the computational, biological

and social sciences. And so, to develop a bearing for what is actually to be computed,

it is instructive to briefly first discuss the historical and modern understanding of affect.

Affective science research largely comes out of three streams of study, each with slightly

different emphases: psychology, social science and neuroscience (listed in no particular

order). Much of the work in this thesis hinges on perspectives in psychology and social

science, but the indirect contributions of neuroscience are also acknowledged.

2.1.1 Affective Mechanisms and Models

Affections (or emotion) operate significantly differently from the more cognitive processes in

our psyche, i.e., memory, attention, language, problem solving, and planning. For example,

psychologist Paul Ekman writes, “Emotions can have a very fast onset, beginning so quickly

that they can happen before one is aware that they have begun. . . . Emotions are unbidden,

not chosen. . . ” [Ekman, 1999]. Likewise, some research shows an individual may not even

be conscious of a stimulus when the affective region of their brain activates [Öhman, 2002].

One of the more popular illustrations of this dichotomy between cognition and emotion

is found in a psychological phenomenon known as the mere-exposure effect. The mere-

exposure effect occurs when individuals develop a preference simply on a basis of familiarity

or repeated exposure. In such cases, it is clear that no cognitive decision is made to bias

toward preference and yet the “affective reaction [is] likely to become increasingly positive”

[Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980]. And so, as far as we currently understand, the processes

governing everything from the elicitation to sustaining of emotion does depart significantly

from those of cognition (though they are not mutually exclusive processes).
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2.1.1.1 Affective Neuroscience and Visual Perception

The primary biological processes that we are concerned with in this thesis originate prin-

cipally in the ventral (base), anterior (front) and posterior (back) regions of the brain.

Specifically, the prefrontal cortex and limbic system are associated with processing and reg-

ulating mood/personality/emotions; and the visual cortex, located in the occipital lobe, is

responsible for processing visual information. Briefly, there have been a number of “loca-

tionist approaches” to methodically isolate regions or networks in the brain associated with

emotions [Lieberman, 2007]. For example, in [Chikazoe et al., 2014], fine-grained patterns

of neural activity in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) results were discov-

ered in the orbitofrontal cortex which hint at a standard or canonical “code” by which

our brains derive emotions. On the other hand, works like [Barrett and Satpute, 2013] ar-

gue against localizing psychological faculties in favor of a “constructionist approach” where

high-dimensional brain states and their interactions are the focus of study. Respectively,

for vision, it is generally well understood now that much of our visual processing comes

from the primary visual cortex (a.k.a. V1), which is especially tuned for pattern recognition

tasks, and the secondary visual cortex (a.k.a. V2) in the visual association area, where some

visual attentional and memory processes occur [Gazzaniga, 2009].

2.1.1.2 Models of Emotion

There are two basic models of emotion – one leans toward the psychologists and neurosci-

entists, and the other toward the sociologists [Hochschild, 1983]. The “organismic model”

arises from the work of those like Charles Darwin, William James and Sigmund Freud,

who essentially argued that emotions are principally biological and psychological processes

[Darwin, 1872; James, 1883]. In this line of thinking, research is fixated far more on drivers

like instinct and libido. The “interactional model” comes to us from work by those like John

Dewey and Erving Goffman, where the focus is the meaning of the psychological processes

and the role of social exchanges [Goffman, 1967]. Thus, it is sufficient for the interactional-

ist to say that affect always has some innate biological component, but they are concerned

more with social structures, e.g., “framing” and “emotional labor” in the social sciences.

While there are some other works that try to strike a middle ground between these two
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(a) Valence-Arousal Space. (b) Ekman Emotions. (c) Plutchik Wheel of Emotions.

Figure 2.1: Example Affect Representation Visualizations. A dimensional representation is

shown in (a), basic emotion semantics in (b), and a dimensional-semantic hybrid in (c).

models, these emotion models offer two different “levels” of affect granularity that can serve

as oracles during computational learning.

2.1.2 Affective Representations

Affect can be represented in many different ways. And from an engineering perspective, we

might imagine some Euclidean space of unknown dimensions onto which we might assign

regions to affective categories. However, in order to remain faithful to psychological models

of affect, we need to consider that the actual dimensionality of the space considered will

depend on the chosen affect representation, the affect semantics of corresponding dimensions

may not necessarily be common emotion names, and/or the affect axes may not necessarily

even be orthogonal. Fortunately, there are several already established representations of

affect drawn from existing psychology and sociology research. Here, we discuss four popular

methods for representing affect in Affective Computing:

Sentiment. The simplest way to represent affect is along a single axis representing

the positivity or negativity. In this sentiment context, we might talk about affect in

a binary sense of “feeling positive” or a “negative feeling,” or a trinary if we also con-

sider “neutral” as a state. Beyond n-ary extensions, the sentiment axis also allows us

to compare stimuli in a relative, pairwise fashion, e.g., “that movie scene gave me a
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more positive feeling than the ones before it.” Due to the simple nature of this rep-

resentation, sentiment is where the bulk of Affective Computing modeling and applica-

tions focus, e.g., [Turney, 2002; Bautin et al., 2008; Wan, 2009; Baccianella et al., 2010;

Siersdorfer et al., 2010; Thelwall et al., 2010; Liu, 2012; Yuan et al., 2013; You et al., 2014;

Xu et al., 2014]. Another advantage of the sentiment representation is that the small num-

ber of output dimensions also can reduce the variance in performance in automatic systems.

It is also worth noting that some more broadly consider sentiment as referring to personal

dispositions and as being related to opinions [Soleymani et al., 2016].

Valence, Arousal and Dominance (and its Variants). While convenient, a funda-

mental problem with treating affect as sentiment alone is when, for example, “[w]e lose

the distinction between a fearful dislike [and] an angry dislike. . . ” [Hochschild, 1983]. Ex-

tended two- and three-dimensional models, along with several variants, were proposed in

lieu of this and are currently the dominant representation in psychological studies. One

popular two-dimensional representation assigns valence to one axis, denoting sentiment or

positiveness/negativeness1, and arousal to the other, referring to the degree of stimulation2.

This valence-arousal (VA) space allows us to refer to further qualify sentiment in a much

richer fashion by essentially introducing magnitudes (arousal). In [Bradley et al., 1992;

Dietz and Lang, 1999], a ‘boomerang’-shaped feasible region in the VA space was proposed

where affects like a highly negative feeling (valence) with a low arousal were hypothesized

to be unrealizable. Several other works also tried to map regions the VA space to namable

emotions, e.g., [Russell, 1990] proposed a circumplex model where emotions exist on a circle

approximately equidistant from the origin, or in the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule

(PANAS) System of [Watson et al., 1988], where positive and negative affect are treated

as separate “dimensions” where the VA axes lie at a 45◦ angle to the positive-negative

axes. Many psychologists also extend into a third dimension called dominance, denoting

the volition an individual can maintain when affecting3, e.g., consider the difference between

“anger” and “rage” [Mehrabian, 1980; Russell, 1991] (and some like [Fontaine et al., 2007],

1In some literature, valence is also referred to as pleasure or “pleasantness/unpleasantness”.

2In some literature, arousal is also referred to as “arousing/subduing” or “level of activation”.

3In some literature, dominance is also referred to as control or “attention/rejection”.
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even extend further, dividing dominance into potency and unpredictability). Several Affec-

tive Computing works have since adopted these valence-arousal (VA) and valence-arousal-

dominance (VAD) spaces, e.g., [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005; Yang et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2008;

Gunes and Pantic, 2010; Schaefer et al., 2010; Koelstra et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2012].

Ekman Emotions. While sentiment, VA and VAD spaces garner support from a large

body of works, they are often difficult to apply when concrete semantics are necessary, like

in user facing applications. Ekman developed a set of six emotions that he believed to be

“basic” and universal: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise (sometimes,

contempt was also included in early writings); and later expanded the set to 17 emotions,

also including amusement, contentment, embarrassment, excitement, guilt, pleasure, pride,

relief, satisfaction and shame [Ekman, 1992; Ekman, 1999]. Ekman argued that other affect

were simply derivatives or composites of these core emotions. These Ekman emotions rose

to popularity especially in affective multimedia systems because they provided a seman-

tic grounding for multimodal approaches, e.g., [Shin and Kim, 2010; Teixeira et al., 2011;

Wang et al., 2013a; Peng et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015a; Xu et al., 2015].

Plutchik Emotions. Contrary to Ekman’s suggestion, psychologist Robert Plutchik

posited that there are instead eight primary emotions: anger, fear, sadness, disgust, sur-

prise, anticipation, trust and joy [Plutchik, 1980]. He suggested that these emotions were

bipolar and could be organized into contrasting pairs, for example, surprise versus antic-

ipation or trust versus disgust. In addition, from these eight primary emotions, Plutchik

proposed that each emotion could have three levels of intensity, where a primary emotion

like joy can have an emphasized form, ecstasy, and a mellower form, serenity, resulting in

24 total, non-composite emotions. To organize these bipolar emotions, their intensities, as

well as some composite emotions, Plutchik proposed a conic illustration called the “Wheel

of Emotions” (unfolded cone view in Figure 2.1c). Of all the affective representations dis-

cussed, Plutchik emotions have had the least amount of traction in psychology, partially

due to criticisms about omitting pride/shame, but they are still widely applied in Affective

Computing, e.g., [Borth et al., 2013b; Jiang et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015]. Notably, there

are also some other similar representations like [Kiesler, 1983] that extend to interpersonal
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affect structures.

2.2 Aspects of Affective Gaps

As discussed in §1.1.2, the task of bridging of the affective gap remains at the cornerstone

of Affective Computing. Many Multimedia and Computer Vision, and even modern Affec-

tive Computing, works näıvely reduce this problem to approximating a ground truth label

distribution from some input features without much thought to where these labels come

from. However, because affections are deeply subjective and faceted entities, this reduc-

tionist assumption that ground truth labels are generated by some universal oracle actually

gets broken. One analogy to consider is that in a classical object detection problem almost

no one might disagree that an image contains a ‘cup,’ however, not everyone will agree that

the shot of the ‘cup’ was ‘beautiful’. As a result, one of the main positions and proposals of

this thesis that we first clearly delineate the social oracles involved in the generation of the

affect targets that we seek to model and infer. To illustrate this, we propose divisions along

curation roles as well as along cultural lines beginning in §2.2.2.

2.2.1 Affective Computing Paradigms

The reductionist Affective Computing view is illustrated in Figure 2.2a, where there is some

input feature set X we want to map to some affect label a. The reductionist is satisfied say

that the input feature set X can generally represent anything from pixels, audio, biological

signals or some derivative, and is equally satisfied to simply say there is an affect label

a without clarifying where it came from.4 However, historically, Affective Computing has

considered the input feature set X to specifically refer to the psycho-physiological features

measured from an individual Xphysio. in response to a stimulus Xcontent (see Figure 2.2b).

In this setting, the input Xphysio. could be anything from a web camera recording facial

expression images to electroencephalogram (EEG) or electrodermal activity (EDA) signals

4In fact, there have been many peer-reviewed works in Computer Vision and Multimedia have unfortu-

nately presented methods for recognizing emotion categories, e.g., “sad”, “happy” and “angry”, with little

mention of where the affective taxonomy even came from or why they were chosen.
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X

a

Affective Gap

(a)

Xcontent Xphysio.

a

Affective Gap Affective Gap

(b)

Xcontent

aX aY · · · aZ

Affective Gaps

(c)

Xcontent

aX aY

Affective Gap Affective Gap

Inter-Affect Gap

(d)

Figure 2.2: Affective Computing Paradigms: (a) Reductionist view of the affective gap,

where ambiguous input features X are mapped to an ambiguous affect oracle a. (b) In

actuality, some Affective Computing works try to bridge the affective gap between an affect

oracle a and stimulus Xcontent and/or physiological signals Xphysio., where Xcontent is the

stimulus that induces Xphysio. response in a human. (c) However, there can be multiple

affect oracles aX ,aY , . . . ,aZ , especially with respect to the stimulus Xcontent, whereas (a)

assumed aX = aY = · · · = aZ . (d) And subsequently, there can also be gaps between affect

oracles as well, e.g., the inter-affect gap between aX -aY .
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measured from the subject. In addition, here, the affective label a specifically refers to the

affect of the single, affecting, measured human subject.

With the recent rising success of content-based methods, a growing body of Affective

Computing works have honed in on bridging the affective gap from the stimulus Xcontent

directly (including this thesis). As a result, one of the increasingly apparent challenges is the

need for a large number of instance-label pairs for learning. However, unlike tasks in object

recognition where labels from multiple individuals, like crowdsourcing workers, can simply

be pooled together, labeling tasks in Affective Computing settings cannot be so simply be

aggregated because each individual can be a legitimate affect oracle in their own right. This

can make it difficult to distinguish between crowdsourcing spammers and a legitimate, but

minority affect. And so, as shown in Figure 2.2c, with respect to a stimulus Xcontent, there

is generally more than one affect oracle. Naturally, this observation that there are multiple

affect oracles then leads to inter-affect gaps between oracles (Figure 2.2d).

2.2.2 Affect Oracles and Targets

While some of the differentiations between affect oracles in §2.2.1 may initially seem like

little more than a philosophical juggling act, they have direct consequences to how we

build affective computational systems. Two examples of how dividing or splitting up the

affect oracle aid the design of visual affect prediction are presented in Chapter 3 and 4.

Briefly though, consider an experimental setup where an experimenter or content curator

has produced a piece of content, or stimulus, that will be presented to a user or subject. In

this setup, there are four affective targets that we might consider predicting:

• Intended Affect. A film director (curator) might intend for his audience to feel a

certain emotion at a particular point in a scene. A conceivable learning task then

would be to predict a director’s intended emotion given particular scene, but such

curator labels are typically very difficult to procure, especially at scale since it requires

the originator’s direct input.

• Expressed Affect. Given the affect state that the film director intends his audience

to feel, he might choose to express it by curating a scene to contain the appropriate
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color schemes, auditory cues and story narrative. Alternatively, the director might

be choosing to express his emotional interpretation of a scene without actually even

intending for an audience to feel anything. Much like intended affect, expressed affect

labels are typically difficult to procure and are oftentimes even indistinguishable from

intended affect. As a result, though it is worth noting they can be different, we tend

to treat this the same as intended affect in this thesis.

• Induced/Evoked Affect. In response to the film (stimulus) created by the director,

some affect may be induced in an individual (subject) in the audience. This induced

affect may not necessarily be the same as the one the director (curator) intended, but

it is nonetheless an affect. If the individual were say a movie pre-screener, they might

fill out a post-showing survey and describe what they felt and computational models

could be trained to predict how this same individual might react to a new scene. And

in fact, this setting of induced affect prediction is where the overwhelming majority

of Affective Computing lies (though not often acknowledged).

• Perceived Affect. Although film scenes may have evoked a particular affect in the

individual (subject), they may have the ability to perceive what affect the director (cu-

rator) intended. This perceived affect might, for example, be an understanding that

the director intended the audience to be surprised, but the individual felt apathetic.

Generally, this particular type of affect is both easy to acquire labels for and consider-

ably less subjective than induced affect. And to the best of our knowledge, this affect

had not been explored computationally before [Jou et al., 2014] (q.v. Chapter 3).

Each of the above affective targets can be represented in any number of the ways from

§2.1.2. And indeed this particular four-way division of the affect oracle is actively studied

in psychology and social science, e.g., [Katz, 1980; Hochschild, 1983]. Further, this is not

the only way to partition the affect oracle as we might consider culture (q.v. Chapter 4),

gender, age, occupation and more as other ways to partition the affect oracle, preserving

the subjective nature of affect while reducing label variance.
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2.3 Visual Affect Detection

Early Affective Computing works that specifically focused on affect in visual content/stimuli

naturally began with color-based features. Some proposed color-based emotion detection

for image retrieval [Wang et al., 2006; Solli and Lenz, 2008], while others suggested it for

aesthetics prediction [Datta et al., 2006b], webpage design [Shin and Kim, 2010] and image

database organization [Solli and Lenz, 2010]. Likewise, for video, [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005]

and [Wang and Cheong, 2006] explored affect understanding in film clips along with mul-

timodal approaches combining visual and auditory cues. For the most part though, the

broader visual affect detection problem had little traction and was eclipsed by face expres-

sion and gesture recognition until about the early 2010s.

In Table 2.1, we organize some selected Affective Computing (or related) works and show

their relation to one conceptual partitioning of the affect oracle along intended, expressed,

induced/evoked and perceived affect dimensions (q.v. §2.2.2). This catalog is organized to

the best of our understanding of each work since none of these prior works considered such

an affect partitioning nor ever used such terminology in their works. Early face expression

and gesture recognition works tend to fall under the ‘expressed affect’ category since they

often used acted expressions while later in-the-wild works along with most all other Affective

Computing work fall under the ‘induced affect’ category. Some recent studies do fall into the

‘intended affect’ category based on how data was gathered, but we leave this for expanded

discussions later, e.g., in §2.3.2 and Part II. Some of our work in ‘perceived affect’ detection

is also discussed later in Chapter 3.

2.3.1 Face Expression and Gesture Recognition

Though not the primary focus of this thesis, it is worth highlighting several seminal works in

face expression and gesture recognition since this is where much of Visual Affective Comput-

ing has focused the majority of its effort in the past two decades. In biometrics, facial expres-

sion recognition has been a cornerstone problem for years, before “Affective Computing” was

even coined [Samal and Iyengar, 1992; Yacoob and Davis, 1996; Essa and Pentland, 1997;

Yin et al., 2000; Sim et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2006; Zeng et al., 2009; Gross et al., 2010;
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Citation Intended Expressed Induced Perceived Citation Intended Expressed Induced Perceived

[Lang et al., 1997] ✓ [Jia et al., 2012] ✓

[Lyons et al., 1998] ✓ [Soleymani et al., 2012] ✓

[Kanade et al., 2000] ✓ [Xu et al., 2012] ✓

[Sim et al., 2002] ✓ [Borth et al., 2013b] ✓ ✓

[Fasel and Luettin, 2003] ✓ [Canini et al., 2013] ✓

[Lisetti and Nasoz, 2004] ✓ [Kim et al., 2013] ✓

[Chanel et al., 2005] ✓ [McDuff et al., 2013] ✓

[Hanjalic and Xu, 2005] ✓ [Mediratta et al., 2013] ✓

[Tao and Tan, 2005] ✓ [Silveira et al., 2013] ✓

[Wang et al., 2006] ✓ [Yuan et al., 2013] ✓

[Wang and Cheong, 2006] ✓ [Chen et al., 2014c] ✓

[Yang et al., 2006] ✓ [Ellis et al., 2014a] † ✓

[Castellano et al., 2007] ✓ [Jou et al., 2014] † ✓

[Solli and Lenz, 2008] ✓ [Mart́ınez et al., 2014] ✓

[Yang et al., 2008] ✓ [Yang et al., 2014] ✓

[Yanulevskaya et al., 2008] ✓ [You et al., 2014] ✓

[Kipp and Martin, 2009] ✓ [Xu et al., 2014] ✓

[Zeng et al., 2009] ✓ [Zhao et al., 2014] ✓

[Calvo and D’Mello, 2010] ✓ [Campos et al., 2015] † ✓

[Machajdik and Hanbury, 2010] ✓ [Jou et al., 2015] † ✓ ✓

[Schaefer et al., 2010] ✓ [Wang et al., 2015a] ✓

[Shin and Kim, 2010] ✓ [Baveye et al., 2015b] ✓

[Siersdorfer et al., 2010] ✓ [Vandal et al., 2015] ✓

[Solli and Lenz, 2010] ✓ [Campos et al., 2016] † ✓

[Dan-Glauser and Scherer, 2011] ✓ [Jou et al., 2016] † ✓

[Koelstra et al., 2011] ✓ [Jou and Chang, 2016a] † ✓

[Morency et al., 2011] ✓ [Liu et al., 2016] † ✓ ✓

[Teixeira et al., 2011] ✓ [Pappas et al., 2016] † ✓ ✓

Table 2.1: Breakdown of selected Affective Computing works along intended, expressed,

induced and perceived affect. Listed alphabetical by year. The † indicates selected work

that we have contributed to the field.
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Lucey et al., 2010]. These methods for facial expression recognition span a broad spectrum

from Gabor wavelets [Lyons et al., 1998] to local binary patterns (LBP) [Shan et al., 2009],

and more recently, to convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [Tang, 2013]. Other works

adopted a localization approach originally developed in [Ekman et al., 1980] called the Fa-

cial Action Coding System (FACS) which details a lookup table of craniofacial regions called

action units (AUs) that compositionally form a facial expression; so, for example, AU15

denotes a “Lip Corner Depressor”. Here, the efforts are typically focused on the proxy

problem of recognizing AUs rather than an ultimate facial expression since the former is

a more fine-grained challenge and the expressions can be derived by psychology-grounded

rules [Kanade et al., 2000; Tian et al., 2001; Fasel and Luettin, 2003; Bartlett et al., 2005;

Lucey et al., 2010; Mediratta et al., 2013; McDuff et al., 2013].

Gesture recognition [Wu and Huang, 1999; Mitra and Acharya, 2007] (not be confused

with hand sign recognition), like facial expression recognition, is also an area of active re-

search. Recently, some commercial systems have begun to incorporate gesture recognition

for video games, controlling augmented reality environments and general-purpose computer

interfacing. Pure vision-based gesture recognition though has been approached with meth-

ods like oriented histograms of texture [Freeman and Roth, 1995], skin color tracking via

particle filtering [Bretzner et al., 2002] and optical flow [Zhang and Kender, 2013]. And

specifically in connection to emotion, works like [Castellano et al., 2007] used body move-

ment in addition to gesture expressions to recognize semantic emotions. Also, work in

[Kipp and Martin, 2009], gesture forms like hand shape, palm orientation and motion di-

rection were used to detect emotion in the VA space.

2.3.2 Visual Affective Concept Detection

By treating emotions as categorical entities, many vision and multimedia methods can also

be applied to the general problem of visual affect detection. In [Yanulevskaya et al., 2008],

“holistic” image features with Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995]

were proposed for sentiment prediction on an image dataset used largely in psychology

[Lang et al., 1997]. The “holistic” features were essentially a codebook over local color

histogram and Gabor features. Likewise, in [Siersdorfer et al., 2010], global and local color
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histograms as well as SIFT [Lowe, 2004] features were used with SVMs on a larger dataset

of social images also for sentiment. Several other works like [Jia et al., 2012] followed the

trend and applied these generic vision features to other image domains, e.g., paintings.

While these works were mostly a carve-and-copy of existing methods to the new ap-

plication of visual affect recognition, the pendulum swung in the other direction when in

[Machajdik and Hanbury, 2010], psychology and art theory inspired features were proposed.

The work proposed specialized color features, composition indicators like the rule-of-thirds,

facial features, and more to aid visual emotion detection. And this idea was extended several

times, including in [Shin and Kim, 2010] using color composition, in [Wang et al., 2013b]

with color aesthetics, and in [Zhao et al., 2014] where elements like artistic balance, em-

phasis and harmony were leveraged. Some recent works have also studied the multimodal

integration of these features for visual sentiment analysis [Soleymani et al., 2016].

As attribute learning and mid-level feature representations began to rise in popularity,

e.g., ObjectBank [Li et al., 2010] and Classemes [Torresani et al., 2010], several mid-level

features began to be proposed for visual affect detection. Early work in [Wang et al., 2006]

that went largely noticed by the community proposed 12 mid-level adjective-adjective word

pairs like warm-cool, brilliant-gloomy and vibrant-desolute. In [Yuan et al., 2013], 102 mid-

level features called Sentribute were proposed for sentiment which were simply derived

from scene attributes in the SUN Attribute dataset [Patterson and Hays, 2012], i.e., se-

mantic attributes like still water, ice and hiking were included. In [Borth et al., 2013a;

Borth et al., 2013b], a bank of visual classifiers forming mid-level representations were pro-

posed called SentiBank. The representation consisted of a set of 1,200 linear SVM outputs

where SVMs were trained using a taxonomy of adjective-noun pairs (ANPs). The ANPs

combine a “noun” for visual detectability and an “adjective” for affective modulation of

the noun, resulting in pairs like cute dog, beautiful sunset, disgusting food and terrible

accident. Some image localization for a subset of these ANPs was also later proposed

[Chen et al., 2014b]. Though the authors were not aware they did so, this was one of the

first works to depart from classical ‘induced affect’ line of works and investigate ‘intended

affect,’ albeit in a weak label setting, and we show later, in Part II, how such mid-level

features can be scaled even further.
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Moving into the modern day, with the success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

[LeCun et al., 1998], spurred on by the performance of AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] on

image classification in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)

[Russakovsky et al., 2015], there has been a rush to apply CNNs, and more broadly neu-

ral networks (NNs), in a wide range of other applications. For visual affect detection,

[Xu et al., 2014] used AlexNet simply as a feature extractor [Razavian et al., 2014] with

SVMs and logistic regression classifiers, while in [You et al., 2014], AlexNet was fine-tuned,

both works for sentiment detection on social media images. And in [Chen et al., 2014a],

a network called DeepSentiBank was proposed that also fine-tuned from AlexNet but was

trained to recognize the ANP visual concepts from [Borth et al., 2013b]. Also, though not

using deep networks, some work in [Wang et al., 2015c] explored unsupervised emotion de-

tection in social images.

It is interesting to note that many of the above works focused specifically on the sen-

timent prediction task, and mostly, from constrained and small image datasets. For video

multimedia, [Teixeira et al., 2011] experimented with early- and late-fusion of audio and

visual features with Bayesian networks to detect viewer affective states in a VAD space rep-

resentation using professional movie clips. In [Canini et al., 2013], they defined “film gram-

mar” features for movie recommendation that corresponded to scene distinctives capturing a

director’s storytelling style. In [Ellis et al., 2014a], a person-specific pilot sentiment analysis

study was performed on broadcast video news streams they recorded and mined from cable

and over-the-air television [Jou et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013]. In [Jiang et al., 2014], audio,

visual and mid-level features were combined using kernel-level fusion with χ2 radial basis

function (RBF) SVM for recognizing semantic emotions in unconstrained user-generated

videos. And in [Pang and Ngo, 2015], extending from [Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012],

a multimodal deep Boltzmann machine was proposed that trained on the same audio, visual

and mid-level features and dataset from [Jiang et al., 2014].
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2.4 Big Affective Computing

The majority of seminal visual affect detection worked within the bounds of small, con-

trolled datasets and were sometimes repurposed psychology studies not intended for com-

putational learning. Among the earliest of these was the International Affective Picture

System (IAPS) which consisted of a psychology-curated set of about 1,000 still images

[Lang et al., 1997]. Originally, these images were intended as stimuli to induce emotions

in subject for measuring physiological signals. The Geneva Affective PicturE Database

(GAPED) [Dan-Glauser and Scherer, 2011] consisted of 730 pictures meant to supplement

IAPS and tried to narrow visual themes across images. This small-scale phenomenon is not

limited to early works; for example, in the DeepSent [You et al., 2014] dataset, only about

1,270 images from a social media platforms are available for sentiment prediction.

One reason for this scaling limitation was discussed earlier in §2.2.1, namely that the

subjective nature of affect can make it difficult to conceptually tease apart noise from ground

truth. However, another reason for this historical ceiling on scaling up visual affect datasets

is that affect can break the assumption of visual consistency. If the former limitation of

affect subjectivity can be thought of as increasing label variance or noise, then the visual

inconsistency property of affect increases the data variance or noise. Consider that we have

a corpus of images labeled ‘sad,’ even if we considered the generating process for these

labels to be trustworthy, the images could range drastically from pictures of a ‘graveyard’

to a ‘wilting flower’ to a seemingly arbitrary ‘building’ that evokes personal memories. This

raises significant difficulties compared to traditional vision tasks of recognizing a ‘laptop,’

particular dog breed, or even more complex categories like a ‘birthday party’ because there

is no guarantee that visual elements are shared even within the same categorical label.

In this thesis, we advocate a movement toward what we call “Big Affective Comput-

ing”. In large-scale computing problems, increasingly popularized under the category of

“Big Data” problems, it is becoming common to differentiate between different kinds of

“scale”. One partitioning of different “scales” is known as the “Four V’s”: volume, variety,

velocity and veracity.5 Many of the scaling limitations mentioned with visual affect so far can

5This is only one partitioning and many remark that other categories are missing like cost and variability.
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actually be subsumed in this paradigm as well, e.g., visual inconsistency with veracity. And

some initial works like [Siersdorfer et al., 2010; Soleymani et al., 2012; Borth et al., 2013b;

Baveye et al., 2015b; Vandal et al., 2015] have already begun to scale up visual affect detec-

tion in volume, yet as visual data and computation becomes more accessible, it will become

necessary to also consider other types of “scale” in Visual Affective Computing.

However, one other “V” often discussed is value which we have already mentioned in §1.1.1.
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Chapter 3

Perceived Emotion Prediction in

Animated Image Sequences

Animated GIFs are everywhere on the Web. In this chapter, we present an exercise in the

computational prediction of emotions perceived by viewers after they are shown animated

Graphical Interchange Format (GIF) images [Jou et al., 2014]. We evaluate our results on

a dataset of over 3,800 animated GIF images gathered from a social Web platform called

GIFGIF, each with scores for 17 discrete semantic emotions aggregated from over 2.5M user

annotations – the first computational evaluation of its kind for content-based prediction on

animated GIFs to our knowledge. One of our objectives was to systematically compare

different types of content features for emotion prediction, including low-level, aesthetics,

mid-level semantic and face expression features. As a part of this, we propose and advocate

a conceptual paradigm in affect prediction that shows that delineating distinct types of affect

is important and is useful to be concrete about the affective target (q.v. §2.2 and Fig. 2.2).

We also formulated a multitask regression problem to evaluate whether viewer perceived

emotion prediction can benefit from jointly learning across emotion classes compared to

disjoint, independent learning.
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3.1 Introduction

Animated Graphical Interchange Format (GIF) images are a largely unexplored media in

Computer Vision and Multimedia research. In the pre-2000s, animated GIFs garnered a

niche popularity, largely on the platforms of Internet forums and blogs, where common

elements to animate include burning fires or waving flags. After falling out of popularity for

a period, in the recent decade, the format became massively popular again with even more

wide-spread use in the Web 2.0 era. Animated GIFs, usually characterized by relatively

short sequences of image frames, have quickly become a channel for visually expressing

emotion in our modern society.1 Their role in popular culture has contributed to the rise of

widely, rapidly spread cultural references called memes as well as new art forms, and some

businesses even employ GIFs as a part of their Web marketing.

The use of animated GIFs particularly for conveying emotions is prevalent on the Web

today, and GIFs are now massively found on forums, message boards, social media and

websites of every genre. In moving to large-scale, many learning problems for other media

suffer the sampling problem given the enormity of the Web, that is, the range of Web content

available is so vast that it is often difficult to determine feasible sampling schemes. To

counteract this, most works simply settle for a single domain, which, in turn, simply results

in a “domain transfer” problem where a learned mapping H trained in one vertical context

is not useful in another. Fundamentally, this problem branches from the wide range of uses

of specific media, e.g., videos are as commonly used for education and documentaries as they

are for car chases and explosions in a movie, likewise for still images and audio streams, etc.

While these still are worthwhile media to explore (some of which we will, in fact, explore in

later chapters), it is also important for the field not to ignore media with narrower popular

applications that are no less massively used. Animated GIFs are one such media, but their

almost exclusive use as emotional expression tools on the Web are precisely what gives us

confidence that nearly any GIF we sample from the Web today will have some affective bias,

making them in powerful media context to study and perform Affective Computing. In this

chapter, we focus on the computational prediction, or recognition, of emotions perceived

1E.g., see http://www.pbs.org/video/2207348428

http://www.pbs.org/video/2207348428
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by viewers in animated GIF images, the first study of its kind to the best of our knowledge

[Jou et al., 2014].

The key contributions of this chapter include: (1) the first modern work to formulate

a Computer Vision task using animated GIFs to the best of our knowledge, (2) the intro-

duction of the paradigm of different types of affect oracles for Affective Computing, while

explicitly advocating for perceived affect, the first Affective Computing work explicitly for

this emotion type to the best of our knowledge, and (3) the prediction of 17 discrete multi-

label semantic emotions perceived by viewers using multitask learning on an animated GIFs

dataset created using annotations from over 2.5 million users.

3.2 Related Work

In [Borth et al., 2013b], an ontology of visual concepts are proposed which model a se-

mantic structure for mid-level visual affective detection (highlighted previously also in

§2.3.2). These concepts were mined from the social multimedia platform, Flickr, where

users uploaded images along with tag metadata to describe their content. Although not

acknowledged by the authors in [Borth et al., 2013b], because of the way that SentiBank

[Borth et al., 2013a] was trained, the representation actually describes an uploader’s or

originator’s intended emotion, not emotion in general; this we argue in fact is a type of

perceived emotion, which we expound on later. Recent work in [Chen et al., 2014c] studied

the metadata of images and used a text-based model to extract “publisher affect concepts”

and “viewer affect concepts,” but tries to divide emotion along the axis of human roles,

e.g., publishers and viewers, but does not acknowledge that emotion can also be divided

along how they arise in those persons, e.g., intended, perceived and induced. We set a more

ambitious goal of predicting viewer perceived emotion using content-based methods where

such metadata and comments are not available, as is often the case. In addition, while

nearly all the works highlighted in §2.3.2 use independently trained classifiers for detecting

emotion. We use multitask regression to learn multiple regressors jointly across emotions,

resulting in a fast, low-cost linear projection at test time.

There are several existing public datasets available to the community for recognizing
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emotion in visual media, but nearly all are focused on induced emotion to best of our

knowledge. The IAPS dataset [Lang et al., 1997] discussed in §2.4 falls into this category

of induced emotions. The DEAP dataset [Koelstra et al., 2011] consists of 40 one-minute

excerpts from music videos and spontaneous physiological signals from 32 subjects. The

MAHNOB-HCI Tagging dataset [Soleymani et al., 2012] has 20 short film clips with ∼27

subjects with physiological signals like EEG and audio recordings of the subjects. FilmStim

[Schaefer et al., 2010] and LIRIS-ACCEDE [Baveye et al., 2015b] are two other datasets

consisting also of short film clips, 64 and 9,800 clips, respectively, but use scores and rank-

ings by participant ratings instead of strict classifications. And in [Jiang et al., 2014], they

study discrete emotions from 1,101 user-generated videos, but labels data using 10 annota-

tors following an unspecified “detailed definition of each emotion”. Meanwhile, we present

baselines on a dataset of animated GIFs annotated by over 2.5M users where each example

has soft labels on 17 discrete semantic perceived emotions, i.e., instead of one-hot labels,

we have multi-labeled examples.

3.3 The Case for Perceived Affect Detection

Here, we make an explicit distinction among different types of affect and justify the impor-

tance of perceived emotion in affective study, expanding on the discussion in §2.2.2. Affec-

tive Computing today is largely rooted in the task of recognizing “induced” human emotion

[James, 1883; Dietz and Lang, 1999]. Much of research in this direction follows a canoni-

cal process of presenting stimuli to human subjects, measuring their physiological signals

(including facial, voice and body expression), and then manually or computationally an-

alyzing the outcome, e.g., [Haag et al., 2004; Lisetti and Nasoz, 2004; Chanel et al., 2005;

Zeng et al., 2009; Calvo and D’Mello, 2010; Gunes and Pantic, 2010; Fleureau et al., 2012;

Marsella and Gratch, 2014; Ellis et al., 2014b; Vandal et al., 2015]. Subjects are often asked

to complete a survey to qualitatively or quantitatively describe their emotions to the stim-

uli post hoc [Schaefer et al., 2010; Koelstra et al., 2011; Soleymani et al., 2012]. A key issue

with this approach is it assumes there is only one type of emotion to study when, in fact, not

all affect is induced. While traditional Affective Computing has assumed a single emotion
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of Different Affect Oracles. The image sequence shows a game show

contestant jumping an obstacle only to fall after an attempt. Such a sequence may have

originally been cut and shared for the purpose of evoking amusement (intent), but actually

resulted in recipients thinking the originator had a cruel sense of humor since they actually

pitied the contestant (induced). Even so, they understood that the originator intended it

for humor (perceived).

oracle as the target, we propose that there are in fact, many different types of emotion

oracles, or equivalently, that the single affect oracle can be partitioned.

Perceived affections are an important phenomena to study because they are more con-

crete and objective than the more commonly studied induced affections, where labels are

less reliable due to their subjectivity [Hochschild, 1983; Barrett, 2006]. In addition, com-

putationally recognizing what an artist or director or author intended for the audience to

affect is often challenging since such labels likely do not exist or are difficult to acquire. For

example, it is unlikely to have access to what a YouTube2 uploader meant for their viewers

to feel about a video they uploaded, and even less likely to have that information at the a

scene, shot or frame level. One illustration of this is shown in Figure 3.1. And in fact, in

psychology, perceived emotions have indeed been experimentally been shown to be different

[Gabrielsson, 2002; Kallinen and Ravaja, 2006], and yet, for computing, there are no works

2https://www.youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com
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time

Figure 3.2: Example Animated GIF Image with Emotion Scores. Ten frames of an animated

GIF sequence are shown with its respective emotion scores from user annotation on the

upper-left. Scores that reflect positive presence of emotions are shown in green and negative

are shown in red. The diversity of emotions illustrates the various types of emotions involved

in multimedia interactions, e.g., intended, perceived and induced.

to our knowledge that have yet adopted this explicit distinction.

In summary, perceived affect or emotions are cognitive assessments about non-cognitive

entities, i.e., affections. And as a result, since many of our modern large-scale machine

learning problems today rely on datasets with easy-to-acquire cognitive assessments, or

labels, focusing on ‘perceived affect’ invariably enables large-scale datasets for Affective

Computing while simultaneously reducing subjectivity and label noise in the learning prob-

lem. Certainly though, it is worth noting that this is not to claim that ‘subjectivity’ is not

an important area of study, even computationally, but when seeking to scale Affective Com-

puting, we believe it is critical to understand subjectivity as a entity that we can trade-off

on rather than an on-off switch that defines our research field.

3.4 Perceived Emotions in Animated GIF Images

In Figure 3.2, we show another example of how there may be different categories of emotion,

or affect. The example animated GIF shows a scene in the American sitcom “How I Met

Your Mother” where two characters, one in white, one in black, are seated in front of a
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large pile of hamburgers. As they dig into this pile of burgers, the character dressed in

black makes a wide-eyed expression, while the character in white makes a wide-mouthed

expression (e.g., especially in the second frame shown). Perhaps the author of this image

sequence designed it for a setting where they intended to make their audience feel ‘disgusted’

at gluttony of these two characters. What we show at the top-left of Figure 3.2 though

is that viewers can perceive that the GIF expresses ‘pleasure,’ ‘happiness,’ ‘excitement,’

and ‘satisfaction’ – that is, they cognitively understand that the image sequence portrays

those emotions. Ultimately though, despite what they perceive, they may actually feel

(or, be induced with) something different – ‘guilt’ or ‘shame’ for having done something

similar before or, for others, a sense of ‘amusement’ because they find the GIF to be funny.

Additionally noteworthy from both Figure 3.1 and 3.2 is that emotions like ‘amusement,’

‘excitement’ and ‘surprise’ are not necessarily mutually exclusive and are actually affectively

related, indicating that such correlations should be accounted for.

In this chapter [Jou et al., 2014], we aim to evaluate features and computational models

for predicting perceived emotions of GIFs. Specifically, we compare features of different

types, including low-level features like color histograms, aesthetics, mid-level semantic fea-

tures inspired by emotion modeling and face features. Also, in view of the relatedness of

multiple emotions, we apply and evaluate multitask learning to model multiple emotion

tasks jointly. In Figure 3.3, we provide an overview of our experimental setup for perform-

ing studying perceived emotions in animated GIFs. Given over 3,800 animated GIFs and

emotional scores along 17 perceived semantic emotions, we seek to computationally predict

these scores in a regression setting.

3.5 GIFGIF Dataset

We gathered data from a website created by human-computer interaction researchers at the

MIT Media Lab called GIFGIF3. The researchers originally designed the website using GIFs

to understand human social interactions through the popular media form of GIFs gathered

3http://gifgif.media.mit.edu or http://www.gif.gf

http://gifgif.media.mit.edu
http://www.gif.gf
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GIF-to-GIF Comparison Animated GIFs Emotion Scores
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0.2064 0.1980 0.1244 0.0958 -0.1514

0.3205 0.1200 0.1042 -0.1593

0.1578 0.1096 0.0633 -0.1821 -0.1450

Figure 3.3: GIFGIF Dataset. Left: Screenshot of the GIFGIF interface designed at the

MIT Media Lab (circa April 2014). Users are asked to vote which GIF best expresses

an emotion. Center: Several example animated GIFs from the dataset collected from

GIFGIF. Right: Last frame of example GIFs for three emotions along with their emotion

scores, shown sorted by their score on a [-1,1] scale where 0 is neutral.

from Giphy4, and thus were not focused on the computational emotion prediction task.

We collected 3,858 GIFs on April 29, 2014 from GIFGIF along with their crowdsourced

annotations. The GIFs, which have at most 303 frames each, are sourced from a large

variety of domains from films, television shows, cartoons/animations, sports, video games,

advertisements, user generated content, and user-edited content. The GIFs span a wide

range of camera angles, illumination, special effects, humans and non-humans, black/white

and color, zooming, resolution, and some original content from as early as the 1930s. Also,

since animations and cartoons are generally considered as a separate media, we note briefly

that there are 860 total of such GIFs in GIFGIF (∼22.3%).

As shown in Figure 3.3 (left), the GIFGIF website presents users with a pair of GIFs and

asks “Which better expresses X ?” where X is one of 17 emotions inspired by [Ekman, 1999]:

amusement, anger, contempt, contentment, disgust, embarrassment, excitement, fear, guilt,

happiness, pleasure, pride, relief, sadness, satisfaction, shame and surprise. Users answer

with the GIF they perceive expresses the emotion best or select neither. This particular

question of “expression” is an effort to capture emotions users perceive in the content

rather than what users “feel” after seeing the GIF, which would reflect induced emotion.

4https://giphy.com

https://giphy.com
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This simply modification in the annotation process indicates how drastically different affect

oracles can sometimes be targeted without even knowing. Likewise, it points to how simply

we can gather ‘perceived affect’ labels by more carefully designing annotation questions.

At the time of our data collection, GIFGIF aggregated over 2.5M user annotations to

produce a 17-dimensional vector for each GIF containing a score between 0 and 50 for

each emotion where 25 is neutral. GIFGIF calculates these scores using the TrueSkill algo-

rithm [Herbrich et al., 2006], a method originally designed for ranking video game players

given the outcome of a game. Here, GIFs replace players and GIFGIF users provide out-

comes of GIF pair match-ups. The range [0, 50] comes from heuristic parameters in the

TrueSkill algorithm that define a mean performance µ = 25 and uncertainty σ = 25/3

per player or GIF. In all our experiments and analysis, we normalize this range to [-1, 1]

for convenience. We note that we are only ‘allowed’ to aggregate these annotations be-

cause we are specifically targeting perceived emotions since they are cognitive assessments

of affects. The GIFGIF labels are unique in that each GIF has soft labels for each emo-

tion whereas other datasets [Baveye et al., 2015b; Jiang et al., 2014; Koelstra et al., 2011;

Schaefer et al., 2010; Soleymani et al., 2012] only have one categorical emotion assignment

per image or video, i.e., single label versus multi-label.

3.6 Multitask Emotion Regression

Classical independent, or single-task, learning ignores the potential for classes to be related

– for example, in emotion detection, the sensation of ‘surprise’ is not necessarily orthogonal

to the feeling of ‘fear’. In multitask learning (MTL) [Caruana, 1997; Zhou et al., 2012], as

illustrated in Figure 3.4, we may have multiple inputs per task where each may differ in

number of samples such that we have inputs X ∈ R
ni×d where ni is the number of samples

for the ith task and we have d features, the same follows likewise for the label vectors

Y ∈ R
ni . The goal then is to learn a weight matrix W ∈ R

d×t consisting of t tasks via the

optimization minW L(W) + Ω(W), where L(W) is the empirical training loss and Ω(W)

is a regularization encoding task-relatedness and the prediction output is y = xT ·Wi.

In terms of the label space, the simplest case of MTL to consider is when each task
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Figure 3.4: Multitask Learning. Adapted from [Zhou et al., 2012].

is binary, i.e., we have t binary prediction tasks. Unlike in single-task learning where

each learner would be trained per task to produce a single binary prediction model, or

a traditional multiclass approach of predicting multiple classes with a single model but

without cross-class relationship modeling, multitask learning jointly learns across all tasks

and produces multiple models specialized to each task but with cross-task information

integrated. In addition, unlike multiclass learning, MTL is naturally well suited to scale

when the prediction tasks are not binary or even when tasks have different ultimate usages,

e.g., one task may be reconstruction while another may be classification and still another

for ranking.

In our context, as shown in Figure 3.5, we focus on the application of MTL, and

specifically, multitask regression (MTR), to emotion prediction where we learn to predict

over 17 binary tasks where “tasks” correspond to discrete semantic emotion classes from

[Ekman, 1999]. The best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply MTR as an application

toward emotion prediction to explicitly treat affect classes as correlated entities that can

contribute to each other. To model the relationship between emotions in W, one approach

is to constrain the regressors for different emotions to share a low-dimensional subspace.

Formally, this means we seek a low-rank weight matrix W and need to solve the rank

minimization

min
W

L(W) + λ · rank(W), (3.1)

i.e., so we regularize over the rank of W so that Ω(W) = rank(W). This problem is
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Figure 3.5: Single-task and Multitask Learning for GIF Emotion Detection. Top: Single-

task learning pipeline for semantic emotion recognition where learner H is learned indepen-

dently for each emotion with training labels y. Bottom: Multitask learning jointly learns

over all emotion classes yielding multiple models.

NP-hard in general [Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996], and a popular solution is to minimize

the trace (or nuclear) norm ‖ · ‖∗ instead of the rank function. Trace norm regularization

[Ji and Ye, 2009] in multitask learning for a data matrix X takes the form

min
W

t
∑

i=1

∥

∥WT
i Xi − yi

∥

∥

2

F
+ ρ1 ‖W‖∗ , (3.2)

where a least squares loss is used for L(W).

3.6.1 Feature Representations of Emotional Animated GIFs

To better understand what features aid the prediction of viewer perceived emotion, we

used four image feature representations, each chosen for their previous use or connection to

emotion recognition in visual content in prior art:

• Color Histograms: We compute frame-level color histograms in HSV color space

for its classical use in vision and affective computing.

• Face Expression: Facial expressions in GIFs can impact how viewers perceive con-

veyed emotions. Note that these are facial expressions of characters in the con-
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tent, not subjects responding to the GIF. We use a convolutional neural network

(CNN) with top-level one-vs-all SVMs [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995] with squared hinge

losses which achieved the best validation performance of ∼69.4% in a public eval-

uation [Tang, 2013]. We use an implementation by [Tang, 2013] which trained on

28,708 48×48 “in the wild” black/white face images over the seven Ekman emotions

[Ekman, 1999]: angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise and neutral. We perform face

detection using a Haar-like cascade [Lienhart and Maydt, 2002; Viola and Jones, 2001]

as implemented in OpenCV5, resize as needed and apply the facial expression recog-

nition on the largest face for a six-dimensional vector of SVM decision outputs as a

feature.

• Image-based Aesthetics: A number of works have shown that emotion has some

intrinsic correlation with visual aesthetics [Datta et al., 2006a; Datta et al., 2006b;

Machajdik and Hanbury, 2010; Jia et al., 2012; Bhattacharya et al., 2013]. We use a

subset of image-based aesthetic features described in [Bhattacharya et al., 2013]. We

divide the GIF frames into 3×3 cells from which cell-level statistics are computed

including the dark channel, luminosity, sharpness, symmetry, white balance, colorful-

ness, color harmony and eye sensitivity. The normalized area of the dominant object

and distances from the dominant object’s centroid to grid-line intersections are also

computed in a per-frame basis. Together these form a 149-dimensional feature vector

for each frame.

• SentiBank: We also use the mid-level visual representation composed of visual senti-

ment detectors, SentiBank [Borth et al., 2013b]. Again, the representation consists of

a 1,200-dimensional vector of linear SVM score outputs over the presence of adjective-

noun pair concepts. SentiBank has been shown to work well in various affective

applications like in [Borth et al., 2013a; Bhattacharya et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2014;

Chen et al., 2014b; Chen et al., 2015; Gelli et al., 2015; Szekely et al., 2015]. Intu-

itively, we might expect that adjective-noun pair detections like scared cat or scary

horror indicate semantic emotions like ‘surprise’ or ‘fear’.

5http://opencv.org

http://opencv.org
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3.6.2 Animated GIF Emotion Regression Experiments

We sample ten equally spaced frames for each GIF, or less for shorter GIFs, and apply the

emotion labels from GIFGIF’s TrueSkill algorithm as weakly supervised labels y to each of

the frames. We ran our experiments over five random repetitions of a 20/80% train/test

ratio, find regularization parameters using cross-validation, and report results on the test

set where regression outputs are computed by averaging frame-level scores for GIFs in each

emotion category. We adopt the normalized mean squared error (nMSE) used in previous

studies [Argyriou et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2011] for our experiments. The nMSE is defined

as the mean squared error (MSE) divided by the variance of the target vector and assures

that the error is not biased toward models that over or under predict.

We compare our approach to classical linear regression with ordinary least squares

(OLS), i.e., no weighting, and logistic regression. We note that methods like support vec-

tor regression [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995] could have been used in place of multiple linear

regression, but they would still be learning emotion models independently. Also, despite

the pairwise comparisons in the GIFGIF annotation, methods incorporating pairwise con-

straints like RankSVM [Joachims, 2003] or relative attributes [Parikh and Grauman, 2011]

could not be used, at least directly, because only TrueSkill score outputs were exposed by

GIFGIF, not pairwise comparison outcomes.

Ordinary Least Squares Logistic Regression Multitask Regression

Color Histogram 1.7398 ± 0.1868 1.6618 ± 0.2991 1.4641 ± 0.1935

Face Expression 0.8925 ± 0.0036 0.9130 ± 0.0030 0.8955 ± 0.0024

Aesthetics 1.0440 ± 0.0133 1.0571 ± 0.0116 1.0361 ± 0.0093

SentiBank 1.5694 ± 0.0614 1.4944 ± 0.0593 2.2901 ± 0.1981

Table 3.1: Perceived Emotion Prediction on GIFGIF. The normalized mean squared error

(nMSE) is reported across 17 emotions over five random repetitions of a 20/80% train/test

split for color histograms, face expression, aesthetics and SentiBank features with OLS linear

regression, logistic regression, and low-rank multitask regression. Lower nMSE indicates

better performance.

From Table 3.1, we see that color histograms expectedly performs poorly since emo-
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tion is more complex than can be captured by color. The aesthetics feature, though not

designed specifically for emotion recognition, still does encode some information related to

the perceptual emotion and achieved the second best nMSE. Surprisingly, the SentiBank

feature which is tailored as a mid-level semantic feature for aspects of emotion does not

perform well. This may be explained by the fact that there is a cross-domain issue from

the training image set that SentiBank used to the GIFGIF dataset, and that SentiBank has

a conservative F-score of 0.6 for its detectors [Borth et al., 2013b]. It is possible that fea-

tures like SentiBank would benefit from some kind of (group) sparsity for feature selection

in the multitask regression. Of all features, the face expression feature performs the best,

where we note that the training label average was predicted when no faces were detected.

The possible simple intuition is that humans express and perceive much of their emotions

through their faces, partially confirmed by some other work in popularity trends in social

media [Bakhshi et al., 2014].

Overall, we consistently observed that the best performing emotion was ‘happiness’

followed by ‘amusement’ for all regressors using face expression features, and the worst

performing emotion was also consistently ‘embarrassment’. Inspecting the GIFs in the

‘embarrassment’ category, we found that this emotion was heavily dominated by sequences

where a person or cartoon would hide their faces with their hands or another object, or

would look down hiding their faces via their pose. In these cases, as one would expect, face

detection fails because of occlusions. We believe that the ‘embarrassment’ emotion would

benefit most from gesture recognition as many of the occlusions are due to hand movement.

The good performance on the ‘happiness’ and ‘amusement’ emotions are unsurprising as

both emotions are visually expressed with smiles and laughter. However, due the subtle

differences between these two emotions, we also believe that this is also one of the reasons

why multitask learning sometimes performs marginally worse due to ambiguities like this

in the model. We believe it maybe important for future multitask emotion models to also

regularize on the similarity and not just the dissimilarity of emotion tasks.
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3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we showed that there are different delineations of emotions and presented a

computational approach to predicting viewer perceived emotions on a dataset of animated

GIF images. Additionally, we showed that emotions need not be decoupled from each other

by presenting a multitask regression approach for jointly learning over 17 discrete semantic

emotions. Facial expression features proved to be particularly useful and applicable to the

setting of perceived emotion detection in GIFs in comparison to some other traditional vision

features. It is important to note that this may only be true in the context of animated GIF

images and there were some categories of emotion like ‘embarrassment’ that facial expression

recognition performed poorly on.

In the future, following recent work by [Mart́ınez et al., 2014], instead of regressing or

classifying animated GIFs over emotion categories, it would be interesting explore learning

to rank GIFs. This would allow us to make relative affect statements that, for example,

GIF A is funnier than GIF B but not more than C. In addition, given the looping na-

ture of animated GIFs, we would like to explore using recurrent neural networks (RNNs)

[Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers et al., 2002], perhaps in conjunction with mul-

titask learning and attention, to improve emotion detection and even develop affective

trends over time. Also, since our work [Jou et al., 2014], work on even larger datasets

like [Li et al., 2016b] have been proposed, so it would be interesting to benchmark affect

detection tasks on such datasets as well.
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Chapter 4

Multicultural Visual Affective

Computing

Every culture is unique. In this chapter, we continue unpacking the Big Affective Com-

puting tenant that deals with the multi-faceted or multimodal nature of visual affect data

(i.e., “variety”) while also scaling up the “volume” and “veracity” of the Visual Affec-

tive Computing problem (q.v. §2.4). We seek to provide a computational view into the

uniqueness of culture along the lines of language and geography in relation to human sen-

timent and emotion, and how they manifest in visual social multimedia [Jou et al., 2015;

Jou et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Pappas et al., 2016].

As we have seen several times in this thesis already, one major challenge with existing

visual affect computing approaches is that the context within which affect is elicited, felt and

perceived is often not properly considered (q.v. §2.2 and Fig. 2.2). For example, it is often

assumed that visual affect is a universal entity, and factors like culture are not often taken

into account. Here, we explicitly tackle computational visual affect understanding from a

multi-cultural perspective. In particular, we believe language and regional localization are

“lens” through which we can observe these cultural differences. We developed a large-scale

“in the wild” image corpus on a popular, multilingual social multimedia platform to study

these phenomena.

Following the trend in many other fields, the advent of high-volume and weakly-supervised
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data are driving increased interest in large-scale sentiment studies in Affective Comput-

ing. However, directly studying visual affect in a dimensional representation (e.g., valence-

arousal) or discrete semantics (e.g., [Ekman, 1999; Plutchik, 1980]) tend to suffer from the

problem of data sparsity since such specialized psychology terminology are unlikely to be

found in large volume from the Web. As a result, in this chapter, we use a mid-level seman-

tic representation that serves a surrogate target that allows for visual affect to be explored

at scale.

4.1 Introduction

If you scoured the world and took several people at random from major countries and asked

them to fill in the blank “ love” in their native tongue, how many unique adjectives

would you expect to find? Would people from some cultures tend to fill it with twisted, while

others pure or unconditional or false? All over the world, we daily express our thoughts

and feelings in culturally isolated contexts; and when we travel abroad, we know that to

cross a physical border also means to cross into the unique behaviors and interactions of

that people group – its cultural border. How similar or different are our sentiments and

feelings from this other culture? Or the thoughts and objects we tend to talk about most?

Motivated by questions like this, our work explores the computational understanding of

human affect along cultural lines, with focus on visual content. In particular, we seek to

answer the following important questions: (1) how are images in various cultures used to

express affective visual concepts, e.g., beautiful place or delicious food? And (2) how are such

affective visual concepts used to convey different emotions and sentiment across cultures?

We develop sets of sentiment- and emotion-polarized visual concepts using semantic

structures called adjective-noun pairs (ANPs), originally introduced in [Borth et al., 2013b],

but extended into a multilingual context. We propose a new language-dependent method

for automatic discovery of these adjective-noun constructs. We show how this pipeline

can be applied on a social multimedia platform for the creation of a large-scale multilin-

gual visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO). Unlike the flat concept structure found in

[Borth et al., 2013b], our unified ontology is organized hierarchically by multilingual clus-
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ters of visually detectable nouns and subclusters of emotionally biased versions of these

nouns [Jou et al., 2015; Pappas et al., 2016]. In addition, we mine a large number of im-

ages from the Web using these visual concepts and associate them to geographical data

[Jou et al., 2016]. A new, publicly available dataset of over 15.6K sentiment-biased visual

concepts across 12 languages with language-specific detector banks, over 7.36M images and

their metadata with 1.7M geo-references is released as a part of this effort to understand

visual affect multiculturally.

We make the following contributions in this chapter: (1) a principled, context-aware

pipeline for designing a multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO), (2) an in-

carnation of a multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology mined from social multimedia

data end-to-end across 12 languages, (3) a MVSO of 15.6K visual concepts organized hierar-

chically into noun-based clusters and sentiment-biased adjective-noun pair subclusters, (4)

a regional localization of associated images yielding over 1.7M geo-references covering 237

countries, (5) two interactive and fluid browsing visualization systems called Complura

and SentiCart for ontology and geodata navigation, respectively, and (6) the release of a

dataset containing MVSO and large-scale collection of 7.3M images with dense metadata.1

4.2 Related Work

In psychology, there are two major schools-of-thought on the connection between cultural

context and human affect. Some believe emotion to be culture-specific [McCarthy, 1994;

Jack et al., 2012], that is, emotion is dependent on one’s cultural context, while others

believe emotion to be universal [Ekman, 1999; Haselton and Ketelaar, 2006], that is, emo-

tion and culture are independent mechanisms. For example, while this thesis is written in

English, there are emotion words/phrases in other languages for which there is no exact

translation in English [Lomas, 2016], e.g., Schadenfreude in German refers to pleasure at

someone else’s expense. Do English-speakers not feel those same emotions or do they simply

refer to them in a different way? Or even if the semantic reference is the same, perhaps the

underlying emotion is different?

1The MVSO project webpage and data are available at http://mvso.cs.columbia.edu.

http://mvso.cs.columbia.edu
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The study of emotions across culture has long been a topic of research in psychol-

ogy. A main contention [Ekman et al., 1987] concerns whether emotions are culture-specific

[McCarthy, 1994; Jack et al., 2012], i.e., their perception and elicitation varies with the con-

text, or universal [Ekman, 1999; Haselton and Ketelaar, 2006]. In [Russell, 1991], a survey

of cross-cultural work on semantics surrounding emotion elicitation and perception was pre-

sented, showing that there are still competing views as to whether emotion is pan-cultural,

culture-specific, or some hybrid of both. Inspired by research in this domain, we are the

first to investigate the relationship between visual affect and culture from a multimedia-

driven and computational perspective, as far as we know [Jou et al., 2015; Jou et al., 2016;

Liu et al., 2016; Pappas et al., 2016].

Other work in cross-lingual research comes from text sentiment analysis and music

information retrieval. In [Bautin et al., 2008] and [Mihalcea et al., 2007], they developed

multilingual methods for international text sentiment analysis in online blogs and news ar-

ticles, respectively; and in [Brooke et al., 2009] and [Wan, 2009], they studied online prod-

uct reviews. In [Lee et al., 2005] and [Hu and Yang, 2014], they presented approaches to

indexing digital music libraries with music from multiple languages. Specific to emotion,

[Hu and Yang, 2014] tried to highlight differences between languages by building models

for predicting the musical mood and then cross-predicting in other languages. Unlike these

works, we propose a multimedia-driven approach for cross-cultural visual sentiment analysis

in the context of online image collections.

One close relative to the work in this chapter is [Vandal et al., 2015] where a large-

scale collection of over 1.5M facial expression videos sourcing from over 94 countries was

presented. Subjects were shown one of about 8K online videos as stimuli and their reactions

were captured via a web camera. Although there is a wide variety in originating locations of

subjects, this study focuses more on region-based differences rather than cultural differences.

In addition, [Vandal et al., 2015] also relies on evoked sentiment in facial expression videos

while we use weakly supervised semantic cues for intended sentiment.

Given that we build our work on the adjective-noun pair (ANP) construct, it is also worth

mentioning that work in pure vision like [Divvala et al., 2014] for learning attributes across

different object categories has some similarities to our own work, although they do not focus
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Figure 4.1: Example images from “around the world” organized by affective visual concepts.

The top set shows images of the old market concept from three different cultures/languages;

and the bottom, images of good food. Even though the conceptual reference is the same,

each culture’s sentimental expression of these concepts may be adversely different.

on affectively biased attributes. As a result, attributes studied in [Divvala et al., 2014] can

include verbs and adjectives as well as form word pairs that are named entities, whereas we

take definitive steps for filtering such cases (q.v. §4.3.2) in order to form affectively biased

word pairs that have a one-word object grounding via the ‘noun’ and sentimental component

through the ‘adjective’. Also, attribute ambiguity and so-called “schools of thought” have

been investigated in works like [Kovashka and Grauman, 2015] for subjectivity attachment

to products like shoes which have a flavor of affective detection for specific noun verticals.

4.3 Multilingual Visual Sentiment Ontology (MVSO)

Recall that in Affective Computing, we often refer to the affective gap as the conceptual

divide between the low-level visual stimuli, like images and features, and the high-level, ab-

stracted semantics of human affect, e.g., happy or sad (q.v. §1.1.2). In one attempt to bridge

sentiment and visual media, [Borth et al., 2013b] developed a visual sentiment ontology

(VSO), a set of 1,200 mid-level concepts using structured semantics called adjective-noun

pairs (ANPs). The noun portion of the ANP allows for computer vision detectability and
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the adjective serves to polarize the noun toward a positive or negative sentiment, or emo-

tion, e.g., so instead of having visual concepts like sky or dog, we have beautiful sky or scary

dog. Most prior Visual Affective Computing works built algorithms, models and datasets

on single languages with the assumption that emotions are universal. However, while such

works provide great research contributions in their target language, their applicability and

generalization to other languages and cultures remains largely unexplored. Meanwhile, we

present a large-scale multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO) and dataset

including adjective-noun pairs from 12 languages of diverse origins.

It is important to distinguish our work from that of visual sentiment ontology (VSO)2

[Borth et al., 2013b] and its associated detector bank, SentiBank [Borth et al., 2013a]. The

proposed adjective-noun pair mid-level representation approach has proven effective in a

wide range of applications in emotion prediction [Jou et al., 2014], social media commenting

[Chen et al., 2014c], etc. However, in addition to lack of multilingual support, there are

several technical challenges with VSO [Borth et al., 2013a; Borth et al., 2013b] that we seek

to improve on via (1) detection of adjectives and nouns with language-specific part-of-

speech taggers, as opposed to a fixed list of adjectives and nouns, (2) automatic discovery

of adjective-noun pairs correlated with emotions, as opposed to “constructed” pairs from

top frequent adjectives and nouns, and (3) stronger selection criterion based on image tag

frequency, linguistic and semantic filters and crowdsource validation. Our proposed MVSO

[Jou et al., 2015] discovery method can be easily extended to any language, while achieving

greater coverage and diversity than VSO [Borth et al., 2013b].

4.3.1 Adjective-Noun Pair Discovery

An overview of the proposed method for multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology

construction is shown in Figure 4.2. In the first stage, we obtain a set of images and their

tags using seed emotion keyword queries, selected according to emotion ontologies from

psychology such as [Plutchik, 1980] or [Ekman, 1999]. Next, each image tag is labeled au-

tomatically by a language-specific part-of-speech tagger and adjective-noun combinations

are discovered from words in the tags. Then, the combinations are filtered based on lan-

2https://visual-sentiment-ontology.appspot.com

https://visual-sentiment-ontology.appspot.com
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Figure 4.2: The construction process of our multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology

(MVSO) begins with crawling images and metadata based on emotion keywords. Image

tags (t1, . . . , t5) are labeled with part-of-speech tags, and adjectives and nouns are used to

form candidate adjective-noun pair (ANP) combinations, while others are ignored (in red).

Finally, these candidate ANPs are filtered based on various criteria which help remove

incorrect pairs (in red), forming a final MVSO with diversity and coverage.

guage, semantics, sentiment, frequency and diversity filters to ensure that the final set of

ANPs have the following properties: (a) are written in the target language, (b) they do

not refer to named entities or technical terms, (c) reflect a non-neutral sentiment, (d) are

frequently used, and (e) are used by a non-trivial number of users of the target language.

The discovery of affective visual concepts for these languages using adjective-noun pairs

poses several challenges in lexical, structural and semantic ambiguities, which are well-

known problems in natural language processing. Lexical ambiguity is when a word has

multiple meanings which depend on the context, e.g., sport jaguar or forest jaguar. Struc-

tural ambiguity is when a word might have different grammatical interpretation depending

on the position in the context, e.g., ambient light or light room. Semantic ambiguity is

when a combination of words with the same syntactic structure have different semantic

interpretation, e.g., big apple. We selected languages in our MVSO according to the avail-

ability of public natural language processing tools and sentiment ontologies per language

so that automatic processing was feasible. In addition, we sought to cover a wide range

of geographic regions from the Americas to Europe and to Asia (q.v. §4.6). We settled on

12 diverse languages: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Persian,
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Polish, Russian, Spanish and Turkish.

We applied our proposed data collection pipeline to a popular social multimedia sharing

platform, Yahoo! Flickr3, and collected public data from November 2014 to February 2015

using the Flickr API4. We selected Flickr because there is an existing body of multimedia

research using it in the past, and in particular, [Jin et al., 2010] describes how Flickr satisfies

two conditions for making use of the “wisdom of the social multimedia”: popularity and

availability. We do not repeat the argument in [Jin et al., 2010], but note that in addition

to those benefits, Flickr has multilingual support and the use of Flickr facilitates a natural

comparison to the seminal VSO [Borth et al., 2013b] work.

For our seed keywords, we selected the Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions [Plutchik, 1980].

This psychology ontology was selected because it consists of graded intensities for multiple

basic emotions providing a richer set of emotional valences compared to alternatives like

[Ekman, 1999] and allows for better comparison to VSO [Borth et al., 2013b]. It is worth

noting that the ultimate ontology is generally applicable to other emotional semantics like

Ekman’s emotions though since our seed queries get expanded in the process. As illustrated

also in Figure 2.1c, the Plutchik emotions are organized by eight basic emotions, each with

three valences: ecstasy > joy > serenity; admiration > trust > acceptance; terror > fear >

apprehension; amazement > surprise > distraction; grief > sadness > pensiveness; loathing

> disgust > boredom; rage > anger > annoyance; and, vigilance > anticipation > interest.

4.3.1.1 Multilingual Query Construction

To obtain seeds for each language, we recruited 12 native and proficient language speakers

to provide a set of translated or synonymous keywords to those of the 24 Plutchik emotions

[Plutchik, 1980]. Speakers were allowed to use any number of keywords per emotion since

the possible synonyms per emotion and language can vary, but they were asked to rank

their chosen keywords along each emotion seed. They were also allowed to use tools like

Google Translate5 or other resources to enrich their emotion keywords. Table 4.2 lists top

3https://www.flickr.com

4https://www.flickr.com/services/api

5https://translate.google.com

https://www.flickr.com
https://www.flickr.com/services/api
https://translate.google.com
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#Images #Tags #Candidates #ANPs (final)

Arabic 116,125 958,435 15,532 29

Chinese 895,398 3,919,161 50,459 504

Dutch 260,093 4,929,581 1,045,290 348

English 1,082,760 26,266,484 2,073,839 4,421

French 866,166 22,713,978 1,515,607 2,349

German 528,454 10,525,403 854,100 804

Italian 548,134 10,425,139 1,324,076 3,349

Persian 128,546 1,304,613 103,609 15

Polish 294,821 5,261,940 141,889 70

Russian 60,108 1,518,882 30,593 129

Spanish 827,396 15,241,679 925,975 3,381

Turkish 332,609 4,717,389 73,797 231

Totals 5,940,610 107,782,684 8,154,766 15,630

Table 4.1: Ontology refinement statistics over 12 languages. Beginning with many images

from seed emotion keywords denoted by (#Images), we extracted tags from these images

(#Tags), and performed adjective-noun pair (ANP) discovery for candidate combinations

(#Candidates). Through a series of filters – frequency, language, semantics, sentiment and

diversity – and after crowdsourcing, we get our final visual sentiment concepts #ANPs.

ranked keywords according to speakers for 7 out of 12 languages in each emotion.

Given the set of keywords E(l) = {e
(l)
ij | i = 1 . . . 24, j = 1 . . . ni} describing each emotion

i per language l, where ni is the number of keywords per emotion i, we performed tag-

based queries on tags with the Flickr API to retrieve images and their related tags. Like

[Borth et al., 2013b], for each emotion, we chose to sample only the top 50K images ranked

by Flickr relevance to simply limit the size of our results, but if an emotion had less than

50K images, we extended the search to additional metadata, i.e., title and description.

4.3.1.2 Part-of-speech Labeling & ANP Discovery

To identify the type of each word in a Flickr tag, we performed automatic part-of-speech

(POS) labeling using pre-trained language-specific taggers which achieve high accuracy (over
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English joy trust fear surprise sadness disgust anger anticipation

Spanish alegŕıa confianza miedo sorpresa tristeza asco ira previsión

Italian gioia fiducia paura sorpresa tristezza disgusto rabbia anticipazione

French bonheur confiance peur surprise tristesse dégoût colère prévision

German Freude Vertrauen Angst Überraschung Traurigkeit Empörung Ärger Vorfreude

Chinese 歡樂 信任 害怕 震驚 悲 討厭 憤怒 預期

Dutch vreugde vertrouwen angst verrassing verdriet walging woede anticipatie

Table 4.2: Most representative keywords according to native/proficient speakers for eight

basic emotions and for 7 of our 12 languages, chosen and shown top-to-bottom in decreasing

number of discovered visual affect concepts, or adjective-noun pairs.

95% for most languages), in particular, we used TreeTagger [Schmid, 1994], Stanford tag-

ger [Toutanova et al., 2003], HunPos tagger [Halácsy et al., 2007] and morphological ana-

lyzer for Turkish [Güngördü and Oflazer, 1994]. Though not all the tags contained multiple

words, the average number of words was always greater than the average number of tags

for all languages, so word context was almost always taken into account. From the full set

of part-of-speech labels, we retained identified nouns, adjectives and other part-of-speech

types which can be used as adjectives, such as simple or past participle (e.g., smiling face)

in English.

We then based our discovery strategy for ANPs on co-occurrence in image tags, that is,

if an adjective-noun pair is relevant to the specific emotion it should appear at least once as

that exact pair phrase in the crawled images for that emotion. To validate the completeness

of our strategy we compared with VSO and found that ∼86% of ANPs discovered by VSO

[Borth et al., 2013b] overlap with the English ANPs discovered by our method.

4.3.2 Filtering Candidate Adjective-Noun Pairs

From these discovered ANPs, we applied several filters to ensure they satisfied the following

criteria: (a) written in the target language, (b) do not refer to named entities, (c) reflect a

non-neutral sentiment, (d) frequently used and (e) used by multiple speakers of the language.
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4.3.2.1 Language and Semantics

We used a combination of language dictionaries6 instead of language classifiers to verify

the correctness of the ANP as the performance of using the latter was low for short-length

text, especially for Romance languages which share characters. All of the English ANPs

were classified as indeed English by the dictionary, while for other languages, ANPs were

removed if they passed the English dictionary filter but not the target language dictionary.

The intuition for this was that most candidate ANPs in other languages were mixed mostly

with English. We removed candidate pairs which referred to named entities or technical

terms, where named entities were detected using several public knowledge bases such as

Wikipedia and dictionaries for names7, cities, regions and countries8, and technical terms

were removed via a manually created list of words specific to our source domain, Flickr, con-

taining photography-related (e.g., macro, exposure) and camera-related words (e.g., DSLR,

Canon, lens).

4.3.2.2 Non-neutral Sentiment

To filter out neutral candidate adjective-noun pairs, each ANP was scored in sentiment

using two publicly available sentiment ontologies: SentiStrength [Thelwall et al., 2010] and

SentiWordNet [Baccianella et al., 2010]. The SentiStrength ontology supported all the lan-

guages we considered, but since SentiWordNet could only be used directly for English, we

passed in automatic translations in English from all other languages to it, following previ-

ous research on multilingual sentiment analysis in machine translation [Banea et al., 2008;

Balahur and Turchi, 2012].9 We computed the ANP sentiment score S(anp) ∈ [−2,+2] as:

S(anp) =







S(a) : sgn {S(a)} 6= sgn {S(n)}

S(a) + S(n) : otherwise
(4.1)

6http://www.winedt.org

7https://www.wikipedia.org and https://www.ssa.gov, respectively.

8http://geobytes.com

9For four non-English languages with the highest ANP counts, we verified a small percentage of non-

neutral ANPs (less than 2%) reverse sentiment polarity after translation, confirming similar observations in

the previous work.

http://www.winedt.org
https://www.wikipedia.org
https://www.ssa.gov
http://geobytes.com
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where S(a) ∈ [−1,+1] and S(n) ∈ [−1,+1] are the sentiment scores of the individual

adjective and noun words, respectively, each of which are given by the arithmetic mean of

SentiStrength and SentiWordNet scores on the word, and sgn is the sign of the scores. The

piecewise condition essentially says that if the signs of the sentiment scores of the adjective

and noun differ, then we ignore the noun. This highlights our belief that adjectives are the

dominant sentiment modifiers in an adjective-noun pair, so for example, even if a noun is

positive, like wedding, an adjective such as horrible would completely change the sentiment

of the combined pair. And so, for these sign mismatch cases, we chose the adjective’s

sentiment alone. In the other case, when the sign of the adjective and noun were the same,

whether both positive (e.g., happy wedding) or both negative (e.g., scary spider), we simply

allowed the ANP sentiment score to be the unweighted sum of its parts. ANP candidates

with zero sentiment score were filtered out.

4.3.2.3 Frequency

Desirable adjective-noun pairs are those which are actually used in colloquial interactions

together. Here, we loosely define an ANP’s “frequency” of usage as its number of occurrences

as an image tag on Flickr. When computing counts for each pair, we accounted for language-

specific syntax like the ordering of adjectives and nouns. Following anthropology research

[Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013], we followed two dominant orderings (91.5% of the languages

worldwide): adj-noun and noun-adj. We also “merged” simplified and traditional forms in

Chinese by considering them to be from the same language pool but distinct characters

sets. In addition, we considered the possible intermediate Chinese character 的 during our

frequency counting. For all non-English languages, we retained all ANPs that occurred at

least once as an image tag; but for English, since Flickr’s most dominant number of users

are English-speaking, we set a higher frequency threshold of 40.

4.3.2.4 Diversity

The frequency of an adjective-noun pair’s occurrence alone was not sufficient to ensure a

pair’s pervasive use in a language. We also checked if the ANP was used by a non-trivial

number of distinct Flickr users for a given language. We identified the number of users
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contributing to uploads of images for each ANP and found a power law distribution in every

language. To avoid this uploader bias, we removed all ANPs with less than three uploaders.

Many removed candidate pairs came from companies and merchants for advertising and

branding, who dominated certain image tags. Some power law trends for uploader bias are

shown in Figure 4.3 per language.

Figure 4.3: Uploader bias by language with #ANPs versus #uploaders, i.e., such that

#ANPs with ≥ k uploader(s) is shown for ∀ k ∈ [1, 120].

To further ensure diversity in our MVSO, we subsampled nouns in every language by

limiting to the 100 most frequent ANPs per adjective so that we do not have, for exam-

ple, the adjective surprising modifying every possible noun in our corpus. In addition, we

performed stem unification by checking and including only the inflected form (e.g., singu-

lar/plural) of an ANP that was most popular in usage as a tag on Flickr. This unification

also filtered some candidate ANPs as some “duplicates” were present but simply in different

inflected forms.

4.3.3 Crowdsourcing Validation

A further inspection of the corpus after the automatic filtering process showed that some

issues could not completely be solved in an automatic fashion. Common errors included

many fundamental natural language processing challenges like confusions in named en-

tity recognition (e.g., big apple), language mixing (e.g., adjective in English + noun in
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Turkish), grammar inconsistency (e.g., adj-adj, or verb-noun) and semantic incongruity

(e.g., happy happiness). So to refine our multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology, we

crowdsourced a validation task. For each language, we asked native speaking workers to

evaluate the correctness of ANPs post automatic filtering. We collected judgements using

CrowdFlower10, a crowdsourcing platform that distributes small tasks to a large number of

workers, where we limited workers by their language expertise.

We required that each ANP was evaluated by at least three independent workers. To en-

sure high quality results, we also required workers to be (1) native speakers of the language,

for which CrowdFlower had its own language competency and expertise test for workers, and

(2) have a good reputation according to the crowdsourcing platform, measured by workers’

performance on other annotation jobs. For whatever reason, for three languages (Persian,

Polish and Dutch), the CrowdFlower platform did not evaluate workers based on their lan-

guage expertise, so we filtered them by provenience, selecting the countries according to the

official language spoken (e.g., Netherlands, Belgium, Aruba and Suriname for Dutch).

4.3.3.1 Crowdsourcing Task Interface

The verification task for workers consisted of simply evaluating the correctness of adjective-

noun pairs. At the top of each page, we gave a short summary of the job and tasked

workers: “Verify that a word pair in <Language> is a valid adjective-noun pair.” Workers

were provided with a detailed definition of what an adjective-noun pair is and a summary of

the criteria for evaluating ANPs, i.e., it (1) is grammatically correct (adjective + noun), (2)

shows language consistency, (3) shows generality, that is, commonly used and does not refer

to a named entity, and (4) is semantically logical. To guide workers, examples of correct and

incorrect ANPs were provided for each criteria, where these ground truths were carefully

judged and selected by four independent expert annotators. In the annotation interface,

aside from instructions, workers were shown five ANPs and simply chose between “yes” or

“no” to validate ANPs.

10http://www.crowdflower.com

http://www.crowdflower.com
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#Candidates #Users #Countries %Correct %Agree

Arabic 81 10 7 0.57 0.90

Chinese 1055 56 24 0.63 0.83

Dutch 1874 45 2 0.23 0.92

English 5369 223 52 0.78 0.84

French 5840 152 37 0.43 0.86

German 3360 119 27 0.32 0.90

Italian 4996 216 42 0.57 0.88

Persian 65 6 6 0.37 0.86

Polish 159 6 1 0.52 0.93

Russian 294 13 3 0.70 0.89

Spanish 4992 190 30 0.70 0.89

Turkish 701 61 22 0.66 0.84

Table 4.3: Crowdsourcing results via number of input candidate ANPs (#Candidates),

users (#Users), countries (#Countries), and percentage of ANPs accepted (%Correct) and

annotator agreement (%Agree).

4.3.3.2 Crowdsourcing Quality Control

Like some other crowdsourcing platforms, CrowdFlower provided a quality control mech-

anism called test questions to evaluate and track the performance of workers. These test

questions come from pre-annotated ground truth, which in our case, correspond to ANPs

with binary validation decisions for correctness. To access our task at all, workers were

first required to correctly answer at least seven out of ten such test questions. In addition

though, worker performance was tracked throughout the course of the task where these test

questions were randomly inserted at certain points, disguised as normal units. For each

language, we asked language experts to select ten correct and ten incorrect adjective-noun

pairs from each language corpus to serve as the test questions.

4.3.3.3 Crowdsourcing Results

To measure the quality of our crowdsourcing, we looked at the annotator agreement along

each validation task. For all languages, the agreement was very strong with an average
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annotator agreement of 87%, where workers agreed on either the correctness or incorrectness

of ANPs. We found that workers tended to agree more that ANPs were correct than that

they were incorrect. This was likely due to the wide range of possible criteria for rejecting

an ANP where some criteria are easy to evaluate (e.g., language consistency), while others,

such as general usage versus named entity, may cause disagreement among users due to

the cultural background of the worker. For example, not all workers may agree that an

ANP like big eyes or big apple refers to a named entity. However, for languages where

the agreement on the incorrect ANPs was high, namely Arabic, German, and Polish, the

average annotator agreement as a percentage of all ANPs for that language were greater

than 90%.

On average, our crowdsourcing validated that a vast number of the input candidate

ANPs from our automatic ANP discovery and filtering process were indeed correct ANPs.

English, Spanish and Russian were the top three for which the automatic pipeline per-

formed the best, where every three in five ANPs were approved by the crowd judgements.

However, for certain languages, including German, Dutch, Persian and French, the number

of ANPs rejected by the crowd was actually greater than accepted ANPs due to a higher

occurrence of mixed language pairs, e.g., witzig humor. In Table 4.3, we summarize statis-

tics from our crowdsourcing experiments according to the number of ANPs, percentage of

correct/incorrect ANPs by worker majority vote, and average agreement.

4.3.4 Ontology-structured Image Mining

Having acquired a final set of adjective-noun pairs for each of the 12 languages, we down-

loaded images by querying the Flickr API with ANPs using a mix of tag and metadata

search. To limit the size of our dataset, we downloaded no more than 1,000 images per

ANP query and also enforced a limit of no more than 20 images from any given uploader on

Flickr for increased visual diversity. The selected 1,000 images were selected from the pool

of retrieved image tag search results, but in the event that this pool is less than 1,000, we

also enlarged the pool to include searches on the image title and description, or metadata.

Selections from the pool of results were always randomized and a small number of images

which Flickr or uploaders removed or changed privacy settings midway were removed. In
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total, we downloaded 7,368,364 images across 15,630 ANPs for the 12 languages, where En-

glish (4,049,507), Spanish (1,417,781) and Italian (845,664) contributed the most images.

In Chapter 5, we will show how this large-scale image corpus is used to train multilingual

visual concept detector models.

4.4 Ontology Analysis and Statistics

Here, we briefly provide a discussion on the difference between our MVSO [Jou et al., 2015]

and VSO [Borth et al., 2013b] as well as discuss sentiment and emotion distributions in the

multilingual ontology.

4.4.1 Comparison with Other Visual Sentiment Ontologies

To verify the efficacy of our MVSO, we provide a comparison of our extracted English visual

sentiment ontology with that of VSO [Borth et al., 2013b] along dimensions of size (number

of ANPs) and diversity of nouns and adjectives (Figure 4.4). In Figure 4.4a, the overlap of

English MVSO with VSO is compared with VSO alone after applying all filtering criteria

except subsampling which might exclude ANPs belonging to VSO. As mentioned previously,

about 86% overlaps between them (2,304 out of 2,681 ANPs when t > 0). As we vary a

frequency threshold t (as described in §4.3.2) over image tag counts, the overlap converges

to 100%. This confirms that the popular ANPs covered by VSO are also covered by MVSO,

an interesting finding given the difference in the crawling time periods and approaches. In

Figure 4.4b, we show that there are far greater number of ANPs in our English MVSO

compared to VSO ANPs throughout all the possible values of frequency threshold, after

applying all filtering criteria. Similarly, as shown in Figure 4.4c, given there are more

adjectives and nouns in our English MVSO, we also achieve greater diversity than VSO.

In Figure 4.4d, we compare the number of ANPs for the remaining languages in MVSO

with VSO after applying all filtering criteria. The curves show that VSO has more ANPs

than all the languages for most of the languages over all values of t, except from Spanish,

Italian and French in the low values of t. Our intuition is that this is due to the popularity

of English on Flickr compared to other languages. In Figures 4.4e and 4.4d, we observe that
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of our English MVSO and VSO in (a), (b) and (c), in terms

of ANP overlap, number of ANPs, adjectives and nouns; and with all other languages in

(d), (e) and (f), in terms of the number of ANPs, adjectives and nouns when varying the

frequency threshold t from 0 to 10,000 (on log-scale), respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Median sentiment computed over all ANPs per language is shown on left, and

the sentiment distribution using box plots on the right (zoomed at 90% of the distributions).

On right, languages are sorted by median sentiment in ascending order (from the left).

these three languages have greater diversity of adjectives and nouns than VSO for t ≤ 103,

German and Dutch have greater diversity than VSO for smaller values of threshold t, while

the rest of the languages have smaller diversity over most values of t.

4.4.2 Sentiment Distributions

Returning to our original research motivation from §4.1, an interesting question to ask is

which languages tend to be more positive or negative in their visual content. To answer

this, we computed the median sentiment value across all ANPs of each language and ranked

languages as in Figure 4.5. Here, to take into account the popularity difference among ANPs,

we replicated each ANP k times, with k equal to the number of images tagged with the

ANP, up to an upper limit L = α×Avgi, where Avgi is the average image count per ANP in

the ith language. Varying α value will result in different medians and distributions, but the

trend in differentiating positive languages from negative ones was quite stable. We show the

case when α = 3 in Figure 4.5, indicating that there is an overall tendency toward positive

sentiment across all languages, where Spanish demonstrates the highest positive sentiment,

followed by Italian. This surprising observation is in fact compatible with some previous

research showing that there is a universal positivity bias over languages with Spanish being

the most relatively positive language [Dodds et al., 2015]. The languages with the lowest

sentiment were Persian and Arabic, followed by English.

The sentiment distributions (Figure 4.5: right) also showed interesting phenomena:

Spanish being the most positive language also has the highest variation in sentiment, while
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German has the most concentrated sentiment distribution. Even for languages that have

the lowest median sentiment values, the range of sentiment was concentrated in a small

range near zero (between 0 and -0.1).

4.4.3 Emotion Distributions

Another interesting question arises when considering co-occurrence of ANPs with the emo-

tions in different languages. While our adjective-noun pair concepts were selected to be

sentiment-biased, emotions still represent the root of our framework since we built MVSO

out from seed emotion terms. So aside from sentiment, which focuses on only positiv-

ity/negativity, what are probable mappings of ANPs to emotions for each language? What

emotions are most frequently occurring across languages? Given the set of keywords

E(l) = {e
(l)
ij | i = 1 . . . 24, j = 1 . . . ni} describing each emotion i per language l, where

ni is the number of keywords per emotion i, the set of ANPs belonging to language l, noted

as x ∈ X(l), and the number of images tagged with both ANP x and emotion keyword eij ,

C(x) = {c
(x)
ij | i = 1 . . . 24, j = 1 . . . ni}, we define the probabilities of emotion for each ANP

x in language l as:

emoi(x) =
1
ni

∑ni

j=1 c
(x)
ij

∑24
i=1

1
ni

∑ni

j=1 c
(x)
ij

∈ [0, 1] (4.2)

Note the model in (4.2) does not take into account correlation among emotions, where

for example, by an image tagged with “ecstasy,” users may also imply “joy” even though

the latter is not explicitly tagged. These correlations can be easily accounted for by smooth-

ing co-occurrence counts cij over correlated emotions, e.g., the co-occurrence counts of an

ANP tagged with “ecstasy” can be included partially in the co-occurrence count of “joy”.

Regardless, still based on (4.2), we compute a normalized emotion score per language l and

emotion i as:

scorei(l) =

∑|X(l)|
x=1 emoi(x) · count(x)

∑24
i=1

∑|X(l)|
x=1 emoi(x) · count(x)

∈ [0, 1] (4.3)

In Figure 4.6, we show these scores per language and Plutchik emotion [Plutchik, 1980]

on a heatmap diagram. Scores in each row sum to 1 (over 24 emotions). The emotions
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Figure 4.6: Probabilities of emotions per language with respect to their visual sentiment

content. Emotions are ordered by the sum of their probabilities across languages (left to

right) and clipped for better visualization. Each row sums to 1.

are ordered by the sum of their scores across languages. The top-5 emotions across all

languages are joy, serenity, interest, grief and fear. And the highest ranked emotion is

joy in Russian, Chinese and Arabic. Two other emotions in the top-5 were also positive:

serenity, being high ranked emotion for Dutch, Italian, Chinese and Persian, and interest for

English, Turkish and Dutch. The remaining two emotions in the top-5 were negative: grief

for Persian and Turkish, and fear, which was high ranked in German and Polish. We also

observed that pensiveness was top ranked for Persian and Polish, vigilance for French, rage

for German, while apprehension and distraction for Spanish. We note that these results are

more concrete for languages with many ANPs (>1000) and less conclusive for those with

few ANPs like Arabic and Persian.

4.5 Cross-lingual Matching

To get a gauge of topics commonly mentioned across different cultures and languages, we

analyzed alignments of translations for each ANP to English as a basis. Two approaches

were taken to study this: exact and approximate alignment. An example cross-lingual

connectivity mapping is shown in Figure 4.711, the generation process for which we now

describe in detail. We ensured that translations of ANPs also passed all our validation

11Figure from co-author work in [Pappas et al., 2016].
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filters described in §4.3.2 for this analysis.

Figure 4.7: ANP clustering connectivity across the top-8 most popular languages in MVSO

measured by the number of ANPs in the same cluster of a given language with other

languages represented in a chord diagram. On the left (a), the clusters based on exact

matching are mostly dominated by a single language, while on the right (b), based on

approximate matching, the ANP clusters are enriched with multiple languages.

4.5.1 Exact Alignment

Here, we grouped ANPs from each language that have the exact same translation12. For

example, old books was the translation for one or more ANPs from seven languages, including

老書 (Chinese), livres anciens (French), vecchi libri (Italian), Старые книги (Russian),

libros antiguos (Spanish), eski kitaplar (Turkish). The translation covered by the greatest

number of languages was beautiful girl with ANPs from ten languages. Figure 4.8 (left)

shows a correlation matrix of the times ANPs from pairs of languages appeared together in

a set with the exact same translation, e.g., out of all the translations that German ANPs

were translated to (782), more were translated to the same phrase with the ANPs used by

Dutch speakers (39) than with the ANPs used by Chinese speakers (23). This was striking

given that there were less (340) translation phrases from Dutch than from Chinese (473).

12https://cloud.google.com/translate

https://cloud.google.com/translate
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of times adjective-noun pairs from one language (columns) were

translated to the same phrase [Left], or to a phrase in the same cluster as in another

language (rows) [Right].

4.5.2 Approximate Alignment

Translations can be inaccurate, especially when capturing underlying semantics where con-

text is not provided. And so, we relaxed the strict condition for exact matches by ap-

proximately matching using a hierarchical two-stage clustering approach instead. First, we

extracted nouns using TreeTagger [Schmid, 1994] from the list of translated phrases and

discovered 3,099 total nouns. We then extracted word2vec features [Mikolov et al., 2013],

a word representation trained on a Google News corpus, for these translated nouns (188

nouns were out-of-vocabulary), and performed k-means clustering (k = 200) to get groups

of nouns with similar meaning [Pappas et al., 2016]. The number of clusters was picked

based on the coherence of clusters; and we picked the number where the inertia value of

the clustering started saturating while gradually increasing k. In the second stage of our

hierarchical clustering, we split phrases from the translations into different groups based

on the clusters their nouns belonged to. We extracted word2vec [Mikolov et al., 2013] fea-

tures from the full translated phrase in each cluster and ran another round of k-means

clustering (adjusting k based on the number of phrases in each cluster, where phrases in

each noun-cluster ranged from 3 to 253). This two-stage clustering enables us to create a

hierarchical organization of our ANPs across languages and form a multilingual ontology

over visual sentiment concepts (MVSO) [Jou et al., 2015], unlike the flat structure in VSO

[Borth et al., 2013b]. We discovered 3,329 sub-clusters of ANP concepts, e.g., resulting in
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Figure 4.9: Examples of noun clusters [Step 1] and ANP sub-clusters [Step 2] from our

two-stage clustering for cross-lingual matching. For visualization, word2vec vectors were

projected to 2-D using t-SNE [van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008].

clusters containing little pony and little horse as in Figure 4.9. This approach also yielded

a larger intersection between languages, where German and Dutch share 118 clusters, and

German and Chinese intersect over 101 ANP clusters.

The correlation matrix from this approximate matching is shown in Figure 4.8, along

with one subtree from our ontology by hierarchical clustering in Figure 4.9. We projected

data to R
2 using t-SNE dimensionality reduction [van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008] in the

visualization. On the left, six clusters composed of different sets of nouns are shown with

clusters of sunlight-rays-glow and dog-cat-pony. On the right, we show the sub-clustering of

ANPs for the dog-cat-pony cluster in A, giving us noun groupings modified by sentiment-

biasing adjectives to get ANPs like funny dog-funny cats and adopted dog-abondoned puppy.

4.6 Geographical Variety

The goal so far with the MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] was to expand affective variety by intro-

ducing cultural diversity, accomplishing this via language diversity. However, language is

only one of many signals to capture multicultural visual sentiment, and geographical data

(geodata) is another signal not previously explored for visual sentiment understanding, to

the best of our knowledge. Since any one language may be spoken across a multitude of

countries and with varying density, to truly understand visual sentiment around the world,
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Figure 4.10: Example globe visualizations of geographical data using SentiCart from

sentiment-biased images in MVSO from around the world by language and semantics.

geodata is a necessary complement to the language dimension. How geographically diverse

are our sentiments in social multimedia? And specifically, how diverse (or localized) are our

sentiments in the images and concepts we use everyday along linguistic and geographical

lines? Motivated by such questions, we also augment MVSO by incorporating geographical

data signals for multicultural affect. To assist the study of visual sentiment variety in geo-

data, we also developed a visualization system called SentiCart [Jou et al., 2016] discussed

later in §4.7.2 to chart out multilingual visual sentiment around the world.

Contextualizing social multimedia with explicit location or implicit geographical data

has been an area of research for over a decade [Backstrom et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2011;

Ji et al., 2015]. Among the first for digital photography, [Toyama et al., 2003] presented

several frameworks for location tag acquisition, geo-referencing and image media browsing

interfaces. In Computer Vision, [Zheng et al., 2009] used geo-tagged photos to assist visual

landmark detection over about 20M images. In [Hao et al., 2011] and [Moore et al., 2014],

Twitter posts are used to study geographic sentiment and music preference differences,

respectively, while in [Singh et al., 2010], Twitter and Flickr posts are analyzed spatiotem-

porally to map out social visual interests. These geographical information systems (GIS)

each lack a multilingual, visual grounding, or sentiment biasing component we seek here.

In order to collect geo-localization data for social photos, we use a combination of

two multi-source methods – one with high reliability, but low coverage and another with
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GPS Image Title Image Description Geodata From?

✓ ✓or ✗ ✓or ✗ GPS

✗ ✓ ✓ Title

✗ ✓ ✗ Title

✗ ✗ ✓ Description

✗ ✗ ✗ <Omit>

Table 4.4: Geo-reference Data Sourcing. When GPS data are available, we always use it as

our geo-localization for a given image regardless of user-provided metadata. Otherwise, we

prefer locations in the image title over those in descriptions.

lower reliability, but higher coverage [Jou et al., 2016]. We root our geodata collection and

analysis on the same MVSO implementation discussed in §4.3 [Jou et al., 2015].

4.6.1 GPS Coordinate Data

Global positioning system (GPS) geo-localization provides highly reliable latitude-longitude

coordinates (usually within several meters worst-case depending on satellite-receiver preci-

sion) and may be encoded in image headers of some digital photos. In November 2015, we

queried the Flickr API over the entire MVSO corpus [Jou et al., 2015] of 7,368,364 images

and acquired GPS coordinate data for 1,410,892 images. The remaining images were either

not GPS-tagged or privacy permissions were not granted for public querying. The top three

languages with GPS-tagged images in order are: Persian (32.24%), French (25.35%) and

Italian (24.40%). Although the largest language by image count is English (4,049,507), it

only had a 17.48% coverage in GPS-tagged images.

4.6.2 Metadata-inferred Location Data

In most social media platforms, including our setting on Flickr, users can and do often pro-

vide image title and descriptions to add additional context for their media posts. Locations

are commonly found in these user metadata because they provided a concrete grounding for

where an event or memory took place. For geo-localization though, this data can often be

very uninformative, e.g., user input text like “our new house,” as well as arbitrary, e.g., “Lit-
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Language #ANPs #Georefs Language #ANPs #Georefs

Arabic 22 99 Italian 3,184 206,315

Chinese 395 11,553 Persian 10 92

Dutch 315 16,292 Polish 67 3,873

English 4,407 707,846 Russian 95 2,014

French 2,241 163,193 Spanish 3,241 259,138

German 717 38,544 Turkish 137 1,933

Table 4.5: Number of GPS-based geo-references (georefs) collected from MVSO images by

language. Since not every visual concept (ANP) had images with GPS data, we also show

the number of remaining ANPs with at least one geo-referenced image.

tle Rock” could refer to a literal small rock in the image content or a town in Arkansas,

USA. These two streams of user text from title and description offer greater coverage of

images than depending on the presence of GPS data, but introduces noise is less reliable in

localizing. As result, when GPS data are available, we always use it to geo-localize a given

image regardless of user-provided metadata. Otherwise, we prefer automatically extracted

locations in the image title over those in descriptions.

Using image metadata streams, we extracted location fields by performing named entity

recognition (NER) [Finkel et al., 2005] on user-provided text. We translated all text into

English and used only English NER models. We note that translation allowed us to get

a higher recall of tagged locations compared to native-language NER models due to the

frequency at which users posted descriptions with mixed languages, e.g., an image title

“Small Alley in 香港”. We extracted metadata-inferred locations for all languages with

under 200K GPS-tagged images to bolster their geo-reference count.

We applied NER-tagged locations as queries to Google Maps’ Geocoding API13 to re-

trieve latitude-longitude coordinates as well as to filter incorrect NER detections or ambigu-

ous locations. Since geocoding queries can be region-biased, we performed multiple searches

over all relevant country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) per language according to official

13https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding
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Language ccTLDs Corresponding Countries

Arabic

.ae, .dz, .eg, United Arab Emirates, Algeria, Egypt,

.jo, .ma, .om, Jordan, Morocco, Oman,

.qa, .sa, .sd, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan,

.sy, .tn, .ye Syria, Tunisia, Yemen

Chinese
.cn, .hk, .mo, China, Hong Kong, Macau,

.sg, .tw Singapore, Taiwan

Dutch .nl, .nu Netherlands, Niue

French .fr France

German .de Germany

Persian .ir Iran

Polish .pl Poland

Russian .by, .ru Belarus, Russian

Turkish .tr Turkey

Table 4.6: Country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) queried per language during geocoding

along with their corresponding countres, listed respectively.

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) listings14, e.g., .pl for

Polish was included, .ir for Persian, .ru for Russian, etc. This increased the likelihood

that matches were found in regions that speak the target language and also gave queries as

many chances to succeed overall as there were ccTLDs per language, e.g., “Main Street”;

for example, we queried across over 10 different ccTLDs for Arabic given the diversity of

regions it is spoken in. When multiple named locations were detected by NER, we queried

for geocodes in descending string length order taking the first query that succeeded. And

when multiple geocoding results matched, e.g., the query “Gulf Coast” can match to “Gulf

Coast Airport, Tivoli, TX”, “Gulf Coast, Missouri City, TX” and “Gulf Coast, Naples, FL”,

we selected one at random only if all matches came from the same country, and otherwise,

omitted the query result altogether for its ambiguity. We also ruled out geo-references to

14A crowdsource summarized table of Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)

listings can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Internet_top-level_domains . Last

accessed on June 21, 2016.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Internet_top-level_domains
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Language #Locations(T) #Georefs(T) #Locations(D) #Georefs(D)

Arabic 318 102 1,317 137

Chinese 27,631 9,110 179,407 28,579

Dutch 8,537 3,344 73,315 13,848

French 107,481 41,386 794,183 116,139

German 23,867 13,947 207,630 52,159

Persian 124 49 545 140

Polish 4,048 854 23,222 2,721

Russian 2,731 1,168 20,586 3,539

Turkish 4,235 734 28,890 2,781

Table 4.7: Number of named locations recognized and geo-references (georefs) coded from

user-provided title (T) and description (D) metadata in MVSO images by language. Only

new geo-references counts are given, i.e., #Georefs columns are mutually exclusive with

each other and also mutually exclusive to GPS-tagged images in Table 4.5.

continents, e.g., “South America,” and large bodies of water, e.g., “Mediterranean Sea,” for

being too broad for our setting. If all queries failed to geocode an image, we determined

that the image lacked sufficient information needed to localize.

On the subset of nine languages that we extracted metadata-inferred geo-references

for, a total of 290,737 new geodata points were extracted compared to 237,593 GPS co-

ordinates, i.e., in relative, 22.37% total greater image coverage and 79.05% greater image

coverage for the eight smallest languages (excluding French). The combination of GPS and

metadata-inferred geodata accounted for 23.09% of the total 7,368,364 images in the MVSO

[Jou et al., 2015] image dataset.

4.7 Navigation Interfaces

Given the large-scale nature of the MVSO – in volume, variety and veracity – we developed

two visualization user interfaces to facilitate navigation through the data. In a system

called Complura [Liu et al., 2016], we implemented a web-based ontology browser that

allowed for intuitive navigation through multilingual ANP clusters and image corpus. And
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Figure 4.11: CompluraOntology Browser Web Interface Process Illustration. A user with a

question or hypothesis about how visual affective concepts are understood across languages

or sentimentally portrayed can explore the MVSO corpus by querying Complura and

exploring the ontology. Complura visualizes the hierarchical structure, cluster information

and shows related sample images in mined from Flickr.

in a system called SentiCart [Jou et al., 2016], we developed two geodata visualizations

for exploration of multilingual visual sentiment along geographic lines.

4.7.1 Complura Ontology Browser

The Complura ontology browser [Liu et al., 2016] enables users to choose controlled ANP

clusters and compare visual differences between images of different languages. Given a

scenario like the one shown in Figure 4.1115, if a user wants to research the cultural difference

of the visual concept traditional architecture, they can use the ontology browser to visualize

MVSO in a succinct, intuitive and interactive browser interface. In our web interface, shown

in the bottom-right of Figure 4.11, the ontology browser consists of three main panels: the

ontology-structure panel (left), word cloud panel (top-right) and image comparison panel

15Figure from equal contribution co-author work in [Liu et al., 2016].
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(bottom-right)16.

The hierarchical structure of MVSO is visualized in the ontology-structure panel using

an interactive top-down tree view, providing folder-like expansions for the user to navigate

through the ontology via a library called jsTree17. For non-leaf nodes in the ontology, the

word cloud panel allows user to quickly survey the content of certain node. On a mouseover

of a word cloud item, a hoverbox is shown and displays additional contextual information

for that item like English translations and number of child nodes. In Complura, we use

the exact match alignment strategy (q.v. §4.5.1) where ANPs are grouped by their direct

English translations and also nested by common noun semantics; however, in addition, we

also merge noun groups that are synonyms or related, e.g., ‘clothes’ and ‘dress’ are merged,

to enable additional compactness during visualization. As shown in the Figure 4.11, in

the image comparison panel, each column shows images related to a specific ANP, where a

language may occupy multiple columns (since there may be multiple ANPs from the same

language in a single ANP cluster). This column-based panel view enable users the ability to

simultaneously compare inter- and intra-language correlations within a certain ANP cluster.

4.7.2 SentiCart Geodata Visualizations

We developed two interactive visualizations in SentiCart [Jou et al., 2016].18 One visual-

ization is a flat, point-wise, low-interaction view of geodata points. The lower interactivity

in this visualization allowed for batch processing and thus precise localization to geodata

points at our large input scale. The other visualization is a three-dimensional, fluid, high-

interaction globe of geo-references. This visualization allowed us to quickly and easily

compare across data modalities and also gives us an additional dimension along which to

interact with the geodata. The two modes of visualization provide a trade-off in exploring

geographical distributions of visual sentiment. In Figure 4.12, we show examples from our

16The Complura web demonstration can be accessed at http://mvso.cs.columbia.edu/complura.

17https://www.jstree.com

18The geographical data we collected and SentiCart web demonstration can be accessed at

http://www.ee.columbia.edu/ln/dvmm/senticart and a video showcasing the functionality of SentiCart

can be accessed at https://youtu.be/cI-2llSErSo .

http://mvso.cs.columbia.edu/complura
https://www.jstree.com
http://www.ee.columbia.edu/ln/dvmm/senticart
https://youtu.be/cI-2llSErSo
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Figure 4.12: Example visualizations in the SentiCart system of multilingual visual senti-

ment around the world, showing the main landing page along with a classic flat world map

view, here on the French GPS sub-corpus, and 3D globe visualizations of visual sentiment.

The colorful globe shows country-colored sentiment for the English sub-corpus and adjacent

cards show additional display modes in SentiCart along source, semantics and language.

visualizations. For the flat world map view, our interface matches many other canonical

map interfaces but scales to hundreds of thousands of geodata points by linking with Google

Fusion Tables [Gonzalez et al., 2010]. The interface allows for a zoomable, albeit flat view

of the data and can render elements like political borders without burdening usability.

For the 3D globe view, we enable fast and fluid browser-based rendering using WebGL

and a base globe library19. To maintain low-latency interaction in this rendering, we reduced

the resolution of the geo-references by performing geohashing, where latitude-longitude

coordinates are hashed into geodesic spatial bins and where hash lengths, or precisions,

correspond directly to geographical distances. In our visualization and scale of 1,701,629

geo-references, we found that quantizing coordinates to within 19.55 km (or 12.14 mi), which

corresponds to 10 hash bits for both latitude and longitude, provided the best latency-

to-resolution visualization trade-off on most modern browsers and machines. The added

dimension of the 3D globe visualization compared to the flat world map, also allowed us

to visualize the sentiment magnitudes at given geo-localization points. Since we perform

geohashing, to aggregate sentiment in a given spatial bin, we take the weighted average of

the image sentiment values from adjective-noun pairs.

19https://www.chromeexperiments.com/globe

https://www.chromeexperiments.com/globe
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In the globe view, we provide multiple slice views of the ontology and geodata we

collected. We can visualize sentiment by language around the world and easily compare

regional differences. On the surface of the globe, bar heights correspond to sentiment

strengths scaled [0, h ∈ R] where colors represent positive or negative (usually red/“hot” and

blue/“cool”). In addition, since we had multiple sources for our geodata, we can visualize

each source’s geographical origins to compare localization consistency. We also enable

visualization along ANP clusters using the ontology structure in MVSO [Jou et al., 2015]

where ANPs were gathered into semantically coherent groups, e.g., we can visualize geodata

and sentiment of images in the multilingual cluster “old town square”.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, toward computationally diversifying visual affect along multicultural lines,

we extended a mid-level semantic representation called adjective-noun pair in both linguis-

tic and geographic dimensions. A new multilingual discovery method was presented for

visual sentiment concepts and we showed its efficacy on a social multimedia platform for 12

languages [Jou et al., 2015]. We based our approach on some psychology theory that emo-

tions are culture-specific and carry inherent linguistic context, and so we showed how to use

language-specific part-of-speech labeling along with progressive filtering to achieve coverage

and diversity of visual affect concepts in multiple languages. We presented a two-stage hier-

archical clustering approach to unify our ontology across languages [Pappas et al., 2016] and

mined geographic localization cues for associated imagery using both explicit and implicit

signals [Jou et al., 2016]. We also made our multilingual visual sentiment concept ontol-

ogy (MVSO) and associated image, geodata and metadata corpus available to the public.

In addition, we also presented two web-based navigation interface systems for ontology

browsing and geographical data exploration with relation to multilingual visual sentiment

[Liu et al., 2016; Jou et al., 2016].

In the future, we plan to explore differences along other human factors which can be

collected from self-reported user metadata like age group, gender, profession, etc. We also

plan to adapt our approach to other language-specific social multimedia platforms to counter
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the insufficient data for some languages like Arabic, Persian and Chinese.
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Chapter 5

Multilingual Visual Sentiment

Prediction

Mid-level visual affective concepts are conceptually an attractive compromise between ab-

stract affective states and visual object groundings. But how well can we actually detect

the presence of such concepts in images? And can they be used to computationally model

abstract affective states like sentiment? In Chapter 4, we developed a multilingual on-

tology with 15.6K affective visual concepts across 12 languages and spanning over 235

countries, along with a corpus of 7.3M images and associated metadata [Jou et al., 2015;

Jou et al., 2016; Pappas et al., 2016]. Given these adjective-noun pair (ANP) concepts, we

develop an image-based prediction task to evaluate well modern visual classifiers can detect

the presense ANPs as well as a sentiment prediction task to determine how generalizable

language-specific models are in a multilingual sentiment context.

Beyond image-based prediction tasks for ANP and sentiment detection, we also seek

to develop real-world useful systems using MVSO and our detector banks [Jou et al., 2015;

Jou and Chang, 2016b]. We propose two applications which are part of the Complura sys-

tem, complementary to the ontology browser discussed in §4.7.1, which enable multilingual

sentiment assessment as well as an image-based query expansion engine with multilingual

semantic coherence and sentiment sensitivity [Liu et al., 2016].
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5.1 Introduction

While constructing computational affective models to infer states like Ekman emotions

[Ekman, 1999] or sentiment, e.g., Chap. 3, require far more care given the lack of model

interpretability, mid-level affective representations benefit from semantics that allow for

interpreting decision outputs and concrete language for understanding what drove a model

toward a particular output. In this chapter, we develop visual concept detector banks

[Li et al., 2010; Torresani et al., 2010] in the context of the multilingual visual sentiment

concept ontology (MVSO) [Jou et al., 2015] using modern CNNs to recognize the presence

of adjective-noun pairs (ANPs) in social images from Flickr. Our visual concept detectors

are trained to detect 9,918 sentiment-biased concepts from six major languages: English,

Spanish, Italian, French, German and Chinese.

In addition, since the original image pool in the MVSO corpus [Jou et al., 2015] was

mined from a mix of tag-only and free text queries on Flickr (q.v. §4.3.4), giving rise to

label noise for images from user’s social interactions and content description behaviors, we

partitioned out a sub-corpus of MVSO images based on tag-restricted queries for higher

fidelity labels. We show that as a result of these higher fidelity labels, higher performing

ANP detectors can be trained using the tag-restricted image subset as compared to models

from the hybrid corpus, trading off a smaller coverage of ANPs [Jou and Chang, 2016b].

To test the effectiveness of a vision-based approach for mid-level visual affect understand-

ing when crossing languages, we also implemented language-specific sentiment predictors on

two social multimedia platforms [Jou et al., 2015; Campos et al., 2016]. Inspired by work

in [Hu and Yang, 2014], we studied the extent to which the visual sentiments of a given

language can be predicted by sentiment models of other languages. We chose to focus on

a sentiment prediction task, i.e., predicting whether an image is of positive or negative

sentiment, because the large body of work on sentiment, e.g., [Yanulevskaya et al., 2008;

Borth et al., 2013b; You et al., 2014], and for its simplicity. By focusing on sentiment,

we also reduce the number of output variables to be analyzed for the primary goal of

uncovering cross-lingual similarities and differences. Additionally, while there have been

cross-lingual sentiment studies in natural language processing, e.g., [Mihalcea et al., 2007;

Bautin et al., 2008; Brooke et al., 2009; Wan, 2009; Boyd-Graber and Resnik, 2010], there
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have not been any for image-based sentiment to the best of our knowledge.

The contributions of this work include (1) multilingual, sentiment-driven visual concept

detector banks over six major languages on ∼10K concepts, (2) a sub-corpus of the mul-

tilingual visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO) image dataset based on tag-restricted

queries for higher fidelity labels, (3) adjective-noun pair (ANP) detector banks based on

this tag-restricted subset, and (4) two applications using the multilingual ANP detectors for

sentiment analysis and image query expansion, and (5) a cross-lingual sentiment detection

benchmark on MVSO using our multilingual ANP detector banks.

5.2 Related Work

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [LeCun et al., 1998] are class of deep neural net-

works (NNs) that have risen to extradinary popularity over the past decade due to its suc-

cess in a variety of visual recognition tasks, most notably on CIFAR [Krizhevsky, 2009] and

ILSVRC [Russakovsky et al., 2015]. Many empirical tricks and improvements have been

proposed since including on activation functions [Nair and Hinton, 2010], generalization

techniques [Srivastava et al., 2014], initialization schemes [He et al., 2015], normalization

[Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015], etc.

The wide application of CNNs in vision and multimedia was in part propelled by the

success of [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] on ILSVRC, now known as AlexNet. AlexNet con-

sisted of five convolutional layers, some followed by normalization and max pooling, and

three fully-connected layers with a final 1000-D softmax. In [Jia et al., 2014], a vari-

ant called CaffeNet was implemented where pooling is done before normalization; and in

[Zeiler and Fergus, 2014], another variant, independently dubbed ZF Net, was proposed

where some middle layers in AlexNet were expanded to free up representational bottle-

necks. In [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015], a much deeper network called VggNet of 16

convolutional/fully-connected layers was proposed that was the runner-up in ILSVRC2014,

bested by GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al., 2015] which used a unique network-in-network ap-

proach [Lin et al., 2014] where mini-networks were stacked on top of each other where each

contained shortcut connections [Raiko et al., 2012] with projections, global pooling, as well
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as traditional convolutional layers. And most recently, in [He et al., 2016a], a residual net-

work called ResNet using many shortcut connections was used to develop very extremely

deep neural networks winning ILSVRC2015.

Using these pre-trained networks on ILSVRC turns out to be effective in numerous

transfer learning tasks [Donahue et al., 2014; Razavian et al., 2014], i.e., where the pre-

trained networks are used for fine-tuning or simply as feature extractors. In this chapter,

we take the approach of the former to perform fine-tuning from pre-trained models to

evaluate their performance on language-dependent ANP detection. We then use the latter

approach where our fine-tuned models are used for a visual sentiment classification task.

5.3 Visual Sentiment Concept Detectors

We construct a bank of visual concept detectors like in [Borth et al., 2013a] for our final

MVSO adjective-noun pairs in §4.3. For sufficient data for model training, we focused on the

six languages with the most ANPs and associated images in our dataset: in decreasing order,

English, Spanish, Italian, French, German and Chinese. Combined these six languages

account for 94.7% of the ANPs in MVSO and 98.4% of the images in our dataset. However,

to further ensure that there were enough training images for each ANP, only the ANPs

with no less than 125 images were selected for model training and prediction. This reduced

the combined ANP coverage to 63.5% but still ensured 92.0% coverage for images. For each

ANP, the images were split randomly 80/20% train/test, respectively.

5.3.1 Hybrid-pool ANP Detectors

To construct our banks of ANP detectors, we begin with a CaffeNet [Jia et al., 2014] struc-

ture, a modified AlexNet-styled architecture [Krizhevsky et al., 2012]. To train our detector

banks, we fined-tuned six models, one for each language, where network weights were ini-

tialized with DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a], an AlexNet model trained on the VSO

[Borth et al., 2013b] dataset which was fine-tuned from a model trained on ILSVRC2012

[Russakovsky et al., 2015]. This fine-tuning approach attempts to “affectively bias” each

network’s training process by initializing with weights that solve a similar problem from
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Figure 5.1: Example top-5 hybrid-pool classification results from our multilingual visual

sentiment concept detector banks. Original attributions are included below each image.

Translations to English provided for convenience.

the same domain. Networks were learned using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) where

initial learning rates were set to 0.001 and decreased by a factor of 10 when performance

plateaued. The number of output neurons in the last fully connected layer were set to the

number of training ANPs of each language. Step sizes for reducing the learning rate were

set proportional to the number of training images per language.

In the original MVSO image mining detailed in §4.3.4, when we downloaded data from

Flickr, we first queried the Flickr API using our ANPs. Generally, there are two types

of ways to search for photos on Flickr: asking the Flickr API to search for the query in

the (1) tags of a photo, or (2) anywhere in the photo text data, including photo title,

description and tags. We call these “tag search” and “free-text search,” respectively. Tag

search yields less but more precise results, and free-text search will give more but noisier

data, i.e., leading to weaker supervision. The intuition is that if a user uses an ANP as a

tag, then it is more likely to describe what is actually visually present in the image, while an

ANP that occurs in, say the description, may be relevant, but not visually present. In our

original data collection, we used an upper bound of 1,000 images per ANP where we first

queried via tag search and if the upper bound had not been reached, we then pulled results

from free-text search on Flickr. As a result, the original MVSO image dataset constitutes

a “hybrid-pool” of Flickr images with respect to how the querying was performed. Here,
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we first discuss the classification results from using this hybrid-pool of images constructing

our MVSO detector banks.

In Figure 5.1, we show several detection results from our fine-tuned networks for mul-

tilingual ANP detection. For each language, fine-tuning took between 12 and 95 hours for

convergence on a single NVIDIA GTX 980 GPU implemented with Caffe [Jia et al., 2014].

From Table 5.1, as expected we achieve higher top-1 and top-5 accuracies than DeepSen-

tiBank [Chen et al., 2014a], even when the number of output units are higher than DeepSen-

tiBank as in English and Spanish. We note that we experimented with larger choices of

dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014] in our networks especially for the smaller languages like

German and Chinese, but found that the standard ratio of 0.5 consistently performed the

best in this architecture. Top-k accuracy refers to the percentage of classifications for which

the true class is in the top k predicted ranks.

Language #ANPs #Params #Train #Test Time Top-1 Top-5

English 4,342 74.66 3,236,728 807,447 95 10.13% 21.06%

Spanish 2,382 66.63 1,085,678 270,400 45 12.35% 25.36%

Italian 1,561 63.26 602,424 149,901 30 17.01% 30.93%

French 1,115 61.44 462,522 115,112 26 17.66% 35.46%

German 275 57.99 108,744 27,048 12 30.11% 52.78%

Chinese 243 57.86 102,740 25,575 15 27.07% 45.06%

DeepSentiBank 2,089 65.43 826,806 41,113 - 8.2% 19.1%

Table 5.1: ANP classification performance on the hybrid-pool images for six major lan-

guages in MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] with comparisons to DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a].

Number of visual sentiment concepts #ANPs, network parameters #Params (in millions),

#Train and #Test images are shown with training walltimes (in hours), Top-1 and Top-5

accuracies (%).

5.3.2 Tag-pool ANP Detectors

Since the image corpus in the hybrid-pool setting, where images come from both tag and

free-text search on Flickr, can be noisy, we perform a separate set of experiments where we
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Hybrid vs. Tag-pool MVSO Coverage. In (a), we show the coverage of ANPs

and in (b), images, across the six major languages in MVSO. English suffers the least

from the tag restriction while all other language experience a large drop in ANP and image

coverage.

train our ANP detector banks just from the subset of images that come from tag-restricted

queries on Flickr. We call this the “tag-pool” of MVSO images. Though it is a subset, each

ANP still has a maximum of 1,000 images to learn from and we split the dataset as before

80/20% per ANP. However, since we still enforce the requirement that there are at least

125 images per ANP, some languages experienced significant decrease in ANP coverage. In

Figure 5.2, we show the change in ANP and image coverage when going to the tag-restricted

subset in MVSO. We observe that English experiences a small 9.92% loss in ANPs and a

63.04% loss in image count when restricting to tag-only queries while all other languages

experience about 80% coverage loss for both ANPs and images. Though the ANPs in MVSO

are useful given their pervasive occurrence in social media, this indicates that there are a

fair number of images in hybrid-pool have a considerable amount of weak supervision. At

the same time, it is worth noting that it is wrong to assume all images from the free-text

search are not useful for visual recognition of adjective-noun pairs.

To train our tag-pool ANP detectors, we follow the same scheme as before in §5.3.1. We

fine-tuned CaffeNet networks, pre-training with DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a], using

Caffe [Jia et al., 2014] with the same optimization strategies, with the only slight difference

being that we use a NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU here. In Table 5.2, we present
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Language #ANPs #Params #Train #Test Time Top-1 Top-5

English 3,911 72.89 2,294,411 255,192 85 19.00% 33.81%

Spanish 502 58.92 164,119 18,276 12 29.07% 52.86%

Italian 402 58.52 151,088 16,807 9 33.69% 55.76%

French 222 57.78 80,790 8,986 6 34.70% 63.32%

German 90 57.24 32,195 3,578 2.5 47.04% 74.62%

Chinese 60 57.11 19,044 2,122 1.5 45.05% 71.35%

Table 5.2: ANP classification accuracies (%) on the tag-pool images for the six major lan-

guages in MVSO [Jou et al., 2015]. The number of parameters (millions), #ANPs, #Train

and #Test images, and training process walltime (hours) are also shown.

results for our ANP detectors using the tag-restricted subset of ANPs and images. Again,

note that the number of ANP classes each detector learns over has reduced compared to

those seen earlier in Table 5.1 due to the tag-based pool restriction.

At first glance, the top-1 and top-5 accuracy rates seem much higher than those we

observed with a similar architecture in Table 5.1. However, it is still difficult to determine

if restricting to the tag-pool actually contributed to more reliable labels and thus better

performing ANP detectors, especially since the number of output classes changed. To

investigate, we evaluated the hybrid-pool ANP detectors from §5.3.1 on the test set of the

tag-restricted pool of images as well as the the intersection of the test sets. Since random

shuffling was done during train/test splitting for both hybrid- and tag-pool image datasets,

the latter ensures that no images in the test set (#Test) were used in either model’s training.

The results from this evaluation are shown in Table 5.3. We observe that in both cases, the

classification performances are both lower than those in Table 5.2 by about 10% absolute on

each language, indicating that the tag-pool ANP detectors do indeed achieve a comparably

higher accuracy on the same set of ANPs. Given these observations, we believe it is a

user-level trade-off decision of whether to prefer a smaller coverage of ANPs with a higher

automatic detection precision (tag-pool) or a larger coverage set of ANPs with relatively

weaker detection performance (hybrid-pool).
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Language #ANPs #Test Top-1 Top-5 #Test Top-1 Top-5

English 3,911 756,243 10.47% 21.67% 51,062 12.04% 24.58%

Spanish 502 91,002 14.86% 30.48% 3,740 17.91% 34.39%

Italian 402 64,668 22.51% 39.44% 3,386 24.25% 42.85%

French 222 38,107 21.78% 43.10% 1,835 25.29% 46.54%

German 90 13,249 36.18% 58.99% 769 39.14% 62.68%

Chinese 60 9,093 29.47% 48.78% 412 34.95% 51.94%

(a) (b)

Table 5.3: ANP classification performance (%) at Top-1 and Top-5 of the hybrid-pool ANP

detectors from Table 5.1 [Jou et al., 2015], but now evaluated on the ANPs and test images

(a) of the tag-pool in Table 5.2, and (b) intersection of both the hybrid-pool and tag-pool

test sets.

5.3.3 Going Deeper with Convolutions for Visual Affect

To improve the detection performance of ANPs, we also experimented with a much deeper

and more complex architecture called GoogLeNet, or Inception [Szegedy et al., 2015]. The

original GoogLeNet design consists of mini-networks, also called Inception modules, that

are composed of 1×1C, 1×1C -3×3C, 1×1C -5×5C, and 3×3MP -1×1C towers where C

corresponds to convolutions and MP denotes max pooling, i.e., so 1×1C -3×3C denotes one

path in the modules that has a 1×1 convolution followed by a 3×3 convolution. Note that

1×1 convolutions are actually 1×1×d where d is the number of filters, or channels. These

fan-in-fan-out modules are stacked in an architecture referred to as network-in-network

[Lin et al., 2014]. GoogLeNet additionally uses two auxiliary branches in the network to

prevent gradients from vanishing during backpropagation [Szegedy et al., 2015].

For training, we preserve the same training setting as in §5.3.1 using the same train/test

split of the hybrid-pool of images. Unlike before we now pre-train from a ILSVRC2012 model

since the architecture is significantly different from DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a] and

no comparable Inception-like network was previously trained on VSO. In addition, since

the output space for languages like English and Spanish is large, in the auxiliary heads of

Inception, we widen the second-to-last fully-connected layer which is originally 1,024 since

it would otherwise become a representational bottleneck. We use SGD with a sigmoid decay
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learning rate decay with a base learning rate of 0.001, a batch size of 64 and a decay factor

of 0.1 and unlike before use the true training data mean image during mean subtraction,

instead of the ILSVRC mean image. We implemented this in Caffe [Jia et al., 2014] on a

NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU. While a different GPU and different training settings

were used here compared to the CaffeNet setting, we argue that much like ILSVRC where

advances over the years have also had different hyperparameters, we can still claim that the

performances are approximately comparable given same test sets, targets and more-similar-

than-different optimization settings.

Language #ANPs #Params #Train #Test Time Top-1 Top-5

English 4,342 30.50 3,236,728 807,447 370 13.64% 26.63%

Spanish 2,382 20.84 1,085,678 270,400 106 13.86% 27.98%

Italian 1,561 7.57 602,424 149,901 57 17.46% 32.25%

French 1,115 7.12 462,522 115,112 36 16.76% 34.27%

German 275 6.26 108,744 27,048 11 31.08% 54.10%

Chinese 243 6.22 102,740 25,575 10 25.96% 47.11%

Table 5.4: ANP classification accuracies (%) using an Inception-based architecture

[Szegedy et al., 2015] on the MVSO hybrid-pool [Jou et al., 2015], i.e., same dataset as in

§5.3.1. The classes, training and testing sets match Table 5.1. The number of parameters

(millions), #ANPs, #Train and #Test images, and training process walltime (hours) are

also shown.

In Table 5.4, we show the results of fine-tuning with Inception networks for ANP detec-

tion across six languages in MVSO. Compared to previous experiments in §5.3.1 and §5.3.2

which we fine-tuned from an affectively biased set of network weights [Chen et al., 2014a],

training takes noticeably longer in most cases since we now fine-tune from a model trained

on ILSVRC. Nonetheless, we observe that we are able to get improved ANP classification

rates on most languages with Inception [Szegedy et al., 2015], particularly when there is

more data for the networks to take advantage of; for example, with English ANP detec-

tion, we get a 35.05% relative improvement at top-1. Overall, except for French, we see

a consistent improvement at top-5, indicating that more semantically relevant ANPs are
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being surfaced into the top ranks by Inception compared to the CaffeNet model. While

we do not see this same consistency at top-1, given that these detectors currently treat all

ANPs as if they came from a flat taxonomy, many of the ANPs may in fact be semantically

close to each other as indicated by the hierarchical grouping studied in the original ontology

construction process [Jou et al., 2015] (q.v. Chap. 4). As a result, from a purely empirical

standpoint, a top-1 accuracy metric may treat a ‘pretty flower’ prediction for a ‘beautiful

flower’-labeled image to be a misclassification. A top-5 metric in these ontology-structure-

agnostic settings may then be a more reasonable indicator of detector bank performance

than a top-1 performance metric. We plan to investigate semantic hierarchy-aware detector

bank training in the future.

Briefly, we also trained a massive multi-class CNN on 5,675,460 training images using

the VggNet [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] architecture, fine-tuning from a ILSVRC2014

[Russakovsky et al., 2015] model after widening some fully-connected layers, and classifying

over 10,159 ANPs across all 12 languages in MVSO (all ANPs in MVSO with ≥125 images).

The model took over 31 days to train and achieved a surprising top-1 accuracy of 15.34%

(top-5 of 27.67%) over 1,414,530 test images. For training, we used the same strategy as we

had with Inception [Szegedy et al., 2015], e.g., sigmoid learning rate policy, etc. In Figure

5.3, we show a slice of the training process of this massive multi-class ANP classification

network over time. We note that this model may be biased toward English ANPs though

simply because they dominate most of MVSO, and this is an area we seek to explore in the

future, either by stratifying over classes or a first-stage visual language detector. Also, to

test the same setting as before, since a softmax loss was used, to compensate for the class

imbalance, experimenting with another loss like an information gain loss will be important.

5.4 Applications of Multilingual ANP Detectors

We show the application of the unique ontological structure of MVSO and our language-

specific ANP detectors in two novel, pivot applications: language-specific image sentiment

analysis and culturally-coherent image query expansion. These applications are components

of the Complura system discussed in §4.7.1 [Liu et al., 2016].
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Figure 5.3: Example network training and validation trends for fine-tuning VggNet

[Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] over time (in epochs) on a massive multi-class learning

problem on MVSO over 10,159 ANP classes and 5.68M training images.

5.4.1 Multilingual Sentiment Analysis

In MVSO, each ANP is associated with a sentiment score, which is calculated using Sen-

tiStrength [Thelwall et al., 2010] and SentiWordNet [Baccianella et al., 2010], and verified

by crowdsourcing validation [Pappas et al., 2016] (q.v. §4.3). Using these sentiment scores,

we develop a multilingual sentiment analysis tool where, given an image, we use the mid-

level affect representations via our ANP detector banks as a sentiment proxy. Essentially,

after detecting ANPs in an image, we use the sentiment scores we have pre-assigned to each

ANP as the output of our system for multilingual sentiment assessment by the user.

As in Figure 5.41, consider a scenario where a Chinese businessperson is designing a

website to advertise ‘good food’ or ‘modern art’ but wants to expand to markets of other

cultures. It is critical that culturally-sensitive images are chosen for use in these other

markets. One application of MVSO and our ANP detectors is to enable the image-based

cultural sentiment comparisons. A user uploads an image to find if the image is suitable

for foreign markets, and our ANP detector banks return the top detected ANP in multiple

languages, and the user makes their own judgment on its cultural sensitivity, e.g., based

1Figure from equal contribution co-author work in [Liu et al., 2016].
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Figure 5.4: Multilingual image sentiment analysis in Complura. Given an input image,

top detected ANPs of different languages with corresponding sentiment scores are returned.

on the sentiment of the top detected ANP. This application, part of the Complura sys-

tem, also enables the user to find additional images using the detected ANPs in foreign

languages. The resulting distribution of sentiment values of the retrieved ANPs may be

vary based on the input image where some images produce more uniform sentiment distri-

butions across languages, while others are more polarized. In our example scenario of the

Chinese businessperson, they would likely prefer a more polarized distribution, specifically

polarized toward a sentiment they intend, so that the do not upset the sentiments of other

cultures when moving into those markets. By investigating the sentiment distribution of

detected multilingual ANPs for a query image, users can target markets of foreign culture

with greater with sentimental sensitivity.

5.4.2 MVSO Image Query Expansion

Another application and a feature in the Complura system is an image query expansion

engine with cultural and sentiment coherence using the semantic structure in MVSO and

detectors. As illustrated in the Figure 5.52, in this application, users begin by choosing a

language and upload a seed image. The system then detects ANPs in specified language,

and ANPs with culturally-coherent semantics are retrieved through traversing a related

2Figure from equal contribution co-author work in [Liu et al., 2016].
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Figure 5.5: Culturally-coherent, sentiment-sensitive image query expansion in Complura.

Given an image and selected language, the top detected ANP using detectors of that lan-

guage is applied toward query expansion by discovering related ANPs in the hierarchical

structure of the ontology. Sample images and related ANPs are returned to user for further

comparison and selection.

sub-tree in the ontology. Some results are then pruned by ANP detector confidence scores

as well as sentiment scores of retrieved ANPs. The system is then able to return ANPs of

the specified language, together with other ANPs that are semantically and sentimentally

coherent in other languages. Image query expansion is achieved then by returning images

associated with the retrieved multilingual ANPs.

Following the same scenario in Section 5.4.1, the businessperson can also perform image

query expansion using Complura. After uploading their target image and selecting the

origin language, e.g., Chinese, Complura will then run the Chinese ANP detectors on the

input image. The system maps detected Chinese ANPs to top MVSO clusters that elicit

similar semantics but are both multilingual and have uniform sentiment. The multilingual

nature of our clusters allows for a query to have diverse, but semantically consistent ex-

pression in multiple languages beyond the original language of the query, and enforcing a

uniform sentiment constraint ensures that we maintain the sentiment of the original query

even when expanding to other language semantics. From each of these mapped ANP clus-

ters, the user can then view the translated meanings and the sentiment of the retrieved

multilingual ANPs. We also show sample images related to retrieved ANPs from the other

languages. Through this process, the image search experience can be culturally and senti-

mentally diversified.
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5.5 Sentiment Prediction in Social Multimedia

In Part I, we discussed several approaches for recognizing visual affect directly using affective

representations common in psychology (q.v. §2.1.2). Although in this Part II, we expressly

focus on mid-level affective representations called adjective-noun pair, it is interesting to

consider whether these mid-level concepts can be used to detect the more traditional affec-

tive representations like valence-arousal or sentiment. In addition, given the development of

a multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology, we naturally would also like to determine

if there are interesting cross-lingual phenomena that we can see through the application of

computational models. Motivated by these, we present visual sentiment prediction tasks

on two social multimedia platform, Flickr and Twitter3, with particular focus on using our

MVSO ANP detector banks and on cross-lingual effects.

5.5.1 Sentiment in Flickr

Here, we use our CaffeNet-based visual concept models (i.e., those from Table 5.1) trained

for each language to extract image features and use the sentiment scores of ANPs in MVSO

as supervised labels to learn sentiment prediction models. We compare different layers

of the CNN models as image features. To simplify the analysis, we binarized the ANP

sentiment scores computed via Eq. (4.1), i.e., into positive and negative classes, and learn

a binary classifier using linear SVMs, one for each language. The images used are those

associated with ANPs of strong sentiment scores taken from the test set of the MVSO

hybrid-pool (absolute values higher than 0.05), i.e., so we threshold on 807,477 images for

English, 270,400 for Spanish, 149,901 for Italian, etc. Splits of training and test sets are

stratified across all languages so that the amount of training and testing for positive and

negative sentiment classes was the same for fair cross-lingual experiment comparison.

We found that the softmax output features from the penultimate layer outputs of each

language’s CNNmodel performed the best for all languages, and we show resulting sentiment

prediction results in Figure 5.6. Each language expectedly did better in predicting test

samples from its own language, but in addition, Chinese generally was the most difficult to

3https://twitter.com

https://twitter.com
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Figure 5.6: Image-based, cross-lingual domain transfer sentiment prediction results with

language-specific models applied on cross-lingual examples.

predict by models trained from other languages; and using a sentiment model trained over

Chinese images to predict the sentiment in other languages was also the worst in average.

We speculate that this is due to the difference in the visual sentiment portrayal from Eastern

and Western cultures. Interestingly, the classification of French and Italian sentiments was

the most consistent using models from all languages. We also observed good performance in

cross-lingual prediction for Latin languages, i.e., Spanish, Italian and French, where Italian

was the best cross-lingual classifier for Spanish and French sentiment, and Spanish was

best for Italian sentiment, followed by French. Despite not performing as well as others in

average, the English-specific sentiment model had the least variance in its accuracy across

all languages, likely from the pervasiveness of English worldwide and across cultures.

In Figure 5.7, we show three classification example results from our cross-lingual senti-

ment prediction. On the left, an image from the Italian test set representing the costumi

tradizionali concept was labeled as positive via sentiment scoring, but was predicted by

the German model to be negative; this may be due to differences in cultural perceptions

of traditional clothing. In the center, the Chinese model wrongly predicted an image from

the English test set of foggy morning as positive, possibly for its resemblance to a Chinese
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Figure 5.7: Classification examples from cross-lingual sentiment prediction. The model

from a source language is used to predict the sentiment of a target language image where

the true label comes from the sentiment of the associated ANP.

painting. And on the right, an image of a beau village from the French test set was suc-

cessfully classified as positive with the Spanish sentiment predictor. These examples and

preliminary experiments highlight some similarities and differences in how visual sentiment

is expressed and perceived by various cultures.

5.5.2 Sentiment in Twitter

Like in §5.5.1, here, we also use the CaffeNet ANP detector banks (Table 5.1) for sentiment

prediction, but now on a set of photographs collected from Twitter. In [You et al., 2014],

the DeepSent dataset was introduced for visual social sentiment prediction benchmarking;

it is a small dataset consisting of 1,269 Twitter images with crowdsourced sentiment anno-

tations where labels are majority voted with variable agreement in two classes: positive and

negative. [You et al., 2014] proposed a CNN where the second-to-last fully-connected layer

consisted of 24 output units, inspired by Plutchik’s emotions [Plutchik, 1980]. However, not

much intuition as to why Plutchik’s emotions should necessarily translate into number of

fully-connected layer output units was given in their design, and so in [Campos et al., 2015],

we performed an extensive analysis of various strategies for fine-tuning networks and found

that even simply fine-tuning a CaffeNet trained on ILSVRC2012 [Russakovsky et al., 2015]

could achieve a 4.34% relative improvement over the results in [You et al., 2014].

In Table 5.5, we show a summary of results reported on the DeepSent dataset. The

“agreement” columns correspond to how many annotators during crowdsourcing agreed
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Five Agree ≥ Four Agree ≥ Three Agree

Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

SentiBank [Borth et al., 2013b] 0.709 0.776 0.675 0.734 0.662 0.721

DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a] 0.804 – – – – –

Sentribute [Yuan et al., 2013] 0.738 0.805 0.709 0.771 0.757 0.783

DeepSent [You et al., 2014] 0.783 0.846 0.755 0.811 0.715 0.779

[Campos et al., 2015]
Standard 0.817 – – – – –

Oversampled 0.830 – – – – –

Fine-tuning 0.797 – – – – –

MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] fc7+RBF-SVM 0.718 0.812 0.665 0.760 0.648 0.742

Chinese Detector Bank fc8+RBF-SVM 0.684 0.789 0.663 0.760 0.617 0.728

prob+RBF-SVM 0.659 0.794 0.617 0.763 0.606 0.754

Fine-tuning 0.839 – – – – –

MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] fc7+RBF-SVM 0.718 0.806 0.687 0.768 0.664 0.753

English Detector Bank fc8+RBF-SVM 0.696 0.792 0.684 0.764 0.653 0.747

prob+RBF-SVM 0.655 0.787 0.609 0.751 0.604 0.713

Fine-tuning 0.825 – – – – –

MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] fc7+RBF-SVM 0.712 0.806 0.673 0.754 0.640 0.737

French Detector Bank fc8+RBF-SVM 0.709 0.800 0.659 0.752 0.629 0.727

prob+RBF-SVM 0.657 0.790 0.615 0.761 0.607 0.755

Fine-tuning 0.837 – – – – –

MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] fc7+RBF-SVM 0.710 0.802 0.665 0.757 0.623 0.726

German Detector Bank fc8+RBF-SVM 0.701 0.800 0.653 0.751 0.637 0.739

prob+RBF-SVM 0.659 0.794 0.617 0.763 0.606 0.755

Fine-tuning 0.838 – – – – –

MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] fc7+RBF-SVM 0.700 0.794 0.665 0.759 0.661 0.756

Italian Detector Bank fc8+RBF-SVM 0.704 0.796 0.668 0.755 0.648 0.741

prob+RBF-SVM 0.659 0.794 0.626 0.759 0.606 0.755

Fine-tuning 0.833 – – – – –

MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] fc7+RBF-SVM 0.715 0.798 0.700 0.773 0.668 0.750

Spanish Detector Bank fc8+RBF-SVM 0.727 0.810 0.686 0.762 0.667 0.747

prob+RBF-SVM 0.659 0.793 0.634 0.750 0.630 0.753

Table 5.5: DeepSent Twitter Sentiment Prediction. Accuracy (Acc) and F1 scores are

reported across various methods.
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with each other on the sentiment label of an image. The higher the agreement, the less

noisy the sentiment labels are, but less examples become available for training/testing.

At full agreement across all five annotators, there are 880 images (580 positive and 301

negative) which are divided into five folds for cross-validation. The average cross-validation

accuracy and F1 scores are reported.

With respect to our MVSO ANP detector banks, we observe that, as a straightforward

feature extractor, all of the languages detectors perform about the same when used in con-

junction with a RBF SVM [Fan et al., 2008], with the fc7 feature map generally performing

the best. The feature maps fc7, fc8 and prob correspond to the second-to-last, last and soft-

max output scores of the network, respectively [Jia et al., 2014]. Recently, in co-authored

work in [Campos et al., 2016], we also performed a set of fine-tuning experiments using the

ANP models from six languages in MVSO [Jou et al., 2015] to fine-tune, i.e., instead of fine-

tuning from ILSVRC, and we found that this further improves the sentiment prediction,

yielding a 7.15% relative improvement over [You et al., 2014]. Notably, the English model

performs the best for fine-tuning, outperforming all other languages as well as DeepSen-

tiBank [Chen et al., 2014a], likely due to the fact that annotators were English and also

that Twitter is dominated by English-speaking users.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented multilingual ANP detector banks across six major languages

in MVSO using modern CNN structures, including CaffeNet [Jia et al., 2014], VggNet

[Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015], and GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al., 2015]. We showed how

network classification performance could be further improved by restricting the sourcing

of images to tag-based queries from Flickr compared to a hybrid-pool of tag and free-text

search results. In addition, two applications using these multilingual ANP detector banks

was presented for multilingual image sentiment analysis and image-based query expansion

with semantic and sentiment coherence. Lastly, we presented two sentiment prediction

tasks to evaluate whether these mid-level affective concepts, ANPs, can also be used for

traditional affective representation modeling.
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Our cross-lingual analyses of our large-scale MVSO and image dataset using semantic

matching (q.v. §4.5) and visual sentiment prediction (q.v. §5.5) hint again that human affect

is not necessarily best modeled computationally as culturally universal. These preliminary

results show that there are indeed commonalities, but also distinct separations, in how visual

affect is expressed and perceived, where other works thus far assumed only commonalities.

We believe these point to the colorful diversity of our world, rather than our cultural inability

to understand one another.

In the future, we seek to explore more complicated network structures for ANP detection

at scale as well as explore training sentiment and emotion detectors jointly with our mid-

level ANP concepts. In addition, in this chapter, we have treated the ANPs in MVSO as a

flat taxonomy rather than a nested set of concepts as defined in §4.3. Network structures

that take advantage of these hierarchical semantics are likely to lead to interesting future

insights into multicultural visual affect.
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Chapter 6

Cross-task Affective Visual

Concept Detection

As we scale out the diversity (or “variety”) in Visual Affective Computing, computationally

modeling and exploiting relationships between visual affective targets becomes important.

In Chapter 3, we explored how such relationships might be leveraged through the use

of multitask learning on discrete emotion classes (q.v. §3.6). In the context of mid-level

representations, multitask learning can likewise be used to great benefit to enable compact

and generalized feature representations as well as improved accuracy as a result of joint

learning. In this chapter, we extend a recent class of deep neural networks to perform

multitask visual affective recognition of mid-level representations, specifically, adjective-

noun pairs (ANPs).

Residual learning [He et al., 2016a] has recently surfaced as an effective means of con-

structing very deep neural networks for object recognition. However, current incarnations of

residual networks do not allow for the modeling and integration of complex relations between

closely coupled recognition tasks or across domains. Such problems are often encountered in

multimedia and vision applications involving large-scale content recognition. We propose a

novel extension of residual learning for deep networks that enables intuitive learning across

multiple related tasks using cross-connections called cross-residuals [Jou and Chang, 2016a].

These cross-residuals connections can be viewed as a form of in-network regularization and
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enables greater network generalization. We show how cross-residual learning (CRL) can be

integrated in multitask networks to jointly train and detect visual concepts across several

tasks. We present a single multitask cross-residual network with >40% less parameters that

is able to achieve competitive, or even better, detection performance on a visual sentiment

concept detection problem normally requiring multiple specialized single-task networks.

The resulting multitask cross-residual network also achieves better detection performance

by about 10.4% over a standard multitask residual network without cross-residuals with

even a small amount of cross-task weighting.

6.1 Introduction

In concept detection, leveraging the complex relationships between learning tasks remains

an open challenge in the construction of many multimedia and vision systems. While

some recent approaches have begun to model these relationships in deep architectures

[Deng et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014], still many solutions tend to have multiple parts that

specialize rather than a more versatile, general solution that leverages cross-task dependen-

cies. As an illustration, visual sentiment prediction is a rising topic of interest in multimedia

and vision. In [Borth et al., 2013b], a semantic construct called adjective-noun pairs (ANPs)

was proposed such that there are visual concept pairs like ‘happy girl,’ ‘misty woods’ and

‘good food’. These semantic concepts serve as a bridge between vision-based tasks that are

focused on object (or “noun”) recognition and affective computing tasks that are focused

on qualifying the affective capacity or strength of multimedia, e.g., through the “adjective”

in the ANP. However, even though the tasks of object recognition, affect prediction and

ANP detection all have some relation to each other, the construction of classifiers for each

is treated independently. In this chapter, we propose a novel method for jointly learning

and generalizing across tasks which can be easily and very efficiently integrated into a deep

residual network and show how it can be used for visual sentiment concept detection.

To understand how “relatedness” is both important and applicable to visual concept de-

tection, consider several example images and concepts from [Borth et al., 2013b] in Figure

6.1. In the example, we observe that the ANP ‘shiny cars’ can be superclassed by both the
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Figure 6.1: Example of related visual concept detection tasks that directly benefit from our

proposed cross-residual learning (CRL). Adjective-noun pairs can be superclassed by their

noun or adjective components. Exploitable visual and semantic similarities exist within

(intra-relatedness) as well as between superclasses (inter-relatedness).

‘shiny’ adjective category and ‘cars’ noun category. Within the ‘shiny’ adjective category,

there are other concepts like ‘shiny shoes’ that bear both semantic and visual similarities

to the ‘shiny cars’ ANP. This intra-relatedness also exists within the noun superclass which

includes ANPs like ‘amazing cars’ and ‘classic cars’. In addition to relatedness within the

same (super)class, we observe that there are visual similarities also present between classes

of different superclasses, e.g., ‘classic cars’ and ‘shiny shoes’. This inter-relatedness between

(super)classes illustrates how in settings like concept detection, classifiers can benefit from

exploiting representational similarities across related tasks. Both of these senses of related-

ness show that visual representations across related tasks can be shared to a degree. We

develop a multitask learning problem for visual affective concept detection to illustrate how

our proposed method can be applied. We design a deep neural network with a stack of

shared low-level representations and then higher level representations that both specialize

and mix information across related tasks during learning. We then show how such a mul-

titask network architecture with cross-task exchanges can be used to simultaneously learn

classifiers to detect adjective, noun and adjective-noun pair visual concepts.
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Figure 6.2: Feature Map Illustration of Residual Network (ResNet) and Cross-residual Net-

work (X-ResNet) Layers. X-ResNet extends ResNet to enable structures like multitask

networks where a single network can jointly perform multiple related tasks instead of re-

quiring one network per task. Our network uses cross-task connections indicated in red to

simultaneously enable specialization per task and overall generalization.

In [He et al., 2016a], residual learning is proposed as an approach to enable much deeper

networks while addressing the degradation problem where very deep networks have a ten-

dency to underfit compared to shallower counterpart networks [Srivastava et al., 2015]. In

residual learning, an identity mapping via the use of shortcut connections [Raiko et al., 2012]

is proposed where an underlying mapping H(x) = F(x) + x is learned given that F(x) =

H(x) − x represents another mapping fit by several stacked layers. One interpretation is

that F(x) represents a noise term and the model is fitting the input plus some additive

nonlinear noise. Thus, if we were performing reconstruction, a trivial solution to the resid-

ual learning problem is that an identity mapping is optimal, i.e., F(x) = 0. However, in

[He et al., 2016a], it is argued that optimization software may actually have difficulty with

approximating identity mappings with a stack of nonlinear layers, and also that for predic-

tion problems, it is unlikely that the strict identity is optimal. They also argue that fitting

residual mappings can enable deeper networks given the information boost achieved via the
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shortcut connection and thus reduces the likelihood of model degradation. Recently, there is

even work suggesting a relationship between residual networks, recurrences and the primate

visual cortex [Liao and Poggio, 2016]. Our work extends residual learning [He et al., 2016a]

to also integrate information from other related tasks enabling cross-task representations.

Specifically, we hypothesize and experimentally show that reference components from corre-

lated tasks can be synergistically fused in a residual deep learning network for cross-residual

learning.

Our contributions include (1) the proposal of a novel extension of residual learning

[He et al., 2016a] using cross-connections for coupling multiple related tasks in a setting

called cross-residual learning (CRL), (2) the development of a multitask network with a

fan-out architecture using cross-residual layers, and (3) an evaluation of cross-residual net-

works on a multitask visual sentiment concept detection problem yielding a single network

with very competitive or even better accuracy compared to individual networks on three

classification tasks (noun, adjective, and adjective-noun pair detection) but uses >40% less

model memory, while also outperforming the predictive performance of a standard multitask

configuration without cross-residuals by about 10.4%.

6.2 Related Work

This work broadly intersects three major lines of research areas: transfer learning, deep

neural architectures for vision, and affective computing. In traditional data mining and

machine learning tasks, we often seek to statistically model a collection of labeled or unla-

beled data and apply them to other collections. In general, the distributions of these sets of

data collections are assumed to be the same. In transfer learning [Pan and Yang, 2010], the

domain, tasks and distributions are allowed to be different in both training/source and test-

ing/target. In this work, we specifically focus on a subset of transfer learning problems that

assume some relatedness between these collections. Specifically, in multimedia and vision

contexts, relatedness may refer to settings where groups of tasks have semantic correlation,

e.g., classifying dog breeds and bird species, or visual similarity, e.g., jointly classifying and

reconstructing objects, and is often referred to as multitask learning (MTL) [Caruana, 1997;
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Zhou et al., 2012] (q.v. §3.6). Likewise, relatedness may also refer to the same source

task but applied in different domains, e.g., classifying clothing style across cultures, and is

sometimes called cross-domain learning [Jiang et al., 2008] or domain transfer/adaptation

[Glorot et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2009]. Nonetheless, the hypothesis of explicitly learning

from related tasks is that we can learn more generalized representations with minimal per-

formance cost or in some cases, leading to gains from learning jointly.

Multitask networks are recently becoming a popular approach to multitask learning, rid-

ing on successes of deep neural networks, and have several recent applications in vision and

multimedia [Huang et al., 2015; Sudowe et al., 2015; Rudd et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016].

One early work in [Collobert and Weston, 2008] showed how a single network could be

trained to solve multiple natural language processing tasks simultaneously like part-of-

speech tagging, named entity recognition, etc. Multitask networks have since proven effec-

tive for automated drug discovery [Dahl et al., 2014; Ramsundar et al., 2015], query clas-

sification and retrieval [Liu et al., 2015], and semantic segmentation [Dai et al., 2016]. Re-

cently, [Ghifary et al., 2015] proposed multitask auto-encoders for generalizing object detec-

tors across domains; and in [Luong et al., 2016], multitask sequence-to-sequence learning is

proposed for text translation. Also, architectures like [Rasmus et al., 2015; Yim et al., 2015]

can be categorized as multitask networks since they reconstruct and classify simultaneously.

Unlike other multitask networks but similar to ladder networks [Rasmus et al., 2015], in-

stead of a single branching point in our network that creates forked paths to only specialize

to individual tasks, we continue mixing information even after branching via our cross-skip

connections.

Whereas multitask learning can generally be understood as a fan-out approach where

a (usually, single) shared representation is learned to solve multiple tasks, an analogous

complement is a fan-in approach where multiple either features or decision scores are

fused together to solve a single-task. For example, graph diffusion can be used smooth

decision scores for leveraging intra-relatedness between categories [Jiang et al., 2009]. In

[Deng et al., 2014], instead of an undirected graph, explicit directed edges were used to

model class relationships like exclusion and subsumption. And with some semblance to our

work, in [Wu et al., 2014], a multimodal neural network structure is developed where inter-
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class (but still intra-task) relationships are integrated as an explicit regularizer. Although

inspired from multitask learning, the network design in [Wu et al., 2014] still operates in a

single-task context as there is only a single output network head. Additionally, because the

network integrates multiple input feature towers, the overall memory and training burden

of the image-to-decision pipeline is much greater than a fan-out network alternative.

In [Narihira et al., 2015], “factorized” neural network are proposed, which are essentially

just a multitask network with two networks heads for predicting noun and adjective targets

topped off with a simple matrix-multiply operation to get an adjective-noun matrix that

has as many rows as adjectives and columns as nouns. A fundamental problem with this

“factorization” approach is that not all the entries of the resulting matrix are not valid

adjective-noun pairs in the sense that not all adjectives can be paired with every noun

and vice-versa. As a result, there is a sparse subset of elements in the output matrix

that are actually semantically valid, sentimentally-biased and colloquially popular. It is

worth noting that in [Narihira et al., 2015], they also propose the use a “Fork-Net” which

omits the matrix-multiply operation, resulting in a standard two-head multitask network

with adjective and noun prediction. However, for all their baselines as well as their “Fork-

Net” and factorized network, the target task is ANP detection and all the evaluations

presented reflect this. Meanwhile, we develop a deep multitask cross-residual network able

to simultaneously predict noun, adjective and adjective-noun visual concepts.

6.3 Cross Residual Learning

Given an input x and output y vector to a residual learning layer and the mapping function

F(x, {Wi}) to fit, where for vision problems this might represent, for example, a stack

of convolutional operations with batch normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] and ReLU

activation [Nair and Hinton, 2010], we have the following formulation in residual learning

[He et al., 2016a]:

y = F(x, {Wi}) +Wsx, (6.1)

where Ws is an optional linear projection, but required when matching dimensions, on the

shortcut connection. For identity shortcut connections, Ws = I.
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Figure 6.3: Cross-residual Building Block (with two tasks). Cross-residual weight layers

and cross-skip connections are dashed and allow for network-level flexibility over task spe-

cialization.

Here, we propose a simple and efficient extension of [He et al., 2016a] when fitting across

multiple related learning tasks which we refer to as cross-residual learning (CRL). Given a

task t and N − 1 other related tasks, we define the task output of the cross-residual module

as:

y(t) = F(x(t), {W
(t)
i }) +

N
∑

j=1

W(j)
s x(j), (6.2)

where the superscript (·) indexes the target task and a normalization factor is omitted

for simplicity and can be lumped with the shortcut weights W
(j)
s . As also illustrated in

Figure 6.3, the other target tasks additively contribute to the current target task t by
∑

j 6=tW
(j)
s x(j). The cross-residual contributions can also more generally be stacks of oper-

ations C(x(j), {W
(j)
s,m}), but here, we only illustrate the simple weighted once case W

(j)
s x(j).

In addition, we note that in (6.2), we have task-specific inputs x(j) which can also be the

equivalent, e.g., in the first layer after branching in a multitask network.

6.3.1 “Early” Regularization Interpretation

In optimization, when minimizing a loss L(f(x),y), we often add a regularization term

R(f(x)) to constrain the “badness” of the solution, factor in assumptions of our system, and

reduce overfitting. For example, in solving deep networks, the squared 2-norm is a common

choice to penalize large parameter values and smooth network mappings. Cross-residual

units can be viewed as a way of regularizing the solution of a specific task by other related

tasks, i.e., we do not want the learned mapping F(x(t), {W
(t)
i }) to be too far from a weighted
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combination of task-specialized transformations of the input
∑

j W
(j)
s x(j). For example,

when learning to visually recognize species of birds, we may want to introduce regularization

to ensure the mapping fit is not too far from the separate, but related task of recognizing

types of mammals. While such a regularization usually takes place in the loss layer of a

neural network, using cross-residual layers we can introduce this task conditioning “earlier”

in the network and also stack them for additional information mixing. Cross-residual layers

thus serve as a type of in-network regularization much like dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014],

though with less stochasticity.

6.3.2 Connection to Highway Networks and LSTMs

As also discussed in [He et al., 2016a], residual networks can be seen highway networks

[Srivastava et al., 2015] that do not have transform or carry gate. In highway networks, an

output highway layer is defined as

y = H(x,WH)T (x,WT ) + x · C(x,WC), (6.3)

where T and C are the transform and carry gates, respectively. Clearly, when both gates

are on, this is precisely the same as a residual layer. By extension, a cross-residual layer

can be thought of as an ungated highway layer with multiple “highways” merging onto the

same information path. Cross-residual weighting layers then are carry gates which govern

the amount of cross-task pollination.

Similarly, it has been argued that residual layers can also be viewed as a feed-forward

long short-term memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] units without gates.

Specifically, consider the LSTM version from [Gers et al., 2002]:

ik = σ(Wxixk +Whihk−1 + bi)

fk = σ(Wxfxk +Whfhk−1 + bf )

ck = fkck−1 + ik tanh(Wxcxk +Whchk−1 + bc)

ok = σ(Wxoxk +Whohk−1 + bo)

hk = ok tanh(ck)











































, (6.4)

where k indexes the timestep, i, f and o are the input, forget and output gates, c and h are

the cell and output states, all respectively, and peephole connections and some bias terms
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are omitted for simplicity. By ignoring recurrent connections k − 1 for the feed-forward

case and making the LSTM completely ungated, i.e., i = f = o = I, and initializing the

cell state to the input ck−1 = x, we are left with a residual layer. Again by extension then,

cross-residual layers can be thought of as feed-forward, ungated LSTMs whose cell states are

additively coupled. LSTM forget gates then are analogous to cross-residual weight layers.

And indeed, this is much like highway networks’ carry gate, since highway layers can be

viewed as feed-forward LSTMs with only forget gates [Srivastava et al., 2015]. A major

difference to note though is that cross-residual layers couple the transformed input H with

multiple and usually different prior cell states c
(t)
k−1 or information highways x(t).

6.3.3 Similarities to Ladder Networks

Structurally, the building blocks of cross-residual learning bears some resemblance to the

layout in ladder networks [Rasmus et al., 2015]. In ladder networks, two encoders and one

decoder joined via lateral connections are used to jointly optimize a weighted sum over a

cross-entropy and reconstruction loss and have thus proven successful in semi-supervised

learning. As part of the reconstruction process, a Gaussian noise term is injected in one

of the encoders and the decoder receives a combination of this noisy signal via a lateral

connection and a vertical “feedback” connection to reconstruct the original input into the

noisy encoder. Since the mapping term F(x) in residual learning can be viewed as noise

term, albeit learned unlike in ladder networks, both models essentially are trying to fit the

input subject to some additive nonlinear noise. For cross-residual learning, although we

use shortcut connections instead of lateral connections as in ladder networks, both designs

operate on the principle that combining channels of information at the same structural

level in the network can ultimately result in a model with higher learning capacity under

less constraints, e.g., for ladder networks, less labeled data requirements since it is semi-

supervised.
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Figure 6.4: Example network architecture layouts for a standard multitask residual net-

work, a multitask cross-residual network, and single-task residual networks, respectively,

with 50 layers. Solid shortcuts (—) indicate identity, dash-dotted (-·-·-) shortcuts indicate

1×1 projections, and dashed (- - -) shortcuts indicate cross-residual weighted connections.

Residual weight blocks show three convolutions grouped.

6.4 Multitask Cross Residual Networks

While there may be a number of settings that would benefit from cross-residual learning,

we focus on one natural setting here in multitask learning (MTL) [Caruana, 1997]. To

implement a multitask network, a common approach is to introduce a branching point

in the architecture that leads to one network head per task [Collobert and Weston, 2008;

Ghifary et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Ramsundar et al., 2015], e.g., see Figure 6.2. In Table

6.1 and Figure 6.4, we show 50-layer multitask residual networks with a branching point at

the last input size reduction. The earlier in the network this branching point is introduced

the larger the input feature map size is to the individual network heads, often resulting in

multitask networks with a large memory footprint. On the other hand, if the branching
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point begins deeper in the network, the representational specialization available for each task

is limited to a small space of high-level abstract features. In our design of a multitask cross-

residual network (X-ResNet), we address this latter problem by allowing additional cross-

task mixing via cross-residual weights which cheaply increases late-layer representational

power without requiring large input feature spaces. While it is possible to completely forego

a branching point in the network design and simply couple multiple network towers using

cross-residual skip connections, this results in a composite network that is very memory

intensive and only feasible in a multi-GPU environment (though this could be somewhat

alleviated by freezing weights, e.g., in combination with greedy layerwise training).

In addition, to introduce some task specialization, at the branching point in our multi-

task network design and before the cross-residual layers, we move the last ReLU activation

and batch normalization canonically present inside the residual building block outside, plac-

ing it after the elementwise addition such that there is one per task. This helps to produce

a slightly different normalization for each task branch and in practice, slightly improves

performance. As in most multitask networks with a branching point, the total network loss

is taken to be a combination of each of the individual network head losses. While some tune

the loss weight for each of these network heads, we simply use the unweighted sum over all

the network head losses.

6.5 Multitask Visual Sentiment

To illustrate the utility and effectiveness of cross-residual layers when used in multitask

networks, we pose the mid-level visual sentiment concept detection in a multitask context.

In particular, we use the visual sentiment ontology (VSO) [Borth et al., 2013b] and cast

affective mid-level concept detection as a multitask learning problem. We chose the VSO

dataset for our experiments over multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO),

i.e., Chap. 4, simply because VSO is more dated and there are a larger body of works

to benchmark against for VSO compared to MVSO. We note that more general vision

problems could also have been use to illustrate cross-residual learning, e.g., CIFAR-100

[Krizhevsky, 2009] where we might choose to predict classes and superclasses simultaneously,
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Output Size Adjective Adj-Noun Pair Noun

112× 112 7× 7, 60 /2

56× 56 3× 3 max pool /2

56× 56











1× 1, 64

3× 3, 64

1× 1, 256











×3

28× 28











1× 1, 128

3× 3, 128

1× 1, 512











×4

14× 14











1× 1, 256

3× 3, 256

1× 1, 1024











×6

7× 7











1× 1, 512

3× 3, 512

1× 1, 2048





















1× 1, 512

3× 3, 512

1× 1, 2048





















1× 1, 512

3× 3, 512

1× 1, 2048











×3 ×3 ×3

1× 1

avg pool avg pool avg pool

117-d fc 553-d fc 167-d fc

softmax softmax softmax

Table 6.1: Multitask Residual Network with 50 layers (without cross-residuals). Bracketed

blocks are stacked residual building blocks. Downsampling is performed by stride 2 after

stacked residual blocks.

but here we are expressly interested in affective mid-level representations. The ANP detec-

tion problem in VSO can be recast to naturally fit the multitask setting with a sufficiently

large accompanying image corpus over three tasks, i.e., adjective, noun and adjective-noun

pair, while other general vision image datasets are often smaller and/or only consist of two

learning tasks which yield a small number of task interactions.

Given the diversity of adjective-noun pairs, including concepts like ‘cute dress,’ ‘gentle

smile,’ ‘scary skull,’ ‘wild rose’ and ‘yummy cake,’ there is both a considerable amount

of semantic variance in VSO as well as inter-class visual variance due to the image data

being gathered from social media streams. As a result, to cope with this diversity and
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variance, we believe that exploiting cross-task correlations as part of the network design is

important, especially when the tasks are tightly related as they are with noun, adjective,

and adjective-noun pair concept detection.

We additionally note that even though VSO [Borth et al., 2013b] argues that the noun

component of the ANP serves to visually ground the mid-level concept, no experiments

were actually ever run to determine the performance of detecting adjective (or even, noun)

concepts separately.1 Our evaluation thus also serves as the first evaluation on the VSO

dataset to benchmark noun-only and adjective-only detection performance.

6.5.1 Multitask-structured Visual Sentiment Ontology

Briefly, recall that the data in VSO [Borth et al., 2013b] was originally collected from the

social multimedia platform, Flickr, using psychology-grounded seed queries from Plutchik’s

Wheel of Emotions [Plutchik, 1980] which consists of 24 basic emotions, such as joy, terror,

and anticipation. The query results yielded images with user-entered image tags which were

annotated using a part-of-speech tagger for identifying adjective and noun components

and parsed for sentiment strength. The identified adjective and noun components were

combined, checked for semantic consistency and filtered based on sentiment strength then

used to feed back as queries to Flickr to filter based on frequency of usage. A subsampling

of adjective-noun pair combinations is then done to prevent many adjective variations on

any one noun, resulting in the final visual sentiment ontology. The adjective-noun pairs

were then used to query and pull down an image corpus from Flickr, limiting to at most

1,000 images per concept.

The image dataset in VSO [Borth et al., 2013b] has a long tail distribution where some

adjective-noun pair concepts are singletons and do not share any adjectives or nouns with

other concept pairs. As a result, we use a subset of VSO and use it to perform adjective,

noun, and ANP concept detection in social images, specifically, as a multitask learning

problem. The original VSO dataset [Borth et al., 2013b] consists of a refined set of 1,200

ANP concepts. Since there are far less adjectives that serve to compose these adjective-

noun pairs, and also some nouns that are massively over-represented in the ontology, we

1From independent communication with the authors.
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filtered to keep concepts that matched the following criteria: (1) adjectives with ≥3 paired

nouns, (2) nouns that are not overwhelmingly biasing, v.s. face or flowers, and non-abstract,

unlike loss, adventure or history, and (3) ANPs with ≥500 images. It is helpful to think

of ANPs as a bipartite graph with nouns and adjectives on either side and valid ANPs as

edges. From these conditions, we obtained a visual sentiment sub-ontology, suitable for

multitask learning, that normalized the number of adjective and noun nodes while ensuring

maximal ANP edge coverage. The final multitask-flavored VSO contains 167 nouns and

117 adjectives which form 553 adjective-noun pairs over 384,258 social images from Flickr.

6.5.2 Experiments & Discussion

In our experiments, we use an 80/20 partition of the multitask VSO data stratified by

adjective-noun pairs resulting in 307,185 images for training and 77,073 for test at 224×224.

All our residual layers use “B option” shortcut connections as detailed in [He et al., 2016a]

where projections are only used when matching dimensions (stride 2) and other shortcuts

are identity. Except for cross-residual weight layers, projections are performed with a 1×1

convolution with ReLU activation and batch normalization as in [He et al., 2016a]. For our

cross-residual weight layers W
(j)
s , we use the identity on self-shortcut connections W

(t)
s = I

and a cheap channelwise scaling layer for cross-task connections a⊙x, ∀ j 6= t which adds no

more than 2,048 parameters each, i.e., so in our case, after branching we have x ∈ R
7×7×2048

and so a ∈ R
1×1×2048 for scaling.

For training multitask networks, we initialized most layers using weights from a residual

network (ResNet) model trained on ILSVRC-2015 [Russakovsky et al., 2015], but done such

that for layers after the branching point in our network we initialize them to the same

corresponding layer weights in the original ResNet model. For cross-residual weight layers,

we follow [He et al., 2016a] and initialize them as in [He et al., 2015], i.e., zero mean random

Gaussian with a
√

2/nl standard deviation where we set nl to be the average of input

and output units layerwise. No dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014] was used in residual or

cross-residual networks. We use random flips of the input at training. We trained our

cross-residual networks with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) using a batch size of 24,

momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0001. We used a starting fixed learning rate of
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0.001 and decreased it by a factor of ten whenever the loss plateaued until convergence. All

networks and experiments were run using a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU

and implemented with Caffe [Jia et al., 2014].

We baseline against four single-task architectures: a variant of the AlexNet architec-

ture [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] swapping pooling and normalization layers called CaffeNet

[Jia et al., 2014], the first iteration of the GoogLeNet architecture [Szegedy et al., 2015] de-

noted as Inception-v1 which uses a bottlenecked 5×5 convolution in the sub-modules, the

16-layer version of VggNet [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] (VggNet-16), and the ResNet

architecture [He et al., 2016a] with 50-layers (ResNet-50). Each of these single-task archi-

tectures were fine-tuned from an ImageNet-trained model and represent competitive base-

lines that achieved top ranks in ILSVRC tasks in the past. In addition, we also evaluated

against DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a], also an AlexNet-styled model trained on the

full, unrestricted VSO data [Borth et al., 2013b] to detect 2,089 ANPs. We did not retrain

[Chen et al., 2014a] but rather re-evaluated their model on the subset of 553 ANP concepts

we focus on here; however, since we do not know the train and test image splits that they

used, the result provided for DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a] could still be an overesti-

mate. In Figure 6.4 (rightmost), we show the learning and inference paradigm represented

by these single-task architectures with residual networks (ResNets) used as an example.

Each of these baselines treat the adjective, noun and adjective-noun recognition tasks as

independent targets.

We summarize network parameter costs and top-k accuracy on the multitask VSO tasks

in Table 6.2. For network parameter costs, note that for Inception-v1 [Szegedy et al., 2015]

we did not count the parameters from auxiliary heads although they are used during train-

ing. Top-k accuracy denotes the percentage of correct predictions within the top k ranked

decision outputs.

6.5.2.1 Adjective vs. Noun vs. ANP Detection

In general, as originally posited in [Borth et al., 2013b], in terms of problem difficulty order-

ing, noun prediction is indeed “easier” as visual recognition task than adjective prediction.

However, though not in stark contrast to [Borth et al., 2013b], and although there are indeed
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Task #Parameters Top-1 Top-5

Chance

Noun – 0.60 2.96

Adj – 0.86 4.20

ANP – 0.18 0.90

DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a] ANP 65.43 7.86 11.96

CaffeNet [Jia et al., 2014]

Noun 57.55 36.11 63.48

Adj 57.35 23.84 51.20

ANP 59.13 18.84 41.57

Inception-v1 [Szegedy et al., 2015]

Noun 10.82 39.93 67.98

Adj 10.66 26.32 55.57

ANP 12.00 20.48 45.01

VggNet-16 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015]

Noun 134.94 41.64 69.51

Adj 134.74 28.45 57.77

ANP 136.53 22.68 47.70

ResNet-50 [He et al., 2016a]

Noun 23.90 41.64 69.81

Adj 23.80 28.41 57.87

ANP 24.69 22.79 47.82

X0-ResNet-50

Noun










43.16











40.06 68.06

Adj 26.81 56.09

ANP 20.74 45.46

XI-ResNet-50

Noun










43.16











28.61 56.52

Adj 17.98 43.10

ANP 12.56 31.49

Xs-ResNet-50

Noun










43.18











42.18 70.04

Adj 28.88 58.50

ANP 22.89 48.54

Table 6.2: Number of Parameters (millions) and Top-k Accuracy (%) on Multitask VSO.

Note that X-ResNet-50 are multitask networks so classifiers are trained jointly in a single

network while other methods train one specialized network per classification task.
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more ANP classes than nouns and adjectives, we still did expect to observe higher accuracy

rates for ANP concept detection than we did, expecting that the rates would be much closer

to that of noun detection and not lower than adjective detection since [Borth et al., 2013b]

argues that adjectives lack visual grounding. We suspect that this difference by almost a

half at top-1 between noun and ANP detection may point to the difficulty of the ANP detec-

tion problem in a slightly different sense than difficulty for the adjective detection problem.

For adjective detection, visual recognition difficulty is likely to arise from visual variance,

e.g., there may be a wide range of visual features required to describe the concept ‘pretty’.

However, for ANP detection, we believe that visual recognition difficulty is more likely due

to visual nuances than overall visual variance. Much like fine-grained classification, this may

imply that in ANP concept detection, concepts like ‘sad dog’ and ‘happy dog’ may share

many visual characteristics but differ on few but highly distinguishing traits. The hope

then is that by using a scaling layer, which acts as a soft gating mechanism in cross-residual

connections, these few but distinguishable characteristics are accentuated.

6.5.2.2 Effects of Cross-residual Weighting

In Table 6.2, we also show results for multitask cross-residual networks with different types

of weighting: no cross-residual weighting (X0-ResNet-50), with all identity cross-residual

weights (XI-ResNet-50) and with identity on the self-task connections and channelwise scal-

ing on just cross-residuals as described earlier (Xs-ResNet-50). The multitask cross-residual

networks without and with cross-residuals are illustrated in Figure 6.4 (leftmost and cen-

ter, respectively), and all of these multitask networks use a residual network with 50-layers

(ResNet-50) as the basis and branch as described in Section 6.4. As we might expect, when

all cross-residual weights are identity (XI-ResNet-50), the accuracy of the multitask net-

work across all tasks drastically reduces since the “amount” of cross-task mixing is forced to

be equally weighted. Even as related as tasks might be forcing cross-residual weights equal

across all tasks makes it difficult during learning for any single task to specialize and deter-

mine discriminative patterns useful for that specific task. It may be tempting to then assume

that the other extreme of making the cross-residual weights zero where W
(j)
s = 0, ∀ j 6= t,

i.e., equivalent to a multitask network without cross-residuals (X0-ResNet-50), allows more
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specialization and would naturally achieve the best discriminative performance. However,

we found that this actually consistently achieves lower accuracy across all tasks compared

to its single-task equivalents (ResNet-50), e.g., ∼9% worse relative on ANP detection. We

hypothesize that without cross-residuals the performance case becomes upper-bounded by

the shared representation learned before the branching the multitask network.

Once we allow for even some simple learned weighting on the cross-residuals, like a

channelwise scaling (Xs-ResNet-50), the predictive performance of the multitask network

improves, outperforming both the case when no cross-residuals are used as well as equally

weighted cross-residuals. In general, we observed that multitask networks achieved compa-

rable performance to the three specialized single-task networks with just a single network

while requiring less than 60% of the combined parameters of the three single-task networks

(∼43.2M vs. ∼72.4M). This confirms our original hypothesis that the low-level representa-

tions can be shared across these related tasks and can be generalized to perform well across

all tasks. However, in order to ensure that we do not take a hit in accuracy by generalizing,

weighted cross-residuals layers can be used which, at a very marginal parameter cost, enable

the multitask network to match the performance of specialized single-task networks. No-

tably, as we had hoped, the highest gain from using cross-residuals was on the most difficult

of the three tasks: ANP detection. We observe that adding scaling cross-residual weights

improves the concept detection performance by as much as ∼10.37% relative on the ANP

detection task compared to without any weighting.

Though we do not claim that our cross-residual multitask network (Xs-ResNet-50) defini-

tively achieves a significantly higher accuracy over the single-task networks, we do note that

we observed marginally better concept detection rates with our network across all tasks.

Since we only used two cross-residual layers in our multitask network (c.f. Figure 6.4), it is

possible that increasing the number of stacked cross-residual layers or beginning the branch-

ing in the network earlier could improve the overall cross-task performance; however, doing

so would naturally come at increased parameter cost. Nonetheless, we believe that all of

these observations show that jointly learning across related tasks with cross-task informa-

tion mixing even at the late layers of a network can simultaneously improve the network’s

capacity to discriminate and generalize.
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Figure 6.5: Example learned unnormalized cross-residual weights (sorted). Legend notation

refer to cross-residual connections as SourceTask-TargetTask. Left and right plots show

cross-residual weights of the first and second (feed-forward direction) cross-residual layers

as in Figure 6.4 (center), respectively.

To further reinforce the fact that the optimal weighting for cross-residual connections

are unlikely to be zero or identity, in Figure 6.5, we show the unnormalized weight magni-

tudes of a learned multitask cross-residual network sorted by channel index for two cross-

residual layers in a network structured as in Figure 6.4 (center). If an all zero or identity

cross-residual connection were to be optimal, we would expect to see a plateau with many

weights near zero or one. Instead, we observe that mostly non-negative cross-task weights

were learned across all shortcut connections such that the overall network objective was

optimized. Additionally, we note that though the weight magnitudes are indeed small, this

also follows from intuition in the original residual network work [He et al., 2016a] that these

small, but non-zero weights are precisely what enable residual networks to be made very

deep.

6.5.2.3 Example Multitask Detection Results

In Figure 6.6, we show example classification results from our multitask cross-residual net-

work. Note the presence of both intra- and inter-relatedness between tasks in the top

detected concepts. In many cases, the cross-residual network is able to surface concepts not

visually present but intuitively related; for example, in the first image, ‘spider’ is a detected

noun which may be a result of either the branches in the image or the visual co-occurrence of

the ‘spider’ concept in the training set with other top ranked concepts like ‘tiny’ (adjective)
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Figure 6.6: Example top-5 classification results of adjective, noun, and adjective-noun pair

concepts using our multitask cross-residual network.

and ‘leaves’ (noun). As a potential failure case, in the last image, the ANP ‘sexy lips’ was

ranked highly possibly due to relatedness learned with the ‘colorful’ adjective concept. In

these cases, just as with over regularization in other learning settings, the network may have

indeed have learned a more general representation, but as a result is unable to decouple

certain learned relationships. Such cases may be easily addressed in cross-residual networks

by giving cross-task weighting layers more computational budget, e.g., convolutional pro-

jections, to model more complicated task relationships. Overall, we observe here that the

multitask cross-residual network is able to successfully co-detect concepts across multiple

related visual recognition tasks.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented an extension of residual learning enabling information mixing

between related tasks called cross-residual learning (CRL) achieved by coupling the residual

to other related tasks to ensure the learned mapping is not too far from other task represen-

tations. This enables more generalized representations to be learned in a deep network that

are useful for multiple related tasks while preserving their discriminative power. We also

showed how cross-residuals can be used for multitask learning by integrating cross-residual

layers in a fan-out multitask network. We showed how such a multitask cross-residual net-

work can achieve competitive, or even better, predictive performance on a visual sentiment

concept detection problem as compared to specialized single-task networks but with >40%
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less parameters, while also outperforming a standard multitask residual network with no

cross-residuals by about 10.4% relative on adjective-noun pair detection, the hardest of the

three related target tasks. Without cross-residual connections, we observed a ∼9% drop

in accuracy on ANP detection, indicating the importance of using cross-residuals. In ad-

dition, we showed the importance of cross-residual weighting over simply forcing identity

cross-residual connections since equally weighting cross-task connections bottlenecks the

information flow in the network.

Here, we only presented experiments on a subset of the VSO image corpus suitable for

multitask learning, but in the future, we would also like to extend this to the multilingual

visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO) image corpus. In the multilingual context, using

multitask networks would allow for exploration of cross-lingual relationships as well as cor-

relations between ANP clusters. We also believe cross-residual networks are also applicable

to other learning settings and domains, and can be extended in several ways. Cross-residual

networks can be applied to other multitask learning settings where we are not only inter-

ested in classification but also other tasks like reconstruction, object segmentation, etc.

Likewise, cross-residual networks are likely to be useful in domain transfer and adaptation

problems where, for example, network tower weights are frozen but cross-residual weights

are learned. Architecturally, while we only explored the canonical shortcut connections of

[He et al., 2016a] and used a channelwise scaling layer for the cross-residual, there is recent

work exploring different types of transforms and gating on shortcuts [He et al., 2016b] that

can also be extended to the self- and cross-connections in cross-residual networks. We plan

to explore these learning settings and network architectures in the future.
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Chapter 7

Implicit Affect Detection in

Full-length Films

In this ongoing work, we discuss a novel affective gap which leads to what we call an implicit

affective computing problem. We propose that physiological signals are themselves a mea-

surement of our human affect, however less interpretable and semantic. By reducing these

physiological signals to a set of detectable traits though, we can re-utilize familiar content-

based prediction tools to learn functional mappings from stimuli to traits like biometric

markers. We discuss preliminary experiments of a pilot study using audiovisual stimuli

from data collected in an unconstrained environment with long-running stimuli of >40 min-

utes with multiple subjects using electrodermal activity, a skin conductance measurement

known be correlated with affect arousal.

7.1 Introduction

The early 20th century American poet, E. E. Cummings, famously wrote in his 1973 poem

titled “Since feeling is first”:

Since feeling is first

who pays any attention

to the syntax of things

will never wholly kiss you;
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While Cummings was no psychologist or affective computing researcher, he hinted that

in the order of events in our human experience is that we feel something, and then use

words to convey what was felt. In psychology and social science, this poetic example and

observation has been referenced and debated repeatedly over the years [Zajonc, 1980]. To-

day, this notion that “feeling” comes before “thinking” is widely accepted in the scientific

community [Ekman, 1999; Davis and Lang, 2003; Lieberman, 2007]. In computational re-

search, this order prominence can partially be attributed to the development of research

and engineering efforts in Affective Computing where “feelings” are inputs, like those mea-

sured by physiological signals, and outputs are “thought”-related concepts, such as emotion

semantics. While this focus on “the syntax of things,” e.g., affect semantics like sadness,

liking, high arousal and low valence, remains a critical area of study, it has also become so

exclusively the area of focus in recent years that a wider perspective can be lost. Though

these traditional affective representations are important for research to communicate the

state of affect (q.v. §2.1.2), they are still one degree of abstraction removed from the affect

itself. In this ongoing work, we propose a novel intermediate, and even uniquely separate,

computational problem that we argue is worth investigating and that takes a conceptual

step back from semantically grounded visual affect concept prediction. Essentially, we relax

the semantic or dimensional conditioning on the representation of affect, and instead explore

the relationship between the stimulus and our feelings directly as measured by markers in

or traits of our physiological signals.

Recalling the discussion from §2.2, to bridge the “affective gap” there are two established

approaches: (1) we present a subject with a stimulus, e.g., audiovisual or textual media,

hoping to evoke a bodily response that we can measure through biometrics like electroder-

mal activity (EDA), electroencephalogram (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI), face video, etc, or, (2) we use the original stimulus directly using content-based

methods from computer vision, audio processing, natural language processing, etc. As we

had summarized in Figure 2.2b and re-illustrated in Figure 7.1a, the affective gap can refer

to the divide between either physiological signals and affect state, or between stimulus and

affect state. Generally, such affect states are described in terms of discrete emotions as

in [Ekman, 1999; Plutchik, 1980] or in the dimensional representations of valence-arousal-
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Xcontent Xphysio.

a

Affective Gap Affective Gap

(a)

Xcontent
aphysio.

a

Affective Gap

(b)

Figure 7.1: Implicit Affective Computing: (a)We can try to bridge the affective gap by using

content-based methods from the stimuli Xcontent or use features extracted from physiological

signals Xphysio. to predict the affect a; or (b) as we propose, we can also treat traits of

physiological signals as a type of affect state aphysio. and bridge from the stimuli.

dominance [Gunes and Pantic, 2010].

However, whether taking the route of learning a mapping from physiological signals

to affect states or from stimulus to affect states directly (or even, a fusion of the two),

the actual relationship between stimulus and physiological signals had remained largely

unexplored in computation. As shown in Figure 7.1b, we propose that there is another

type of affective gap that may be considered between stimulus and physiological signals.

The psycho-physiological signals then “becomes” an implicit representation of affect, as

compared to the explicit representations discussed in §2.1.2. However, since the mapping

between a potentially high-dimensional and continuous stimulus with a simultaneously con-

tinuous biometric is likely difficult, we hypothesize that reducing the continuous physio-

logical signal to discrete traits like binary spiking activity can serve as learnable “labels”

or “markers” using content-based methods. By this, we do not make any claims of a new

psycho-physiological framework, but rather, explore a new computational framework not

previously explored, as far as we know.

The main goals of this work include: (1) the conceptualization of an “affective gap”

previously ignored in Affective Computing between stimuli and physiological signals, (2) a

proposal to bridge this gap by distilling physiological signals down to detectable, learnable

traits for use with familiar machine learning tools, and (3) benchmarking content-based
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experiments with audiovisual stimuli for learning and predicting such physiological traits.

7.2 Related Work

As discussed in §2.3.1 some early attempts for affect recognition relied on only face and body

expressions of subjects, but others focused on physiological signals [Chanel et al., 2005] like

electromyography [Haag et al., 2004] and fMRI [Cunningham et al., 2004]. Some works em-

braced more non-invasive measurement approaches [Lisetti and Nasoz, 2004], enabling user-

facing applications like video entertainment [Fleureau et al., 2012] and audience engage-

ment monitoring [Silveira et al., 2013]. Additionally, several datasets have become publicly

available from this research effort, including DEAP [Koelstra et al., 2011] and MAHNOB

HCI-Tagging [Soleymani et al., 2012], which both focus on multiple biometric responses to

audiovisual stimuli (mentioned briefly also in §3.2). Also, as already discussed in other

areas of this thesis, there have been a number of prior successes in recognizing affect states

from stimuli using content-based methods (e.g., see §2.3.2). Here, we seek to use non-

invasive EDA measurements of subjects for the task of predicting traits extracted from the

measurements via the stimulus itself.

For the paradigm shown in Figure 7.1b, work in [Koelstra et al., 2011] is likely the

most similar. In their experiments, they fused content-based features consisting of low-

level audio features, like energy, pitch and zero crossing rate, as well as visual features, like

color, shadow proportion and shot length variance along with feature from physiological

signals, like average skin resistance, band-limited energy, eye blink rate and median peak-

to-peak time. For their DEAP dataset based on music video stimuli, they found that

decision, or late, fusion of content-based and EEG modalities performed best for arousal

classification, and fusion of content-based and peripheral physiological signal modalities

performed the best for valence classification. Like the previous paradigm, while this bares

close relationship to our problem setting, our target variable is inherently different since we

do not seek to predict arousal, valence, or any such affect state that can necessarily directly

tied to semantics. Instead, we seek a mapping between stimuli and physiological signals

by first reducing the physiological signals to detectable traits and then using content-based
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methods to learn a mapping from stimuli to these traits.

7.3 Spike Detection from Electrodermal Activity

In our preliminary experiments, we focus on audiovisual stimuli using a full-length movie

and a television episode in an uncontrolled setting. We chose to focus on audiovisual stimuli

for their rich expressiveness as well as the temporal dimension that they have that add to

the experience. We used two full-length motion pictures: one movie title, Flight (2012)1,

and a television episode from the American police drama series NCIS: Naval Criminal

Investigative Service, specifically Episode 9 of Season 11 titled “Gut Check” (2013)2. These

two motion picture films were chosen for their drama/triller/mystery rooted plot lines. Both

films were rendered at 23.98 frames/sec.

We showed both films in their unedited, original form to subjects in an unconstrained

theater setting and measured subjects’ electrodermal activity (EDA) responses with the

Affectiva3 Q Sensor. In the case of Flight, we also measured subjects’ heart rate and

accelerometer data, but for comparison with the NCIS data, we ignored their contributions.

We calibrated all devices and synchronized the start of the stimulus with our measurements.

Film Dur (min) Subjects (M/F) Age Range

Flight (2012) 138 22 (9/13) 20-49

NCIS S11E09 44 27 (14/13) 23-58

Table 7.1: Film and subject statistics from full-length feature film showings for electroder-

mal activity (EDA) response recording toward implicit affect detection.

In this initial study, we specifically focus on the use of EDA as our “target affect”, e.g., as

illustrated in Figure 7.2. Electrodermal activity has been studied for affect and engagement

to motion picture widely over the years [Fleureau et al., 2012; Kaiser and Roessler, 1970].

For our context, because we seek to predict traits of the EDA, we need to reduce the

1http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1907668

2http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3268322

3http://www.affectiva.com (Note: the Q Sensor product has since been retired)

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1907668
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3268322
http://www.affectiva.com
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Figure 7.2: Example of the author’s own physiological signal capture data in response to

a full-length feature film. A synchronized frame from the film is shown which corresponds

in time to the green vertical marker to sensor measurements like accelerometer (ACC),

blood volume pulse (BVP), electrodermal activity (EDA), inter-beat intervals (IBI) and

skin temperature (TEMP) data.

dimensionality of the signal. To do this, we apply the spike detection method proposed in

[Silveira et al., 2013] which uses an adaptive decomposition method to greedily decompose

the input EDA signal into a set of dictionary components which contains a temporal offset

parameter. The dictionary covers a wide range of feasible exponential skin conductance

response shapes which can be parameterized as:

dλ1,λ2,t0(t) =







λ
−λ2(t−t0
1 t ≥ 0

0 t < t0
(7.1)

where λ1 corresponds to the impulse decay of the skin conductance, λ2 is a log-linear decay,

and t0 is the response start time. In [Silveira et al., 2013], the decomposition is performed

by beginning with a high-pass filtered EDA signal and initializing the dictionary with a

single component, determining the best fit using orthogonal matching pursuit, updating the

dictionary, computing a residual signal, and repeating for some fixed number of iterations.
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7.4 Inferring Physiological Spiking Activity from Stimuli

Motivated by a recent study advocating ranking ratings of affect over classification and

regression [Mart́ınez et al., 2014], we formulate our problem as a learning to rank problem

over slices of the audiovisual stimuli, which we call micro-videos. Our micro-film audiovisual

slices are obtained by windowing over the temporal audiovisual sequence and treating each

window as an instance in our ranking framework. Inspired by work in [Redi et al., 2014],

where they specifically studied creative versus non-creative videos on the popular social

media platform Vine4, we similarly restrict our focus to window sizes of six (6) seconds.

In the context of motion picture films and affective understanding, this length choice is

motivated by two other intuitions. First, the delay between electrodermal activity and

stimulus onset is known to be between 1-3 seconds and since we are using temporal stimuli

we conservatively double the longest delay for a window size of six seconds. In addition,

through a commercial user study in social multimedia Vine determined that six seconds is

an artistically and expressively good choice5.

7.4.1 Multimedia Content Analysis Features

For the full-length film, Flight, at 23.98 frames/sec, we had 199,367 frames over an input

frame size of 1280×536 and 48kHz audio at 95kb/s, while for the television episode from

NCIS, we had 63,280 frames at an input size of 720×404 and 48kHz audio at 116kb/s. At

the most low-level description, we used standard color histograms in HSV color space us-

ing 18×3×3 bins, respectively. We also experimented with Gist [Oliva and Torralba, 2001],

a global image feature accepted widely for its ability to estimate the “shape of a scene”.

We used a set of aesthetic features [Bhattacharya et al., 2013] shown to be effective for in

application to videos, albeit applied on a frame-by-frame basis. In addition, we use two fla-

vors of the mid-level representation SentiBank [Borth et al., 2013a]: the vanilla SVM-based

detectors as well as DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a]. We also used feature represen-

tations extracted using AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] which was trained on ILSVRC12

4https://vine.co

5http://www.npr.org/player/embed/213846816/213902185

https://vine.co
http://www.npr.org/player/embed/213846816/213902185
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Descriptors Modality Dimensionality

Color Histogram Visual 162

Gist [Oliva and Torralba, 2001] Visual 512

Aesthetic [Bhattacharya et al., 2013] Visual 139

SentiBank [Borth et al., 2013a] Visual 1200

DeepSentiBank [Chen et al., 2014a]

Visual
∗ softmax prob 2089

∗ fc8 2089

∗ fc7 4096

CaffeNet [Jia et al., 2014]

Visual
∗ softmax prob 1000

∗ fc8 1000

∗ fc7 4096

openSMILE [Eyben et al., 2013]

∗ emobase Audio 988

∗ emobase2010 1582

Table 7.2: Summary of input multimedia content analysis features for implicit visual affect

detection in full-length feature films.

[Russakovsky et al., 2015], specifically the Caffe variant [Jia et al., 2014]. For both rep-

resentations based on deep network architectures, CaffeNet [Jia et al., 2014] and DeepSen-

tiBank [Chen et al., 2014a], we further experimented with features from the output softmax

layer which correspond to probabilistic semantic decisions as well as outputs from last two

fully connected layers (fc8 and fc7 ). All the above features focus on the representations

from the visual modality of the input stimulus, for the audio stream, we extracted a set

of features using openSMILE [Eyben et al., 2013], which includes low-level descriptors like

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), auditory model based loudness, F0 envelope,

and zero crossing rate with various functionals applied such as min/max, standard deviation,

skewness, etc. We extracted two emotion-based feature sets using openSMILE: emobase, a

seminal reference set used in many other prior speech-based emotion prediction tasks, and

emobase2010 [Schuller et al., 2011].
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7.4.2 Ranking Micro-videos from Electrodermal Activity

For learning to rank, we used a ranking SVM [Joachims, 2003], specifically an efficient

kernel implementation [Kuo et al., 2014], to rank windows of six seconds with preference

labels given by binarized events detected from electrodermal activity [Silveira et al., 2013].

In our preliminary experiments, the EDA event labels were aggregated across the entire au-

dience. Specifically, given training label/query/instance tuple sets (yi ∈ R, qi ∈ S ⊂ Z,xi ∈

R
n), i = 1, . . . , n and a set of preference pairs P = {(i, j) | qi = qj, yi > yj}, RankSVM

[Joachims, 2003] solves

min
ω,ξ

1

2
ωTω + C

∑

(i,j)∈P

ξi (7.2)

s.t. ωT (φ(xi)− φ(xj)) ≥ 1− ξi,j,

ξi,j ≥ 0, ∀ (i, j) ∈ P

where C > 0 is a regularization parameter, φ is a kernel function that maps data into a

higher dimensional space, and ξi,j is called the ℓ1 loss.

For the color histogram feature, we use the chi-squared kernel φ(x, x̃) = 1−
∑n

i=1
(xi−x̃i)2

(xi+x̃i)/2

while for all other features, we use the radial basis function kernel φ(x, x̃) = exp(−γ|x−x̃|2).

Parameters are learned by cross-validation over a grid search. In addition, due to the com-

binatorial number of constraints that are introduced to the optimization and the class

imbalance of far more negatives than positive instances, we discard negatives samples with

50% probability during training.

When windowing, we allow for a 50% overlap and ensured that we did not randomly

shuffle our data for train and test partitioning to avoid temporal overlap bias. Trials over

the audiovisual stimulus came from adjacent data partitions where we remove boundary test

data instances overlapping training splits. For frame-based visual features, we experiment

with several pooling schemes including taking the maximum response in each feature di-

mension, taking the average, and selecting the feature vector from the center of the window.

Audio-based feature vectors are extracted strictly within the designated six-second windows,

i.e., they are given no additional context. We measure our performance by computing the

average precision within each partition.
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Figure 7.3: Average precision ranking performance from EDA spike events for an episode

from the television show, NCIS, with a window size of six seconds and average pooling for

visual features across several adjacent partitions of the film.

In the preliminary experiments shown in Figure 7.3, it is difficult to tell if one feature

performances significantly better than another even in the context of a single partition. In

addition, we observe that in general our learned rankers are only able to predict marginally

better than chance on each partition. Interestingly, we do observe that the SentiBank

features [Borth et al., 2013b], which are the most affectively biased features evaluated, con-

sistently perform well on a majority of the film’s partitions. We believe that even though

the problem of predicting traits of human bio-signals from content-based visual multimedia

is an ambitious task, the fact that there is some marginal improvement over chance at this

early stage of investigation shows that we can still push the boundary further.

7.5 Open Issues

One main challenge with the current setup is that it is difficult to decouple sources of

errors in the implicit affect detection process. For example, although it is known that EDA

has a correlation with affect arousal, it does not necessarily mean that a single spiking

event is correlated to an individual’s arousal, e.g., it could be spiking frequency instead. In

addition, the spike detection method [Silveira et al., 2013] is not without noise and since

the method operates greedily, it tends to produce false detections. Even assuming such

issues could be resolved, there is also no guarantee that a windowed portion of a film that

is labeled as a ‘spiking event’ will bare semblance to another window. While the reasons for
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this are many, in a full-length film, narrative context could have caused an individual to be

aroused much like visual elements which are much more challenging to extract automatically.

Alternatively, this could be solved by reducing the stimulus length; however, doing so would

introduce subject calibration noise from film showing to showing that may be impossible to

normalize out due to the unconstrained recording environment. Despite these challenges, we

believe this ambitious new proposed problem setting of implicit affective computing poses

great potential, paving the way for computationally modeling biological affect states jointly

with content-based multimedia analysis.

In the future, since we focused on audience-level ranking here, we plan to experiment

with and study the effects of subject-specific and demographic-specific ranking, e.g., ag-

gregating by age or gender. In addition, we believe there are opportunities for further

improving the performance of our rankers by multimodal fusion, e.g., by simply performing

kernel-level fusion and setting kernel weights for each representation by cross-validation or

multiple kernel learning. It may be interesting to also determine whether the detection

of these physiological signal traits can serve as a mid-level representation for ultimately

detecting semantic/dimensional affect as well.
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Chapter 8

Mid-level Movie Concepts for

Visual Affect Detection

Thus far in this thesis, outside of ongoing work in Chapter 7, we have given little treatment

to affective computing in the context of video streams – everywhere else, we have focused on

images since the visual affect detection problem is already a largely untreated and difficult

problem in that context. In this ongoing work, we seek to explore hierarchically-organizable

mid-level affective concepts (q.v. Part II and §4.3) with specific connections to perceived

emotion (q.v. §2.2 and §3.3) in the vertical of movies/films (much like in Chap. 7), all at

scale, using deep networks for visual affect (q.v. Chap. 5 and 6). The hope is to apply

many of the ideas proposed already in this thesis together in a single framework for affect

recognition in videos.

8.1 Introduction

Cinematography has always sought to move alongside and guide the affections of an audience

throughout the course of a film. From a carefully composed score on the backdraft of rolling

green hills to a dramatic fight scene laced with explosions, the role of the film director is

in some sense crafting the affective experience of their viewers frame by frame. The hope

then is that we can develop computational machinery that can not only detect the visual

affect of a movie scene, but also output the specific semantic characteristics that led to
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that decision in the inference process. Consider the example of the fight scene, perhaps the

presence of ‘explosions,’ ‘gunshots’ and a ‘dark alley’ are all semantic indicators that should

cue an affect detector to aspects of ‘fear’ and/or ‘high arousal’ are in this visual clip.

Recall that in bridging the “affective gap” (q.v. §1.1.2), one approach is to use mid-

level representations that allow for grounding machine detectable concepts as well as an

affective bias (q.v. Part II). In this ongoing work, we seek to develop useful mid-level rep-

resentations in the form of audiovisual concepts commonly occurring in movies and film

to allow for more interpretable and improved classification performance affect predictors.

Such a system would allow for fine-grained affective analysis of events, entities and affective

states throughout the temporal progression of an audiovisual film stream. In particular,

we build upon the popular movie information summary platform, IMDb, and construct a

movie concept ontology with affectively biased audiovisual concepts, subsequently mine as-

sociated film trailers, acquire temporally localized annotations, and develop computational

machinery to recognize both the movie concepts and the affective states in the video clips.

The main goals of this work include: (1) the development of an affectively biased movie

concept ontology suitable as a mid-level representation of affective states in film, (2) the

proposal of a three-shot composite called “shot-triplets” that sit between fine-grained shots

and coherent scenes, which we argue is well-suited for Affective Computing in the context

of audiovisual streams, (3) a movie trailer dataset with concept and perceived emotions

annotations temporally localized at the “shot-triplet”-level, and (4) visual detector banks

useful for movie concept detection as well as perceived emotion prediction.

8.2 Related Work

Our particular focus on movies content comes from the many prior works that have investi-

gated the application of affect to movies in the past, given film’s clearly defined use case as a

media and well-defined added business value. Among the earliest, [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005]

developed affective trajectories of movie clips, plotted in the valence-arousal space. In

[Wang and Cheong, 2006], the correlation between genre of movies was investigated in seven

emotion states. Work in [Teixeira et al., 2011] and [Ellis et al., 2014b] continued along the
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same lines but focused on fusing audio and visual features. Then in [Canini et al., 2013],

with some semblance to our work, mid-level features were proposed that included style

distinctives which they called “film grammar” features, encompassing elements like shot

length, distance-to-camera and lighting conditions. And recently, in [Baveye et al., 2015a],

fine-tuned deep networks were used to predict valence-arousal states. All these form a strong

precedent of seminal work, but still largely rely on low-level features for affect state predic-

tion, where even in [Canini et al., 2013], the features are not as semantically interpretable

and perceptually identifiable as one would prefer, e.g., ‘fire’ or ‘humming’. The largest

video-based affect study we are aware of is in [Vandal et al., 2015] which we discussed in

§4.2, but does not focus on films and relies exclusively on facial expressions.

Despite all this prior art, there are very few publicly available datasets for visual affect

research in videos and films. In [Schaefer et al., 2010], a small dataset called FilmStim of

64 short film clips and LIRIS-ACCEDE [Baveye et al., 2015b], a dataset of 9,800 clips, are

proposed using the PANAS and valence-arousal representations, respectively (mentioned

briefly also in §3.2). The sparsity of movie datasets for affect has largely been due to

licensing restrictions and so works like [Baveye et al., 2015b] focus on niche and little-viewed

films licensed under Creative Commons1. In the same spirit as MVSO (q.v. Chap. 4), we

endeavor to develop a large-scale movie ontology with affective mid-level concepts associated

with movie clips that are useful for modeling perceived emotional states.

8.3 IMDb Movie Concept Ontology

For a viable mid-level semantic representation, we desire movie concepts that are used by

actual viewers to describe scenes. As a result, we take an approach similar to VSO and

MVSO (q.v. Chap. 4) of mining these movie concepts from a social multimedia platform. To

this end, we use the Internet Movie Database (IMDb)2, and mine ‘plot keywords’ that have

been entered by users on the website. The hope is that some subset of these keywords will

directly occur in audiovisual form in the content of the movie itself, and because they are

1https://creativecommons.org

2http://www.imdb.com

https://creativecommons.org
http://www.imdb.com
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the IMDb Affective Movie Ontology Construction Process. We

mine plot keywords and genre-organized movie trailers from IMDb and connect them to

emotions with near-shot-level temporal localization.

entered by users they will be entities that have specifically been both perceived by viewers

of the film and assessed as useful (and even, memorable) semantic descriptors.

To determine which films to mine these plot keywords from, we began by targeting a

subset of the movie genre categorizations on IMDb. On IMDb, movies are grouped into

multiple genres including: action, adventure, comedy, fantasy, thriller, sport, war, western,

romance, horror, crime, documentary, musical, biography and film-noir. In addition, IMDb

implements an in-house current popularity algorithm they call “movieMETER”3 which

ranks movies in each genre. In late October 2014, we downloaded movie trailers from

the top-400 of this rank list in each genre given that a trailer existed. We omitted the

musical, biography and film-noir genres due the natural of their tendency to ill-suited for

audiovisual detection tasks. Note that we did not acquire 400 unique movies for each genre

since a movie can fall under multiple genres. We also additionally filtered movie trailers

based aspect ratio to remove poor quality trailers, removing anything greater than 16:9 and

less than 4:3, resulting in 1,042 unique movie trailers across 10 movie genres mined from

IMDb. We chose to focus on movie trailers here rather than full-length movies for their

potential to scale with much greater ease as well as the reduced licensing restrictions given

3http://www.imdb.com/chart/moviemeter

http://www.imdb.com/chart/moviemeter
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their wide, public accessibility on the Web.

After mining these movie trailers, we parsed their associated metadata, e.g., release

date, cast, plot, location and budget, as well as associated ‘plot keywords’. Some examples

of popular plot keywords we mined included murder, blood, death, friendship, flashback, love,

police, kiss, chase and female nudity. More telling and interesting though were some of the

less-popular movie concepts on the long-tail of the distribution like bayonet, space travel, eye

patch, ex-soldier and airplane accident. In total, we collected 998 movie concepts using this

mining process on IMDb, essentially matching the scale of the number of classes found in

the ILSVRC [Russakovsky et al., 2015]. We note that, in-post, we had three expert judges

annotate all 998 concepts and determined that 876 movie concepts were likely to be machine

“detectable” (87.78% coverage), e.g., concepts like ‘father-daughter relationship’ and ‘based

on book’ were deemed undetectable. Every concept appeared in at least 20 movies, and 211

concepts appeared in at least 100 movies.

8.3.1 Movie Trailer Concept Annotation

Movie trailers are typically intentionally designed to create brief, but impressionable affect

responses and serve as a preview, giving viewers a broad understanding of the storyline. So

while the movie concepts we mined from IMDb are intended to describe the full movie, we

can still reasonably expect that a sizable subset of the concepts will occur in the trailers.

However, because these plot keywords are annotated per movie on IMDb, the labels are not

only potentially noisy but also weak. As a result, we seek to develop an annotation task

to temporally localize the occurrence of these movie concepts in our movie trailers to later

train detectors on.

To localize these annotations, we first performed shot and scene detection on our movie

trailers with [Sidiropoulos et al., 2011], yielding approximately 75 shots per trailer. Shots

lengths ranged from 0.5 seconds to 20 seconds. Most of the trailers consisted of as many

as 165 detected shots with only 31 trailers with less than 20 shots. There were a total of

82,959 detected shots over 1,613 detected scenes across all our movie trailers.

Given some of the observations from §7.4 that there is a slight delay in the affect onset

(although usually still faster than cognitive processes) and also to alleviate the annotation
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Emotion #Pos. Labels Emotion #Pos. Labels

Anger 20,208 Sadness 6,802

Disgust 2,596 Surprise 29,238

Fear 28,877 Neutral 54,040

Happiness 16,910

Table 8.1: Perceived Emotion Annotation Counts in Movie Trailers Mined from IMDb at

the Shot-Triplet Granularity. The unaggregated number of shot-triplets positively labeled

(pos. label) on MTurk for a given Ekman emotion [Ekman, 1999] is shown.

burden, we form what we call “shot-triplets” from the shots of a trailer. Much like our

choice of six second windows in §7.4, a sufficient trade-off between contextual information

and a minimum affect onset period is to allow for several visually consistent shots. We

define a shot-triplet as a contiguous audiovisual stream composited by three consecutive

shots, so for example, given five shots in a trailer, there are three shot-triplets where the

triplets have some temporal overlap with each other. The shot-triplet composition allows

for a convenient, psychologically-inspired middle ground between fine-grained audiovisual

slices like frames and shots and coarse-grained groupings like scenes or an entire video.

Given these shot-triplets, we developed an annotation task on Amazon’s Mechanical

Turk (MTurk) to label the occurrence of our movie concepts. In addition, we also had

workers annotate their perception of seven discrete semantic emotions from [Ekman, 1999]

in the shot-triplets: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral. Note that

based on our earlier research in Chapter 3 (i.e., §3.3), we particularly targeted perceived

emotion given its greater affinity to objective affect labels. To date, we annotated a subset

of our full movie trailer corpus, including 198 annotated trailers for 5,303 non-overlapping

shot-triplets.

In Table 8.1, we show the unaggregated number of shot-triplets positively annotated

for each emotion. Interestingly, we observe that the ‘disgust’ and ‘sadness’ emotions occur

significantly fewer times than the other emotions. Intuitively, this may be due to the fact

that we chose to work on movie trailers and director’s make a cinematic choice to avoid such

scene clips in these short preview to maximize viewer engagement and curiosity. On the
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Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise

drug addict wristwatch key text messaging grief body landing on car

impalement vomit dream sequence engagement ring fishing critically bashed

punched in the chest ex-convict killing an animal drug use bloody nose engineer

kicked self mutilation hiding in a closet marriage proposal apology target practice

shot in eye barefoot death of child christmas tree tear sabotage

shot in stomach rape torso cut in half factory sleeping firework

kicked in head dead body blindness gift cross rat

stabbed in stomach eaten alive blood on camera lens hairy chest death of husband waitress

shot in leg champagne death of friend male underwear sadness shot in face

decapitation dismemberment suicide wine looking in mirror crashing through window

Table 8.2: Example of Plot Keywords from IMDb Matched to Emotions. Matches are

determined by annotation co-occurrence at the shot-triplet level.

other hand, emotions like ‘surprise’ and ‘fear’ were highly annotated which give a sense of

suspense to drive a potential audience to the theater for the full-length motion film. Also,

it is unsurprising that a considerable number of annotations of shot-triplets were neutral

since many triplets were likely contextualizing content that lead up to a shot-triplet with

more affective intensity.

8.3.2 Movie Emotion-to-Concept Matching

While our movie concepts are already hierarchically nested with respect to genres in the

ontology, we also investigated the relationship between our movie concepts and emotions

via our gathered annotations. We computed the co-occurrence of emotion annotations and

movie concepts and ranked the concepts by frequency. Naturally, some movie concepts did

not co-occur with some emotions. We omitted the ‘neutral’ emotion since it would have too

wide of a variance in matched semantic concepts and would generally yield uninteresting

matched concepts.

In Table 8.2, we show the emotion-to-concept matching based on co-occurrences in

our annotation data. Many of the matched concepts agree with our intuition for what

we expect from a given emotion. For example, ‘marriage proposal’ and ‘gift’ have a clear

relationship to ‘happiness’ and likewise, concepts like ‘rape’ or ‘vomit’ to ‘disgust’. Others,

on the surface, are cause for pause, but make sense after consideration; for example, ‘drug
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addict[s]’ are likely portrayed in films as ‘angry’ or ‘anger’-inducing, and the ‘cross’ concept

is likely shown in movies during the death of a character, giving rise to its high co-occurrence

with ‘sadness’. However, some matched concepts are also surprising, e.g., ‘engineer’ with

‘surprise’ or ‘text messaging’ with ‘happiness,’ where we can only guess that either there

are some associations that do tend to occur often enough in films because there is indeed

an affective connection or simply co-occur often by chance in cinematography. In addition,

it is worth noting that, just as we argued in Chapter 3 (q.v. §3.6), we observe that many

of the matched concepts across emotions are semantically similar, reinforcing our argument

that these emotions are not necessarily mutually exclusive from each other.

8.4 Affective Movie Concept Detection

To detect our affective mid-level movie concepts, we formulate a multiple-instance learning

(MIL) problem. Briefly, in MIL, given an instance xij ∈ R
d and associated label yij ∈ R,

we consider a grouping of instances called “bags” xi = {xi1, . . . ,xiNi
}. Given a label

for the i-th bag Yi ∈ {−1, 1}, we have a positive bag of instances when any one of the

instances are positive and a negative bag when all of the instances in the bag are negative;

this relationship can be encoded as Yi = max{yij}. As an initial proof-of-concept, in our

experiments, instances are movie shots and bags correspond to movie trailers, where plot

keywords are bag labels.

All the trailers in our dataset together constitute 3,410,986 frames, but we subsam-

ple three representative frames output by [Sidiropoulos et al., 2011] within each shot for

our experiments. For our initial experiments, we extracted features from an AlexNet net-

work [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] trained on ILSVRC12 [Russakovsky et al., 2015] from our

representative frames in each shot-triplet taking the 1000-dimensional softmax outputs and

averaging them across the three representative frames. In addition, we computed audio

features using openSMILE [Eyben et al., 2013] for emobase features as we did in §7.4.1.

For learning, we use an approach that adapts the soft-margin classifier to the MIL setting
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called multiple-instance SVM (MI-SVM) [Andrews et al., 2002], which solves the problem

max
w,b,ξ

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

∑

i

ξi, (8.1)

s.t. Yi max
{j∈i}

(〈w,xj〉+ b) ≥ 1− ξi, ξi ≥ 0 ∀ i

where bag-level predictions are given by Ŷi = sgn
(

max{j∈i}(〈w,xj〉+ b)
)

.

Given that our current annotations contain considerable class imbalance at the triplet-

level, for our preliminary experiments, we manually balanced the dataset and treated audio-

based and visual movie concepts for classification separately as well as focused on weak

trailer labels. We used a 70/30% train/test split and selected the MI-SVM slack parameter

by grid search with cross-validation. We performed experiments over 218 visual concepts

and 291 audio-based concepts. Using the openSMILE audio features, we achieved an average

classification accuracy of ∼67.3% across all audio-based concepts. The visual features, on

the other hand, performed significantly worse with only ∼25.6% of the visual concepts

performing better than chance. We suspect this is due to the high visual variance within a

trailer and a weak label at the trailer/bag level gives a frame-averaged feature little chance

to learn distinctive elements about a given class; meanwhile, for the audio features, since

they are extracted over the duration of the entire shot, much more contextual information

is given to the representation, allowing the learner to discriminate.

8.5 Open Issues

A primary challenge with the current work is that while we based our intuition and mo-

tivations for affective mid-level movie concepts on the successes of MVSO and in other

similar vision works, there is not yet sufficient psychology evidence that concepts like those

we mined tightly correlate with human emotions (though there is some very preliminary

psychology research now on low-level visual features, like the presence of orange and blue

tones, in film). Additionally, the number of videos, both at the trailer and shot triplet level,

are still not as large as we might desire, as this would essentially require a greater volume

of dense crowd annotations. Denser and larger volumes of temporally localized affect and

concept annotations will be necessary to pave the way forward for reliable affect detection
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at the mid-level in videos. Alternatively, existing datasets could be used to bolster the size

of our own, e.g., LIRIS-ACCEDE [Baveye et al., 2015b], where we would compromise on

professional high-end content to aid in achieving larger scales. Regardless, we believe that

coupling mid-level concept detection with affect state understanding in films will prove par-

ticularly useful in affective psychology and sociology as it provides a clean, familiar medium

for both researchers and subjects along with explainable, semantic factors to better qualify

emotional elements.

In addition, there are many more experiments that need to be done once we can acquire

a larger volume of data to improve mid-level movie concept detection as well as experiments

toward predicting perceived emotion labels. Specifically, one direction may be to integrate

work with cross-residual learning (q.v. Chap. 6) with multiple-instance learning and possi-

bly multimodal features, i.e., multi-view learning. In the preliminary experiments, we per-

formed MIL using trailers as bags in the learning process, but using triplets as bags would

yield greater temporal localization provided such fine-grained annotations exist. In future,

affect detection in videos, mid-level or otherwise, is also likely to benefit from investigating

memory- and attention-based NNs, e.g., LSTMs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997].
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Chapter 9

Future Directions in Visual

Affective Computing

There are many exciting and unexplored challenges in Visual Affective Computing at scale.

While we have discussed several areas for future work and improvements at the end of each

respective chapter’s conclusion, we highlight three specific high-impact areas we believe

Visual Affective Computing is likely to benefit from dedicated research in the coming years.

9.1 Other Visual Affect Oracles

In this thesis, we proposed and explored several ways to partition or divide the “affect

oracle” (q.v. §2.2 and Fig. 2.2) which result in multiple label-generating distributions

rather than just one, including induced vs. intended vs. perceived (q.v. Chap. 3), person-

specific (c.f. works like [Koelstra et al., 2011]), and language and geography toward culture

(q.v. Chap. 4). As hinted briefly in §5.6, there are naturally many more ways in which

the affect oracle can be partitioned. Age group, gender and profession are exemplary and

intuitive choices for demographics that would likely bias the affective states of individuals,

and thus the labels used in computational learning. However, we believe that there are also

far more faceted and nuanced partitionings of the affect oracle to be explored.

Personal interests are one example of such a nuanced partitioning that leads to multiple

visual affect oracles. And in fact, there is some psychology research that suggest these
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preferential biases influence our judgment of things like aesthetics [Vessel et al., 2014]. For

example, though not to the degree of specific individuals, consider the fans of football team

A compared to that of team B or C. Certainly, the manner in which such fans will rate

certain visual content such as video livestreams of games or images of sports paraphernalia

will be biased by the nature of their team affiliations. This idea naturally extends to many

other areas like political affiliations, positions on ethics, etc. and even to seemingly far

more abstract dimensions like musical aptitude, medical conditions or dietary practices.

Further still, composite affect partitionings or even explicitly modeling the partitionings

hierarchically are exciting future directions.

9.2 Multimodality for Visual Affective Computing

We have primarily looked at models trained using a single type of feature, e.g., color his-

tograms, local binary patterns, MFCCs, deep learned representations, in this thesis. How-

ever, visual affect is likely to benefit from multiple feature representations, i.e., multiple

visual features and/or features from multiple modalities like audio, visual and tempo-

ral. In fact, some works have already begun to explore the use of multimodal features

in Affective Computing [Morency et al., 2011; Koelstra et al., 2011; Soleymani et al., 2012;

Perez-Rosas et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2014; Pang and Ngo, 2015; Wang et al., 2015b], al-

though not all deal with affect in visual multimedia [Soleymani et al., 2016].

Given the success of deep neural networks, even for Visual Affective Computing tasks

[You et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2014; Pang and Ngo, 2015; Xu et al., 2015;

Campos et al., 2015; Jou et al., 2015; Campos et al., 2016; Jou and Chang, 2016a], and re-

cently, multimodal networks, e.g., [Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012; Wu et al., 2014],

one promising direction is to explore multimodal networks for multi-oracle affective comput-

ing tasks in visual multimedia. Complementary to multitask learning and fan-out network

architectures discussed in Chapter 6, fan-in network architectures can be used to implement

a set of problems knowns as multi-view learning, i.e., where a single instance with a sin-

gle label now has multiple input representations. In designs like [Wu et al., 2014], networks

can then be developed that are simultaneously multi-view and multitask. Such an approach
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would match our intuition that visual affect is a complex objective that requires multiple

vantage points to understand as well as a decomposable problem made up of smaller, but

related affective subproblems.

9.3 Visualizing Affective States

While we have showed that, despite the ambitious challenge, visual affective states can be

predicted with reasonable fidelity in this thesis, a critical missing piece in the greater field

of Affective Computing is the ability to visualize and understand what learned models are

representing and how they trickle down into machine judgments. This need will becoming

increasingly pressing as the community continues to scale-up research. One noteworthy

attempt made in this area was in [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005], where affective states in the

valence-arousal space for input video streams were plotted as “trajectories” in the 2-D

plane. There is a spectrum of existing visualization works in the broader multimedia and

vision community from stage-wise visualization, e.g., [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014], to end-to-

end generation, e.g., DeepDream1, that are all viable approaches that should be explored

in the context of Visual Affective Computing.

One other promising direction is the use of visual pattern mining [Li et al., 2016a] to

localize specific pixel-level regions in visual inputs to identify what image patches may have

triggered a certain concept detector. Due to visual variance this method is likely to be

less useful for affective representations like discrete emotions or valence-arousal-dominance

space (q.v. §2.1.2), but far more effective for mid-level affective states like adjective-noun

pairs [Borth et al., 2013b] or movie concepts (q.v. Chap. 8). Being able to identify such

image patches, for example in MVSO (i.e., Chap. 4), would allow us to visually compare

different cultures, e.g., after a round of image-based clustering.

1http://googleresearch.blogspot.com/2015/06/inceptionism-going-deeper-into-neural.html

http://googleresearch.blogspot.com/2015/06/inceptionism-going-deeper-into-neural.html
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have developed principles, methods and computational machinery for

large-scale affective computing in the context of visual multimedia. We began by proposing

the idea that the ground truth generating mechanism in affective computing, i.e., the affect

oracle, should be understood as a separable entity (q.v. §2.2 and Fig. 2.2). The principle

is intuitive, but has been largely unexplored in affective computing problems, and it has

proven effective in this thesis for opening the way for large-scale computable affect in vision

and multimedia (q.v. Chap. 3 and 4). Given “large-scale” problems have both a depth and

breadth component, one interpretation of this “partitioning” of the affect oracle is that

we are “scaling out” (i.e., versus “scaling up”) affective computing. In this thesis, while

investigating this ‘scale out’ view of affect, we did not neglect the ‘scale up’ component, but

instead simultaneously pushed the limits of visual affect also along the dimensions of volume

and veracity. In fact, we integrated annotations from 2.5M users in Chapter 3 and 15.6K

concepts across 7.3M social media images from 12 languages and 237 countries in Chapter

4 and 5. It is our belief that as we continue scaling up and out Visual Affective Computing

problems, it will reveal new insights in how we can teach machines to computational model

and integrate human affections.
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10.1 Summary of Contributions

In Part I of this thesis, we illustrated content-driven affect detection in a novel visual

domain for a well-known psychology-grounded affect representation called Ekman emotions.

Specfically, in Chapter 3, we delineated between induced vs. intended vs. perceived emotion

and made a case for perceived emotion because, given that it allows for a cognitive assessment

of an affective entity, the traditional vision and multimedia approaches to scaling up datasets

like crowdsourcing become valid, e.g., majority voting annotations (which otherwise, would

be wrong since affect is subjective). We studied this in the context of animated GIF image

sequences which are particularly well-suited for emotion analysis given their use in popular

social media and encompassed the first computational multimedia assessment of its kind.

In Part II, we explored the very recent area of Visual Affective Computing, poised to

enable even larger scales of visual affect data: mid-level representations. Specifically, in

Chapter 4 we looked at a mid-level semantic representation called adjective-noun pairs

(ANPs) and proposed another division of the affect oracle along cultural lines. We investi-

gated this multicultural partitioning along language and geographic dimensions, resulting

in the largest, public visual affect image dataset to-date called multilingual visual sentiment

concept ontology (MVSO) consisting of 7.3M images from 12 languages across 237 countries

with over 15.6K ANP visual concepts. In Chapter 5, we developed convolutional neural net-

works for constructing multilingual detector banks across this massive MVSO corpus and

showed their ability to enable impactful applications like culture-diversified image-based

query expansions as well as investigated their use in cross-lingual sentiment prediction.

And in Chapter 6, we proposed a new learning paradigm called cross-residual learning that

extends residual learning to jointly learning from multiple related tasks and showed its par-

ticular usefulness in the context of simultaneously predicting affective states (adjectives),

visual objects (nouns), and affective mid-level representations (ANPs).

Finally, in Part III, we discussed two ongoing works and future challenges in large-

scale Visual Affective Computing. In Chapter 7, we proposed a completely new computing

paradigm for affective computing which we call implicit affective computing where signals

used in more traditional affective computing like biometrics and other physiological signals

actually become the target labels rather than the input data; we presented preliminary
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experiments that seek to accomplish this by binarizing these affective physiological signals

to create temporally-localized physiological markers which we seek to learn from visual

multimedia features. And in Chapter 8, we discussed ongoing work in trying to integrate

perceived emotion and mid-level concepts for visual affect detection in movie trailers. Lastly,

in Chapter 9, we discussed several areas which we are excited to see progress in the next

several years for Visual Affective Computing. These included other affect oracle partition-

ings, multimodality for affect detection at scale, and improved visualization strategies for

understanding affective states.

10.2 Concluding Remarks on Affective Applications

There are a wide range of applications for Visual Affective Computing ahead, some of which

are now just realizations of early suggestions in [Picard, 1997]. While we have highlighted

some fo these in this thesis already, it is worth briefly noting that visual affective computing

poised to have high impact in end-consumer products and business services. Very early

on in works like [Ou et al., 2004] the relations between color, emotions and preferential

attachment were studied. Today, it is unsurprising that engineering color and many other

visual elements in digital advertisements, films, and public relations on social media have

are critical to revenue payouts, audience engagement and experience, etc. Motivated by

this, some works like [Wang et al., 2013a; Peng et al., 2015] have begun to investigate the

problem of “affective image adjustment” where input images can be automatically adjusted

by changing attributes like color palettes given a selected output image ‘mood’. In addition,

there are likely to be benefits yet to be seen with the application of visual affective computing

to summarization tasks which assist in generating trailers or animated GIFs like those

seen in Google’s Motion Stills1 and similar products, where say automatically detected

high-arousal content is surfaced, or in visual captioning like in [Mathews et al., 2015] or

question-answering like in [Tapaswi et al., 2016].

Naturally, automated affective understanding of the natural visual world will also be

critical in robotics and human-computer interactions in general, e.g., [Hoque et al., 2013;

1https://research.googleblog.com/2016/06/motion-stills-create-beautiful-gifs.html

https://research.googleblog.com/2016/06/motion-stills-create-beautiful-gifs.html
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Chen et al., 2014c]. One challenge with such applications though is that false detections can

have far more adverse consequences to their users and additional care will need to be taken to

build in administrative and engineering controls. In a different line of application, recently,

[Szekely et al., 2015] showed that systems for monitoring and combatting human trafficking

can benefit from affective mid-level concept detection. Likewise, visual affective comput-

ing is related to a number of other multimedia topics gaining similar traction, including

aesthetics [Ke et al., 2006; Bhattacharya et al., 2013], memorability [Isola et al., 2011], in-

terestingness [Gygli et al., 2013], popularity [Khosla et al., 2014; Bakhshi et al., 2014], cre-

ativity [Redi et al., 2014], and fashionability [Simo-Serra et al., 2015]. We believe that all

these applications also will only benefit as we become better at teaching machines to detect

and integrate human affections.

10.3 Concluding Remarks on Ethics in Affective Computing

In closing, it is helpful to also consider the ethics of building affective systems like those

in this thesis as well as their applications, at least in brief. As seen in recent years, sys-

tems that learn from data can go awry and when deployed in real-world environments the

consequences may offend2, introduce injustice and social stereotypes3, infringe on privacy,

etc [Barocas and Selbst, 2016]. Alan M. Turing himself addressed some of these ethics in

his classic question on “Can machines think?” [Turing, 1950], and the discussion is still hot

as ever today [Pistono and Yampolskiy, 2016]. Even though such model biases are usually

not intentionally malicious by design, often resulting from negligence of data sources and

distributions [Wagstaff, 2012], it is still important to acknowledge that no technology is ever

inherently neutral [Dyer, 2011], thus making Affective Computing both susceptible and not

somehow unique compared to other technologies with regard to ethics. In Affective Com-

puting, some have observed that even in the most simple representation of affect, sentiment

(q.v. §2.1.2), stereotype biases can be unknowingly be introduced in situations where such

2E.g., see vision-based examples at https://www.flickr.com/help/forum/en-us/72157653088504775 ,

https://youtu.be/t4DT3tQqgRM and http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-33347866

3E.g., see https://youtu.be/gdCJYsKlX_Y

https://www.flickr.com/help/forum/en-us/72157653088504775
https://youtu.be/t4DT3tQqgRM
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-33347866
https://youtu.be/gdCJYsKlX_Y
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sentiment analyses drive, for example, marketing strategy choices that favor males over

females, or a specific race of individuals4. In the extreme, some may point to the infamous

HAL 9000 of the science fiction classic “2001: A Space Odyssey,” or any number of other

modern day variant, as additional cases against Affective Computing research.

Being no small issue, Picard actually highlighted several areas of ethical caution in

several of her seminal writings [Picard, 1997; Picard, 2003], at one point suggesting dis-

tinguishing between machine capacities to perceive affect, express affect, induce affect and

act based on affect. This delineation she suggests allows for a more thoughtful and prin-

cipled approach choosing which of these capabilities to engineer into an affective system

and to what degree. We believe some of our work on partitioning the affect oracle actually

helps to further cement this framework of thinking about ethics in Affective Computing

by providing some additional dimensions of granularity. For example, our work in Chapter

4 and 5 around cultural diversification of affect may help identify misrepresentations from

certain cultures to take action against model biases (note that we even intentionally tried

to mitigate effects like portion biases in our own work by properly normalizing). And yet,

we acknowledge such an approaches could also be used inversely by malicious individuals to

target such cultures. We believe the specific consideration of affect as a divisible entity also

actually allows for a trade-off in ease of scaling but greater susceptibility to ethical abuse

at coarser levels of partitioning, down to the finest level where systems are less susceptible

to biases like stereotypes because they are highly personalized affects, but scale much more

poorly since it is difficult to get high-volume per-person data.

Ultimately, there may be many potential ethical challenges and debates ahead for Affec-

tive Computing, but like Turing’s “Head in the Sand” objection [Turing, 1950] this does not

therefore mean that progress in understanding affect along computational lines is better off

avoided altogether. We believe that like its very foundation, the computer, the depth and

span of the ethical shadow of Affective Computing will only be an indicator of the potential

for good casting that shadow.

4E.g., see https://vimeo.com/163292139

https://vimeo.com/163292139
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